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Abstract
Fault zones in carbonate successions of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk are potential
target structures of hydrothermal projects in the Upper Rhine Graben (URG). A mixedmethod approach was applied to make assumptions on fault-zone permeability
structures, stress states and local stress fields. This thesis contributes to exploration of
fault-related Muschelkalk reservoirs in the URG and draws comparison with the already
successfully tested hydrothermal reservoir of the Lower Triassic Bunter sandstone. To
define fault-zone characteristics and estimate related permeability structures in
Muschelkalk rocks, fault zones of different types (e.g., normal, inverted, oblique-slip) and
different scales (displacement: medium-scale: 1-10 m; large-scale >10 m) were
analyzed in detail. The outcrop analogue study of one large-scale fault zone in thickbedded sandstones of Bunter age provided the opportunity for comparison. Special
emphasis in both sedimentary successions was given to damage-zone and fault-core
characteristics as well as to characteristics of associated fracture systems (e.g., density,
aperture distribution, connectivity, vertical extension).
Fracture systems formed in rather homogenous units have a positive effect on reservoir
permeability. They may provide, in particular in proximity to the fault core, potential fluid
pathways across multiple layers and enhanced fracture connectivity of comparatively
short fractures. In contrast, fracture systems in strongly mechanically layered units may
have less impact on reservoir permeability. Fault cores show partially significant
complexity, comprising mainly sealing, but also conductive structures. Large-scale fault
zones, i.e., in reservoir-scale, in both potential reservoir units are best described as
combined conduit-barrier systems. They show potentially conductive fracture systems in
damage zones (and additionally in Bunter: transition zone) and a low-permeable to
sealing fault core.
To improve knowledge about fault-zone local stress fields within the layered Muschelkalk
reservoir (reservoir depth: 2.900 m) 3D-numerical models were developed, using the
finite element software COMSOL Multiphysics®. Pronounced differences in local stress
fields occur, depending on (1) orientation, (2) impact of maximum horizontal stress S H,
(3) fault-zone scale and (4) contrasts in rock-mechanical properties. Clear dependency of
fault-zone orientation on stress magnitude and displacement follows for stress regimes
with high horizontal compression. In particular, large-scale fault-zones at 30° to SH may
be favorable for SH-induced horizontal displacement within soft fault-zone units since
highest displacement-values occur. Decrease of stress magnitudes in soft fault rocks
diminishes towards fault zones oriented perpendicular to SH. Impact of mechanical
layering increases with increasing horizontal compression, resulting in vertically
heterogeneous stress fields. To make assumptions on the hydraulic activities of fault
zones, analytical estimations on slip and dilation tendencies for analyzed fault zones at
reservoir conditions are presented. Results reveal stress state variations of each fault
zone, attributed to the current transitional stress regime and varying orientations of the
maximum horizontal stress SH.
Results of presented outcrop analogue studies help to make profound assumptions on
fault-zone permeability structures and thus to define promising drilling targets in the
URG. In this context, sedimentary successions were found which can be excluded as
potential geothermal reservoirs. Findings of 3D-numerical models could help to support
the strategy of possibly needed stimulation treatments in the Muschelkalk reservoir.
Moreover, results of this thesis gain insights on potential problems during the drilling
operation in Muschelkalk reservoirs, e.g., the likelihood of a vertically heterogeneous
stress field.
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Kurzfassung
Störungszonen in den karbonatischen Wechselfolgen des Muschelkalks (Mittlere Trias)
sind potenzielle Ziele für hydrothermale Projekte im Oberrheingraben (ORG). Es wurden
verschiedene Methoden miteinander kombiniert, um die Permeabilitäts-Strukturen
solcher Störungszonen, deren Spannungszustände und lokale Spannungsfelder
abzuschätzen. Diese Arbeit kann damit zur Exploration von störungsgebundenen
Muschelkalk-Reservoiren im ORG beitragen. Sie vergleicht diese mit einem bereits
erfolgreich
getesteten
(störungsgebundenen)
hydrothermalen
Reservoir,
den
Sandsteinen des Buntsandsteins.
Um für den Muschelkalk die Charakteristika von Störungszonen zu definieren und die
zugehörige
Permeabilitätsstruktur
abzuschätzen,
wurden
verschiedene
Störungszonentypen
(z.B.
Abschiebungen,
invertierte
Störungszonen,
Schrägabschiebung) mit unterschiedlichen Maßstäben (Versatz: mittel-skalig 1-10 m,
groß-skalig >10 m) detailliert untersucht. Eine Aufschlussanalogstudie zu einer großskaligen
Störungszone
(Schrägabschiebung)
in
dickbankigen
Sandsteinen
(Buntsandstein, Untere Trias) wurde zum Vergleich herangezogen. Der besondere
Schwerpunkt lag jeweils auf der Charakterisierung von Bruchzone und Störungskern
sowie
des
assoziierten
Bruchsystems
(Bruchdichte,
Öffnungsweitenverteilung,
Vernetzungsgrad, vertikale Ausdehnung).
Die Daten zeigen, dass Bruchsysteme in eher homogenen Einheiten einen positiven Effekt
auf die Reservoir-Permeabilität haben. Sie bieten, vor allem in der Nähe des
Störungskerns, potenzielle Fließwege auch über mehrere Schichten und zeigen eine
starke Vernetzung zwischen vergleichsweise kurzen Brüchen. Im Gegensatz dazu
scheinen störungsgebundene Bruchsysteme in Einheiten mit einer starken mechanischen
Schichtung einen geringeren Einfluss auf die Reservoirpermeabilität zu haben.
Störungskerne zeigen stellenweise eine signifikante Komplexität, da sie vor allem
abdichtende aber stellenweise auch durchlässige Strukturen aufweisen. Groß-skalige
Störungszonen
(im
Reservoir-Maßstab)
lassen
sich
für
beide
potenzielle
Reservoirhorizonte am besten als kombinierte Barriere-Leiter-Systeme beschreiben.
Diese Barriere-Leiter-Systeme zeichnen sich durch ein potenziell hydraulisch
durchlässiges Bruchsystem in der Bruchzone (und im Buntsandstein zusätzlich in der
Übergangszone) sowie einen schwach durchlässigen bis abdichtenden Störungskern aus.
Um die Kenntnisse zum lokalen Spannungsfeld in Störungszonen im geschichteten
Muschelkalk (Reservoirtiefe: 2.900 m) zu verbessern, wurden mit der Finite-ElementeSoftware COMSOL Multiphysics® numerische 3D-Modelle erstellt. Es wurden deutliche
Unterschiede des lokalen Spannungsfelds in Abhängigkeit von (1) der Orientierung, (2)
dem Einfluss der maximalen Horizontalspannung SH im Spannungsregime, (3)
Störungszonen-Maßstab und (4) den Kontrasten der mechanischen Eigenschaften
festgestellt. In Spannungsregimen mit starker horizontaler Kompression wurde für
Spannungsmagnituden und Versatz eine deutliche Abhängigkeit von der Orientierung der
Störungszone festgestellt. Vor allem groß-skalige Störungszonen mit einem 30°-Winkel
zu
SH
scheinen
einen
SH-induzierten
Horizontalversatz
innerhalb
weicher
Störungszoneneinheiten zu begünstigen; in dieser wurden die höchsten Versatzbeträge
festgestellt. Die typische Abnahme von Spannungsmagnituden in weicheren
Störungszoneneinheiten verringert sich in Richtung von Störungszonen, die senkrecht zu
SH streichen. Der Einfluss der mechanischen Schichtung steigt mit zunehmender
horizontaler Kompression, was zu einem vertikal heterogenen Spannungsfeld führt. Um
Annahmen zu einer möglichen hydraulischen Aktivität einer Störungszone zu treffen,
werden für die untersuchten Störungszonen analytische Abschätzungen zu Bewegungs3

und Dehnungstendenzen unter Reservoir-Bedingungen präsentiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen
unterschiedliche Spannungszustände der analysierten Störungszonen, die auf das rezente
Übergangsregime
sowie
unterschiedliche
Orientierungen
der
maximalen
Horizontalspannungen SH zurückzuführen sind.
In dieser Arbeit präsentierte Ergebnisse von Aufschlussanalogstudien helfen dabei,
fundierte Annahmen zur Permeabilitätsstruktur von Störungszonen zu treffen und damit
vielversprechende Bohrziele im ORG zu definieren. In diesem Zusammenhang konnten
sedimentäre Wechselfolgen identifiziert werden, die als potenzielle geothermische
Reservoire ausgeschlossen werden können. Die Ergebnisse der numerischen 3DModellierungen können dazu beitragen, möglicherweise nötige Stimulationsmaßnahmen
im Muschelkalk Reservoir optimal auszulegen. Darüber hinaus bieten die Ergebnisse die
Möglichkeit, Einblick in potenzielle Probleme während der Bohrungsherstellung in
Muschelkalk-Reservoiren zu bekommen, wie zum Beispiel die Wahrscheinlichkeit eines
vertikal heterogenen Spannungsfeldes.
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Preface
This thesis was drawn up as part of the joint project “Outcrop Analogue Studies in
Geothermal Exploration” within the component project “Investigation of fault zones in
outcrop analogues and investigation of drilling targets”. Participating project partners of
the joint project have been the Geothermal Engineering GmbH, GeoEnergy GmbH,
Ruprecht-Karls-University Heidelberg, Friedrich-Alexander University of ErlangenNürnberg, and Georg-August University of Göttingen. The project was launched in 2011
and completed in 2015.
The objective of the joint project was to develop a standardized workflow to explore
potential geothermal reservoirs. This project is based on a multi-method approach
applied in outcrop analogues of potential reservoir rocks within the Upper Rhine Graben
in Southwest Germany. It combines the analysis of lithofacies, diagenetic processes and
petrophysical properties, LIDAR-based 3D-modelling of the outcrops, analysis of
geophysical well data, and, such as in the present work, the characterization of fault
zones in view of their hydromechanical properties and determination of potential drilling
targets.
This cumulative thesis includes the following three manuscripts, two of which have
already been published in peer-reviewed scientific journals; the third one is submitted to
a peer-reviewed scientific journal:


Meier, S., Bauer, J.F., Philipp, S.L., 2015. Fault zone characteristics, fracture
systems and permeability implications of Middle Triassic Muschelkalk in Southwest
Germany. Journal of Structural Geology 70, 170-189. Chapter 2.



Meier, S., Bauer, J.F., Philipp, S.L., submitted. Fault zones in layered carbonate
successions: From field data to stress field models. Submitted to Geomechanics
and Geophysics for Geo-Energy and Geo-Resources. Chapter 3.



Bauer, J.F., Meier, S., Philipp, S.L., 2015. Architecture, fracture system,
mechanical properties and permeability structure of a fault zone in Lower Triassic
sandstone, Upper Rhine Graben. Tectonophysics 647–648, 132–145. Chapter 4.
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1

General Introduction

1.1

Motivation

In recent years the exploitation of renewable energy sources such as geothermal heat
has gained high attention. In contrast to petrothermal reservoirs which utilize geothermal
energy stored in tight and dry crystalline or sedimentary rocks (hot dry rock HDR),
hydrothermal reservoirs mainly use thermal water available in deep aquifers through
natural fluid paths and potentially in context with fault zones (DiPippo, 2005; Stober et
al., 2011). Usage as a low-enthalpy hydrothermal reservoir for electric power generation
is possible at aquifer temperatures above 100°C (DiPippo, 2005; Stober et al., 2011). A
successfully operating geothermal site is at best characterized by (1) high temperature
and (2) high flow rate (DiPippo, 2005).
Comparatively good conditions for the utilization of deep geothermal energy in Germany
have been stated to low-enthalpy hydrothermal reservoirs within the Upper Rhine Graben
(URG), Southwest Germany (Stober et al., 2011; Agemar et al., 2014a). Despite a
considerably high geothermal gradient (i.e., relative increase of temperature with depth)
in the URG (45-50 °C/km; Stober and Bucher, 2015), however, only few hydrothermal
projects are established in the German sector, i.e., Landau, Insheim and Bruchsal
(Agemar et al., 2014b). This is particularly due to a tectonically very complex structure
and a manifold fault-zone pattern that exists within the URG: As central part of the
Cenozoic European Rift System the URG was formed since Eocene and subjected to
several tectonic stages during its formation. As a result, the URG shows significant
tectonic complexity, where potential reservoir formations are located at various depths
(Illies, 1972; Brun and Wenzel, 1991; Ziegler, 1992; Schumacher, 2002; Paschen et al.,
2003; Ziegler and Dèzes, 2005).
Following examples of geothermal sites in Landau and Insheim, exploration concepts of
current geothermal projects target fault zones and associated fracture systems as zones
of possibly enhanced permeability (fractured reservoirs; Nelson, 1985). Since other fault
zones, however, may impede fluid flow instead (e.g., Caine et al., 1996) this results in
significant permeability anisotropies in fault-related potential hydrothermal reservoirs
(Stober and Bucher, 2015). This leads to the necessity of detailed exploration concepts.
Reservoir characterization and exploration are commonly accomplished by geophysical
exploration methods such as seismic surveys. These methods clearly display large-scale
structures such as main fault zones and prominent seismic reflectors and thus provide
reservoir models; small-scale fractures cannot be identified due to the low spatial
resolution of seismic data. In hydrothermal reservoirs, however, knowledge about these
small-scale structures, which may strongly affect fluid flow and thus have an immense
impact on reservoir permeability, is of great importance. In this context, studies of fault
zones exposed in outcrop analogues may be an appropriate tool to characterize even
small-scale structures and variations of mechanical properties. Outcrop analogues expose
rocks similar to those at depth, i.e. rocks of similar stratigraphy, facies, and lithology
(e.g., Philipp et al., 2010). Thus, outcrop analogues offer the opportunity to analyze fault
zones and associated structural features at highest possible resolution.
The Middle Triassic Muschelkalk is a prominent hydrothermal reservoir in the URG (e.g.,
Stober and Bucher, 2015). Although Muschelkalk rocks are located at geothermally
relevant depth (i.e., sufficiently high temperatures can be expected), successful
7

geothermal projects in the URG exploit deeper aquifers such as the crystalline basement,
Rotliegend (Lower Permian), and Bunter (Lower Triassic) (Agemar et al., 2014b). One
reason is as follows: Exploring the Muschelkalk as a potential reservoir is very
challenging due to a strong mechanical layering in these limestone-marl-alternations.
This mechanical layering affects fracture propagation and thus the formation of
interconnected and hydraulically active fracture networks. Thus, an increased exploration
risk regarding sufficient fluid flow exists in general for a Muschelkalk potential reservoir,
also in connection with fault zones. Changes of lithology and mechanical properties in
mechanically layered rocks affect fault-zone structure, fracture-system connectivity and
thus reservoir permeability.
This thesis has been motivated to make assumptions on fault-zone permeability
structure, fracture-system characteristics and impact of mechanical layering on fracture
propagation in a high resolution. The study is (1) focused on fault zones hosted in
carbonate successions of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk and (2) draws comparison to
sandstones of Lower Triassic Bunter which are already successfully exploited in the URG.

1.2

Fault zones and reservoir permeability

In general, knowledge of three fault-zone properties is of particular importance in
hydrothermal reservoirs: (1) permeability structure, (2) stress state, and (3) local stress
field:
(1) A simple model of the fault-zone internal structure in brittle and low-porous rocks
describes a fault core enclosed by damages zones (Fig. 1.1a). In this model, fault
damage zones have an enhanced fracture density which increases towards the fault core
(Chester and Logan, 1986; Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2010). This may lead to
an enhanced permeability due to the formation of fluid pathways (e.g., Caine et al.,
1996), but to a decrease in effective Young’s modulus E and uniaxial compressive
strength UCS (e.g., Priest, 1993). The fault core is commonly composed of material
either with low Young’s moduli (low stiffness) such as fault gouge or with high Young’s
moduli (high stiffness) such as mineralizations. Both materials may provide a relatively
high sealing capacity for inactive fault zones. Caine et al. (1996) proposed four
endmembers to describe the permeability structure of fault zones in brittle rocks (conduit
vs. barrier) based on the relative percentage of damage zone (conductive) and fault core
(sealing) structures (Fig 1.1b). However, it has proved difficult to apply this model on
fault zones in layered sedimentary successions: Fault zones may be formed by linkage of
already existing fault segments resulting in a very complex fault-zone structure, in
particular of the fault core (Bastesen and Braathen, 2010; Bastesen et al., 2013).
Moreover, in porous sedimentary rocks, deformation bands may be formed rather than
fractures, having contrasting effects on permeability (sealing structures) and rock
mechanical properties (increasing rock strengths) (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Tondi et
al., 2006; Fossen et al., 2007).
(2) The hydraulic activity of fault zones clearly depends on the stress state and on their
orientation in the given remote stress field respectively (Fig. 1.1c; Barton et al., 1995;
Zoback, 2007). Hydraulic activity is particularly ascribed to extensional fault zones (open
structures; high dilation tendency TD) and critically stressed fault zones close to
reactivation (high slip tendency TS). In contrast, compressive structures show reduced
permeability since potential fluid pathways are closed (Barton et al., 1995; Morris et al.,
1995; Sibson, 1994; Zoback, 2007).
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(3) Contrasting mechanical properties within fault zones lead to the development of local
stress fields with stress magnitudes differing from those in the undisturbed host rock
(Fig. 1.1d). These local stress fields affect fracture formation and fracture propagation
within fault zones and are thus directly linked to their permeability evolution
(Gudmundsson et al., 2010).

Fig. 1.1. Impact of fault zones on reservoir permeability. a) Sketch of a typical fault-zone structure separated to fault core,
damage zone, and host rock (modified from Gudmundsson et al., 2010). The diagram above illustrates typical trends of
fracture related permeability and Young’s modulus E across fault zones assuming an increase of fracture density towards
the fault core. Fractures in the high-strain fault core are rare or difficult to define, the Young’s modulus may be low (fault
gouge) or high (mineralizations), respectively. b) Definition of fault-zone permeability structures based on the relative
percentage of fault core and damage zone (modified from Caine et al., 1996). c) Sketch of deviating slip tendencies and
dilation tendencies in a fault-zone pattern in the earth crust in context with a given stress field (map view; modified from
Zoback, 2007). Color code indicating fault-zone stress state see key (TS slip tendency, TD dilation tendency). The arrows
indicate the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress SH (=S1). d) Development of a local stress field within a fault zone
under compression due to contrasting Young’s moduli (modified from Gudmundsson et al., 2010). This local stress field
affects fracture formation and propagation.

1.3

Study area

Due to its particular structure the URG provides the opportunity to study potential
geothermal reservoir rocks, for example sedimentary successions of Triassic age, which
are either buried deep within the graben or may be exposed in outcrop analogues on the
uplifted graben shoulders. The four outcrop analogues of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk
selected for this study are located on the eastern graben shoulder in the KraichgauSyncline (IL Illingen; IT Ittlingen; KN Knittlingen; NL Nussloch), having a maximum
distance of approximately 40 km to the eastern main boundary fault zone. The outcrop
analogue selected for comparison, exposing sandstones of the Lower Triassic Bunter, is
situated on the western graben shoulder near Cleebourg, very close to the western main
9

boundary fault zone (CL; Alsace, France). A detailed description of the URG geological
setting is given in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

Fig. 1.2. a) Regions in Germany with proven hydrothermal potential modified from Stober et al. (2011): Upper Rhine
Graben, North German Basin, and Molasse Basin; section shown in (b) indicated by the blue circle. This thesis focuses on
the Upper Rhine Graben. The locations of established hydrothermal projects are indicated by blue dots (LD Landau; IN
Insheim; BS Bruchsal). Another hydrothermal site (BL Brühl) is currently under construction, the deep wellbore Brühl GT1
has already been drilled. b) Locations of selcted outcrop analogues are indicated by red dots (´Google Earth` map). Outcrop
analogues of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk are located in Germany (D) on the eastern graben shoulder (KraichgauSyncline; IL Illingen; IT Ittlingen; KN Knittlingen; NL Nussloch). The outcrop analogue of the Lower Triassic Bunter is located
in France (F) on the western graben shoulder very close to the western main boundary fault zone (CL; Alsace).

1.4

Aims and approach

This thesis aims at characterizing fault zones and associated fracture systems since they
may have huge impact on hydrothermal reservoir permeability. The main objectives are
to identify permeability structures of fault zones and to estimate resulting fault-related
permeability in sedimentary successions and in particular for Muschelkalk potential
reservoirs. Along with estimations on fault-zone stress state at reservoir conditions this
shall lead to the proposal of possible or, in contrast, inappropriate drilling targets of deep
wellbores for reservoir exploitation. Therefore, this study is also set out to examine to
what extent outcrop analogue studies of fault zones can contribute to exploration
concepts for hydrothermal reservoirs in the URG. In order to achieve these main
objectives, this thesis particularly focuses on the following key topics.

(1) Defining fault-zone characteristics and estimating their permeability structure at
different fault-zone scales:
This thesis aims at analyzing fault zones and their associated structural features in
layered carbonate successions, i.e., fault-zone structure, fracture system, and minor
faults at the highest possible resolution in the field. The aim is to identify differences in
fault zones of different scales. Thus, this thesis aims at investigating whether the
simplified fault-core-damage-zone model is applicable to define permeability structures of
fault zones hosted in carbonate successions of the Muschelkalk.

10

In this context special attention shall be given to fault-core complexity, i.e., structural
elements and faulted material. To estimate fracture-related permeability, information on
selected fracture-system parameters such as orientation, fracture density, aperture,
connectivity, and vertical extension is needed. In addition, special emphasis shall be
placed on indicators of hydraulic activity within fault damage zone and fault core during
fault-zone evolution.

(2) Improving knowledge of fault-zone local stress field
hydrothermal reservoir Muschelkalk in the Upper Rhine Graben:

within

the

potential

It is well known that contrasting mechanical properties in fault zones cause stresses
which differ from those in the surrounding host rock and therefore induce a local stress
field (e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 2010). Furthermore, it is understood that strong
mechanical layering leads to a vertically very heterogeneous stress field affecting fracture
propagation and thus fracture-system connectivity and permeability (e.g., Philipp et al.,
2013). Based on this, this thesis aims at investigating local stress fields within fault zones
hosted in layered carbonate successions of the Muschelkalk at reservoir depth for fault
zones of (1) differing scale and (2) with differing orientation. For this purpose, threedimensional (3D) numerical models on fault-zone local stress fields at stress conditions
similar to those in the potential Muschelkalk reservoir need to be developed.
Based on results of outcrop analogue studies it is intended to generate model geometries
(fault-zone displacements and internal-structure characteristics) as realistic as possible
and to estimate rock-mechanical input parameters. Data on mechanical properties are
needed, i.e., their variations in both vertical direction (across the carbonate succession)
and horizontal direction (across damage zone and host rock). If no data on in-situ stress
magnitudes are available, it is common practice to use analytical models to estimate
allowable horizontal stress magnitudes at reservoir depth defined by the frictional
equilibrium theory (stress polygon; Peška and Zoback, 1995).

(3) Identifying fault zones with preferable orientation for fluid flow in the Upper Rhine
Graben:
The fact that potentially active fluid pathways exist in extensional fault zones and
critically stressed fault zones, respectively, is well understood. These fault-zone stress
states depend on the fault-zone orientation in the given stress field (Barton et al., 1995;
Morris et al., 1995; Sibson, 1994; Zoback, 2007).
Hence, fault-zone orientations preferable for fluid flow, i.e., high dilation tendency or
high slip tendency, respectively, shall be identified within the URG, crosscut by a complex
fault zone pattern. Orientation data of fault zones exposed in the investigated outcrop
analogues shall be used to estimate their stress states with analytical models, at stress
conditions equal to those used in 3D-numerical models and based on rough estimate of
stress orientations using the world stress map (Heidbach et al., 2008).

(4) Comparing fault zones within different potential hydrothermal reservoirs in the URG.
Fault zones in layered carbonate successions versus fault zones in thick bedded
sandstone:
The Lower Triassic Bunter, composed of thick bedded sandstones alternating with shale,
is another potential hydrothermal reservoir in the URG. It is well understood that fault
11

zones in layered and low-porous carbonate successions and fault zones in thick-bedded
and porous sandstones show pronounced differences in their characteristics: both the
fault-zone structure (characteristics of the fault-zone units fault core and damage zones
or additional mixed or transition zones) and the structural features (fractures vs.
deformation bands) may be different. Therefore, this thesis aims at pointing out possible
differences of fault zones hosted in Middle Triassic Muschelkalk and Lower Triassic Bunter
and, if possible, suitable drilling targets within the URG.
The approach of this study is summarized in Fig. 1.3, the crucial point being detailed
structural geological field studies in outcrop analogues of Muschelkalk and Bunter. In
addition, this approach is supported by analytical models which focus on the in-situ
stress field and fault-zone stress states within the potential Muschelkalk reservoir.
Finally, results of this integrative approach are combined in 3D-numerical models of
fault-zone local stress fields in layered carbonate successions.

Fig. 1.3. Overview of the integrative approach to characterize fault zones in potential hydrothermal reservoir rocks in the
Upper Rhine Graben. This approach comprises detailed outcrop analogue studies of fault zones in the Middle Triassic
Muschelkalk and Lower Triassic Bunter, estimations on the in-situ stress field and stress state of fault zones, and finally 3Dnumerical models on the local stress field of fault zones in the potential Muschelkalk reservoir.

1.5

Thesis outline

This thesis has a cumulative structure. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are built from three selfcontained manuscripts, two of which have already been published in peer-reviewed
scientific journals; the third one is submitted to a peer-reviewed scientific journal.
Chapter 2: Meier, S., Bauer, J.F., Philipp, S.L., 2015. Fault zone characteristics, fracture
systems and permeability implications of Middle Triassic Muschelkalk in
Southwest Germany. Journal of Structural Geology 70, 170-189.
Chapter 3: Meier, S., Bauer, J.F., Philipp, S.L., submitted. Fault zones in layered
carbonate successions: From field data to stress field models. Submitted to
Geomechanics and Geophysics for Geo-Energy and Geo-Resources.
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Chapter 4: Bauer, J.F., Meier, S., Philipp, S.L., 2015. Architecture, fracture system,
mechanical properties and permeability structure of a fault zone in Lower
Triassic sandstone, Upper Rhine Graben. Tectonophysics 647–648, 132–145.
Brief overview of the applied methods is given in each manuscript according to the main
topic (structural geological outcrop analogue studies, laboratory measurements, 3Dnumerical models, analytical models). A separate reference list is provided at the end of
each chapter. The citation style corresponds to the respective scientific journal.
Chapter 2 represents a detailed outcrop analogue study on the characteristics of eight
faults zones hosted in the carbonate succession of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk
(Lower, Middle, and Upper Muschelkalk; mu-mo). Analyzed fault zones are of different
type (normal fault zones, reverse fault zones, inverted fault zones, oblique-slip fault
zones), and different scale (displacement: medium-scale 1-10 m; large-scale >10 m).
This paper focuses on fault-zone orientations, characteristics of fault-zone units
(structures, fault rocks, width), and data of the associated fracture systems (orientation,
density, aperture, connectivity, length and vertical extension in context with mechanical
layering). Furthermore, special emphasis is given on indications on previous hydraulic
activity of the fault zones (mineralizations in fractures and fault cores). This study gains
insights in the permeability and permeability evolution of fault-related and mechanically
layered Muschelkalk rocks. Furthermore it describes an integration of fault-zone
formation and reactivation of the described fault zones in context with the regional
stress-field changes in the URG.
I am the first author of this paper, did field work, did field data evaluation and
interpretation, prepared and selected figures, and wrote the text. The contribution of the
co-authors includes collaboration in the data acquisition in the field, an early discussion
of the results, and revision of the manuscript in the pre-submission state.
Chapter 3 describes the setup and results of 3D-numerical models of fault-zone local
stress fields using the software COMSOL Multiphysics® (Version 5.0). This paper focuses
on the Upper Muschelkalk reservoir (mo). The model geometry is based on fault-zone
internal structure characteristics of a large-scale and a medium-scale fault zone
(described in Chapter 2) and lithological profiles of the Upper Muschelkalk. This
manuscript illustrates in detail the steps to gain information on input parameters, i.e.,
changes of Young ̉s modulus E across the fault zone and across the carbonate succession.
Firstly, laboratory measurements of static Young’s modulus E were performed. Secondly,
variations of E were estimated with Rebound hardness measurements: (1) Schmidthammer tests in outcrop analogues and (2) Equotip tests along core samples. Boundary
loads are applied, representing horizontal stress magnitudes and vertical stress
magnitudes which are realistic for the fault-related Muschelkalk potential reservoir
(reservoir depth of approx. 2.900 m). Results of the numerical models include
magnitudes of principal stresses, shear stresses, and displacements within fault zones for
four fault-zone orientations relative to the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress
SH: (1) SH = 0°, (2) SH = 30°, (3) SH = 60°, and (4) SH = 90° to the fault zone.
Furthermore, this chapter provides estimations on slip tendencies and dilation tendencies
of fault zones analyzed in Chapter 2 at stress conditions as in the 3D-numerical models
(equal stress regimes and stress magnitudes of SV, SH, and Sh).
I am the first author of this paper, did field work and laboratory measurements, did data
evaluation and interpretation, used analytical models to gain information on model input
parameters and fault-zone stress states, developed 3D-numerical models, prepared and
selected figures and wrote the text. The co-authors contributed on the one hand to
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sampling of Muschelkalk rocks in order to determine rock mechanical properties in the
laboratory. On the other hand the contribution includes a discussion on the model setup
at an early stage and critical reviews of the manuscript.
Chapter 4 draws a comparison with fault zones in sandstones and presents a detailed
study of one fault zone hosted in thick bedded porous sandstones of the Lower Triassic
Bunter. This work describes characteristics of the fault-zone units (defined as damage
zone, transition zone, and fault core) in detail and presents data of the associated
discontinuity system (particularly fractures; orientation, density, length, aperture,
connectivity, mineralization). Rock mechanical properties of 12 rock samples were
determined in the laboratory and supported by in-situ Schmidt-hammer Rebound
hardness tests to make assumptions on their variations across the fault zone. This study
provides assumptions on the fault-zone type, displacement and indications on the faultzone permeability structure.
This publication was written by Johanna F. Bauer. My contribution was the collaboration
in the data acquisition and sampling in the field as well as an early discussion of the
results and revision of the manuscript before submission.
Chapter 5 shortly provides descriptions of thin sections of Muschelkalk rock samples
taken in the outcrop analogues. Particular emphasis is given on facies and diagenesis.
Chapter 6 provides a summarizing discussion of outcomes presented in Chapters 2 to 5
with special attention on comparison of fault-zone permeability structures in the potential
hydrothermal reservoirs in Muschelkalk carbonate successions and Bunter thick-beddedsandstones.
Chapter 7 provides summarizing conclusions drawn from the findings of previous
chapters and an outlook with regard to hydrothermal exploration in faulted sedimentary
successions.
The Appendix contains additional large-scale 3D-numerical models with a homogeneous
fault core (homogeneous Young’s modulus) instead of a heterogeneous fault core
presented in Chapter 3.
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Abstract
Fault zone structure and lithology affect permeability of Triassic Muschelkalk limestonemarl-alternations in Southwest Germany, a region characterized by a complex tectonic
history. Field studies of eight fault zones provide insights into fracture system
parameters (orientation, density, aperture, connectivity, vertical extension) within fault
zone units (fault core, damage zone). Results show decreasing fracture lengths with
distances to the fault cores in well-developed damage zones. Fracture connectivity at
fracture tips is enhanced in proximity to the slip surfaces, particularly caused by shorter
fractures. Different mechanical properties of limestone and marl layers obviously affect
fracture propagation and thus fracture system connectivity and permeability. Fracture
apertures are largest parallel and subparallel to fault zones and prominent regional
structures (e.g., Upper Rhine Graben) leading to enhanced fracture-induced
permeabilities. Mineralized fractures and mineralizations in fault cores indicate past fluid
flow. Permeability is increased by the development of hydraulically active pathways
across several beds (non-stratabound fractures) to a higher degree than by the formation
of fractures interconnected at fracture tips. We conclude that there is an increase of
interconnected fractures and fracture densities in proximity to the fault cores. This is
particularly clear in more homogenous rocks. The results help to better understand
permeability in Muschelkalk rocks.
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1

Introduction

Since fault zones show a different permeability structure compared with their host rocks,
they may control crustal fluid flow (Chester and Logan, 1986; Caine et al., 1996; Sibson,
1996; Caine and Forster, 1999; Sibson, 2000; Agosta and Kirschner, 2003; Micarelli at
al., 2006a; Caine et al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2010; Agosta
et al., 2012; Philipp, 2012; Reyer et al., 2012). They can either act as conduits or
barriers, depending on their infrastructure and the local stress field (e.g., Caine et al.,
1996; Agosta et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2010). In general, fault zones consist of
distinct units with different properties. Namely, the fault core in the fault zone center,
comprising fault gouge, brecciated material and mineral precipitations, and the
surrounding damage zone, characterized by an increased fracture density and minor
faults (Chester and Logan, 1986; Caine et al., 1996; Berg and Skar, 2005), where
preexisting structures such as bedding are commonly preserved (e.g., Billi et al., 2003).
The increased fracture densities in the damage zones may lead to an enhanced
permeability (Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2010). In
contrast, fault gouge with reduced grain sizes as well as mineral precipitation within the
fault core decrease permeability in many cases. During slip in active fault zones,
however, fractures or pores may get interconnected and provide an enhanced
permeability within this unit (e.g., Sibson, 1994; Caine et al. 1996).
The damage-zone/fault-core model based on of fault zones in brittle rock, however, is
not applicable to all fault zones due to their formation in different rock types with various
mechanical properties (e.g., porous sedimentary rocks). Some authors therefore describe
additional units in high porosity or unconsolidated sediments, such as mixed zones
embedded between fault core and damage zone (Heynekamp et al., 1999), or a distal
fault core at the margins of the fault core (Clausen et al., 2003). Furthermore, additional
structures in porous rocks may form which show contrary effects on permeability
compared to fractures: deformation bands (sandstones, carbonates) or stylolites
(carbonate rocks), with enhanced sealing capacities (Aydin, 1978; Antonellini and Aydin,
1994; Tondi et al., 2006). These structures are the result of either grain movement,
grain rotation or grain fracturing in narrow bands of localized strain (deformation bands),
and pressure solution (stylolites) (Aydin, 1978; Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Tondi et al.,
2006), and may lead to a decreased permeability (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Fossen et
al., 2007).
In fractured reservoirs fractures may have great effects on fluid flow, since they can
either increase reservoir permeability or increase permeability anisotropy (Nelson, 1985:
Gudmundsson, 2011; Philipp et al., 2013). Because matrix permeability in geothermal
reservoir rocks is negligible in most cases and high flow rates are needed for successful
geothermal projects, the characterization of fault zones and associated fracture systems
is of particular importance (Paschen et al., 2003; Philipp et al., 2010; Stober et al.,
2011; Reyer et al., 2012). In the present study we use outcrop analogues to analyze the
effect of fault zones on fracture system parameters and permeability in fault-related and
fractured geothermal reservoirs.
Outcrop analogues expose rocks similar to those found at geothermally relevant depths
(in terms of stratigraphy, lithology, facies) and therefore provide an opportunity to study
fracture-induced permeability of potential geothermal reservoir rocks (Philipp et al.,
2010). We focus on the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk which forms one potential
geothermal reservoir in a region with comparatively high geothermal gradient in
Germany: the Upper Rhine Graben (URG; Paschen et al., 2003; Stober and Jodocy,
2009; Stober et al., 2011). We investigate whether the simplified fault core-/damage
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zone model is applicable to define the permeability structure of fault zones crosscutting
more or less brittle carbonates. In particular we focus on the fracture systems associated
with the fault zones. Deformation bands or stylolites were not visible macroscopically in
the field and therefore are not taken into account.
We present results of eight fault zones crosscutting Muschelkalk rocks of the KraichgauSyncline located on the eastern graben shoulder of the URG (Fig. 1) aiming at
characterizing fault zones and associated fracture systems. First, we show preferred
orientations of fault zones and associated main fracture sets in the Kraichgau-Syncline.
Here we aim at integrating fault zone developments in the context of the regional stress
field evolution. Second, we characterize three selected fault zones in detail. We examine
selected fracture system parameters (orientation, density, aperture, connectivity, vertical
extension) within defined fault zone units and their distributions across the fault zones.
Special attention is given to record mineral precipitations within the fault zone units and
in particular within fractures to highlight preferred orientations of past fluid flow. With the
studies we gain insights into the development of fracture-associated permeability of
Muschelkalk rocks.

Fig. 1. Simplified geological maps (modified from Walter, 2007) of the Upper Rhine Graben (URG; left) and the Kraichgau
study area (right). The locations of the quarries are marked by dark-gray dots (IL - Illingen; IT - Ittlingen; KN - Knittlingen; NL
- Nussloch). The axis of the Kraichgau-Syncline is marked by a dashed line.

2

Geological setting

The URG forms the central part of the Cenozoic European Rift System, which extends
from the North Sea to the Mediterranean Sea (Illies, 1972; Ziegler, 1992; Schumacher,
2002; Ziegler and Dèzes, 2005). This extensional structure, margined by master normal
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faults, was formed since Eocene in a weakened region, due to a thinned crust and a
thermal anomaly, and exhibits a displacement of approximately 4 km (Illies, 1972; Illies
and Greiner, 1978, Ziegler and Dèzes, 2005). The graben interior is filled with Tertiary
and Quaternary sediments. The Variscan basement as well as Permian and Mesozoic
formations crop out at the eastern and western graben shoulders (Illies, 1972; Walter,
2007), which were uplifted during subsidence within the graben (Schweitzer and Kraatz,
1982; Trunkó, 1984; Ziegler, 1992).
The URG shows an asymmetric setting with larger displacement at the eastern graben
margin (Illies, 1972; Eisbacher and Fielitz, 2010). Due to a complex fault block structure
within the graben and variations in displacement, lithological changes are common and
an irregular graben floor is developed (Illies, 1972; Trunkó, 1984).
The URG evolution is marked by repeated stress field changes, for example in Oligocene
and Miocene (Illies, 1972; Trunkó, 1984; Schuhmacher, 2002). In the Pliocene, the URG
was reactivated again, resulting in strike-slip movements from changes in the regional
stress field (Illies and Greiner, 1978; Schumacher, 2002). The shear components led to
reactivations of primary normal faults as oblique-reverse faults in particular at the
eastern graben margin (Illies, 1972; Ziegler, 1992). The recent stress field provides a
strike-slip stress regime parallel to the graben axis as well (e.g., Ziegler, 1992, and
references therein; Schumacher, 2002; Heidbach et al., 2008).
Our study area, the Kraichgau-Syncline (Fig. 1), is located on the eastern graben
shoulder of the URG and part of the Franconian-Syncline (Walter, 2007). This syncline
belongs to a system of ENE-WSW trending intramontane basins, which developed during
the Stephanium and Early Permian due to reactivations of Variscan structures
(Schuhmacher, 2002; Ziegler and Dèzes, 2005). In context of the URG tectonics the
Kraichgau-Syncline was mildly uplifted compared with the adjacent highs of Odenwald
and Black Forest on the eastern graben shoulder (Schweizer and Kraatz, 1982; Engesser
and Leiber, 1991). Various fault zones crosscut the Kraichgau-Syncline with preferred
orientations of SSW-NNE, SW-NE and NW-SE (Trunkó, 1984).
The Middle Triassic Muschelkalk, divided into Lower, Middle and Upper Muschelkalk, has a
total thickness of 200 m to 230 m. The succession is composed of alternating carbonates
and evaporates (Schweitzer and Kraatz, 1982; Engesser and Leiber, 1991). These
alternations are the results of sea-level-changes during their deposition in the
epicontinental sea (Engesser and Leiber, 1991).
The Lower Muschelkalk shows a total thickness of approximately 75 m to 78 m and
comprises carbonates, i.e., limestones, marly limestones, marls and dolomites, which
were deposited under shallow marine conditions (Schweitzer and Kraatz, 1982; Engesser
and Leiber, 1991). The thickness of Middle Muschelkalk rocks is varying but shows a
maximum of 100 m (Engesser and Leiber, 1991; Eisbacher and Fielitz, 2010). These
alternating carbonates and evaporites (dolomite, gypsum, anhydrite, rock salt) were
formed under a shallow marine environment in a marine basin that repeatedly became
isolated and experienced significant evaporation. Leaching of these evaporates has led to
the aforementioned thickness variations, and only residual clay is commonly present
(Engesser and Leiber, 1991). The 85 m to 100 m thick formation of the Upper
Muschelkalk can be further subdivided into three main subunits, named as Trochiten-Kalk
(mo1), Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) and Semipartitus-Schichten (mo3). They are
characterized by micritic limestones, which are low on fossils, alternating with fossil-rich
carbonates, marls and clay (Schweitzer and Kraatz, 1982; Engesser and Leiber, 1991).
Deposition has been ascribed to a shallow marine environment characterized by changing
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water conditions (micritic limestones versus tempestites; Schweitzer and Kraatz, 1982;
Engesser and Leiber, 1991).
3

Field studies

To obtain information on fault zone infrastructures, well exposed fault zones with distinct
fault zone units are needed. The selected quarries, where the Muschelkalk rocks are
crosscut by various fault zones, are located in the northern and southern part of the
Kraichgau-Syncline (Fig. 1). The Nussloch-quarry is situated near the URG master-fault,
whereas the Illingen-quarry shows the maximum distance of approximately 30 km to the
graben margin. Due to the tectonic history of the study area, including changes in the
regional stress field resulting in reactivations (cf., Sections 2. and 5.1.), the fault zones
are of different types and show various displacements (cf., Table 1, Section 5.1.). The
damage zones of some main fault zones include minor faults, as is expected by
progressive fault growth (e.g., Childs et al., 2009).
Table 1. Analyzed fault zones. The fault zone types refer to the reflections in the discussion (Sections 5.1.1. to 5.1.3.).

Quarry

Number of

Fault zone type

Displacement

fault zones
Nussloch
(NL)

1

Normal
fault
zone
associated minor fault

with

~ 40 m,
unknown

Knittlingen
(KN)

1

Reactivated
zone

fault

unknown

Knittlingen
(KN)

2

Normal
fault
zone,
reactivated as reverse fault

~4m

Illingen
(IL)

1

Oblique-slip fault zone with
minor fault

Horizontal
unknown,
vertical ~ 0.15 m, minor
fault unknown

Illingen
(IL)

1

Normal fault zone

0.30 m

Illingen
(IL)

1

Reverse fault zone

0.57 m

Ittlingen
(IT)

1

Normal fault zone

~3m

reverse

minor

fault

In order to characterize the fault zone infrastructures, we determined the thicknesses
and lithological features of the fault cores as well as the damage zone characteristics
(damage zone widths and properties of the fracture systems within the damage zones;
see below). According to previous studies we define the boundary between fault core and
damage zone as the boundary between faulted rock (e.g., fault gouge or breccia, lenses,
dragged bedding) and pronounced original bedding where the fracture density is higher
than the background density (cf., Braathen et al., 2009; Bastesen and Braathen, 2010;
Bastesen et al., 2013; Schueller et al., 2013).
Kinematically and mechanically, fractures can be distinguished in extension fractures and
shear fractures, depending on their relative movement to the fracture plane (Fossen,
2010; Gudmundsson, 2011). Extension fractures show a relative movement normal to
the fracture plane (opening/extension mode, for example joints and veins) and shear
fractures in direction parallel to it (shear modes; eg., Twiss and Moores, 2007;
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Gudmundsson, 2011). Since there is not always the possibility to obtain clear evidence
for fracture kinematics in the field, we use the general term fracture for a surface across
which the rock has lost cohesion.
To determine the damage zone width, the fracture density distribution (number of
fractures per unit length) normal to the slip surface was detected, if possible, in several
limestone beds of these limestone-marl-alternations, using the scanline-method (e.g.,
Priest, 1981; Berg and Skar, 2005; Micarelli et al., 2006a). The selected limestone beds
are well exposed and traceable over several meters. In rare cases of covered beds we
used beds with comparable thicknesses for continued scanlines. Each scanline starts at
the boundary of the fault core and damage zone (the fault core thickness was measured
at this zero point) and runs towards the damage-zone-/host-rock transition of the
hanging wall and footwall, except for the scanline across the Illingen oblique-slip fault
(cf., Sections 4.1., 4.2.2.). Additional scanlines within the undisturbed host rock give
information on background fractures. We define the outer boundary of the damage zone
as the point where the fracture density clearly decreases towards background fracturing
(e.g., Childs et al., 2009; Schueller et al., 2013). Besides the fracture orientations (strike
direction and dip angle), the properties of each fracture within the defined fault zone
units were examined as follows.
One important fracture parameter in terms of reservoir permeability is the fracture
aperture. Few open fractures with larger apertures may enhance the permeability,
because the flow rate depends on the cube of the fracture aperture (cubic law; De
Marsily, 1986; Odling et al., 1999) and fluid flow may be channeled along the widest
parts of a fracture (Odling and Roden, 1997; Philipp et al., 2013, and references therein).
We show the maximum values of fracture apertures, that is the maximum fracture
dimension measured perpendicular to the fracture walls (Philipp et al., 2013). However,
we have to consider that measurements under surface conditions are not directly
applicable for permeability calculations for example due to uplift induced expansion and
erosion as well as weathering effects such as karstification. It is intended that our
measurements provide indications for fracture aperture distributions within fault zones,
but no absolute values.
Additionally, it is necessary to distinguish between open fractures and fractures sealed
with mineral precipitations. Open fractures include no filling material between the
fracture walls (Nelson, 1985). We name fractures showing mineral precipitations, for
example deposits of calcite or silica, mineralized fractures. They are indicators for past
fluid flow, whereas they could act as barriers for recent fluid flow in potential geothermal
reservoirs (Nelson, 1985; De Marsily, 1986; Philipp, 2012). Thus, the fracture
orientations and distance to the fault core of mineralized fractures were noted during the
field studies. Due to sealing of these fractures the fracture thickness was measured
instead of fracture aperture.
Furthermore, the fracture system connectivity is of great importance in our investigation,
because only interconnected fractures could form a hydraulically active fracture network
(Stauffer and Aharony, 1994; Odling et al., 1999; Ortega and Marrett, 2000; Micarelli et
al., 2006a; Philipp et al., 2013). We distinguish between connected and unconnected
fractures, that is, between fractures whose tips terminate against other fractures, and
unconnected fractures with no visible connection. These observations indicate the degree
of physical connection of the fracture system.
Additionally, we take the fracture vertical extension into account. First, the fracture
length was investigated as the distance of a straight line connecting the two fracture tips
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in vertical direction (also referred to as fracture height). Second, we considered how far
the fractures propagate through the mechanically layered rocks, distinguishing
‘stratabound’ and ‘non-stratabound’ fractures (Odling et al., 1999). Stratabound fractures
are restricted to only one limestone bed. Non-stratabound fractures, however, expand
across several beds and therefore may create a hydraulically relevant flow path between
multiple layers.
4

Field results

In this section, first a short overview of the orientations of all analyzed fault zones and of
the fracture systems within the quarries is presented. Second, detailed results of fault
zone infrastructures and associated fracture system properties of selected, well exposed
fault zones are shown to analyze their complex structures and discuss their most likely
specific tectonic development.
4.1

Fault zone and fracture system orientations

We show the orientation of the fracture system (all fracture data of fault zones and host
rock) as well as the fault zone orientations within the quarries Nussloch (NL), Illingen
(IL), Knittlingen (KN) and Ittlingen (IT) (Fig. 2; the color code refers to the fault zone
classifications in the discussion, Section 5.1.). Despite the Knittlingen-quarry exposes
additional fault zones, we only present results of three fault zones due to the best
accessibility in the outcrop.

Fig. 2. Orientation of fracture systems and fault zones (n = number of fractures) in the quarries Nussloch (NL), Illingen (IL),
Knittlingen (KN) and Ittlingen (IT). Left: Symmetrical Rose Diagram (10°-classes), the fault zones are plotted as lines. Right:
Schmidt Diagram, equal area projection, lower hemisphere. The fractures are marked by poles (black), the fault zones by
great circles and poles. Color code indicating fault zone type see key. These definitions refer to the reflections in the
discussion (Sections 5.1.1. to 5.1.3.).

The analyzed fault zones are formed parallel to regional structures of the URG and the
Kraichgau-Syncline in NNE-SSW- to N-S-direction, NW-SE-direction and E-W-direction.
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The individual fracture systems are clearly affected by the fault zones: main fracture sets
are formed parallel or subparallel to the fault zone strikes, except for the Knittlingenquarry, where a wider scatter in fracture orientations occurs.
Since footwall and hanging wall show an asymmetric deformation behavior resulting in
different fracture patterns within these fault blocks (e.g., Berg and Skar, 2005; Reyer et
al., 2012), detailed fracture data are separated in fractures in footwalls versus fractures
in hanging walls of the fault zones (Fig. 3; the color code refers to the fault zone
classifications in the discussion, Section 5.1). The main fracture set is developed parallel
to the fault zone strike in almost all hanging walls. In the footwalls, however, the fracture
sets are formed either subparallel to or exhibit an angle of approximately 30° to the fault
zone strike. These fractures may be shear fractures (Riedel shears) associated with the
fault zone. Some of these fractures, however, may be not directly fault-related, but
rather background fractures associated with the main regional stress field. Differing
fracture orientations within the defined fault zone units are developed particularly in the
Knittlingen-quarry.
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Fig. 3. Fracture orientations of the fractures in footwall and hanging wall of the fault zones (FZ) analyzed in Nussloch (NL),
Knittlingen (KN), Illingen (IL) and Ittlingen (IT). Left: Symmetrical Rose Diagram (10°-classes), the fault zones are plotted as
lines. Right: Schmidt Diagram, equal area projection, lower hemisphere. The fractures are marked by poles (black), the fault
zones by great circles and poles. Color code indicating fault zone type see key. These definitions refer to the reflections in
the discussion (Sections 5.1.1. to 5.1.3.).
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Figure 4 shows the fracture system orientation within the fault zone in Illingen. Due to
the steep dip of this fault zone, we distinguish between eastern fault block, western fault
block and fault core only. The fracture systems in the eastern and western fault blocks
contain main fracture sets parallel to main and minor (western fault block) slip surfaces.
Fractures with differing orientation in the eastern fault block are interpreted as
background fractures associated with main regional structures. The main fracture set in
the fault core is different with strike NNE-SSW.

Fig. 4. Fracture system orientation in the main fault zone in Illingen (IL) separated in eastern fault block, fault core and
western fault block: Fault zone (FZ) 2 as main fault and FZ 3 as minor fault within the western fault block (marked by dashed
lines). Left: Symmetrical Rose Diagram (10°-classes), the fault zones are plotted as gray lines. Right: Schmidt Diagram, equal
area projection, lower hemisphere. The fractures are marked by poles (black), the fault zones by great circles and poles in
each case (gray).

4.2

Detailed fault zone analyses

4.2.1 Nussloch
The steep-dipping fault zone cropping out in the Nussloch-quarry (northern Kraichgau;
cf., Fig. 1) is hosted in parts of the entire succession of the Muschelkalk. The first slip
surface (SP 1; NE) juxtaposes Middle Muschelkalk rocks, mainly residual clay and
dolomite, and limestone-marl-alternations of the Lower Muschelkalk in the lower outcroplevel as well as Middle Muschelkalk rocks in the upper level. Another adjacent slip surface
(SP 2; SW) juxtaposes these Middle Muschelkalk rocks and the Upper Muschelkalk (Fig.
5). A synthetic minor fault zone located in the hanging wall (Upper Muschelkalk)
intersects with this main slip surface SP 2. The triangularly shaped area embedded
between the slip surfaces of main and minor fault is highly fractured at their intersection
(named as fractured zone, Fig. 5b).
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Fig. 5. Field pictures of the analyzed fault zone in the Nussloch-quarry (SP = slip surface, also referred to as slip plane). a)
Outcrop overview. View S. b) Fault zone overview, fault zone parts 1 to 3 are shown in detail in the lower section. View SE
(b1 and b3) or to NW, respectively (b2). The trace of the minor fault is marked by a dashed line.

The up to 13 m wide fault core is embedded between the main slip surfaces and consists
of inclined Middle Muschelkalk rocks and underlying Lower Muschelkalk rocks (Figs. 5 and
6). In general, this fault core comprises deformed rock, fault breccia and isolated host
rock lenses, particularly at the fault core/hanging-wall-transition. In the Middle
Muschelkalk part, gray colored residual clay is dragged downwards in an s-shape. Minor
slip surfaces within the fault core displace the rocks at several locations. At the fault
core-hanging-wall-boundary the fault core is characterized by red-colored, up to 1.5 m
wide mineralizations (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Sketch and field picture of the analyzed fault zone in the Nussloch-quarry (view W). See person for scale. Outcrop
overview: Picture location is displayed by the gray shaded ellipse, the fault zone trace by gray and black lines (dashed lines assumed fault zone trace).

The fracture density distribution normal to the fault zone was examined in several
scanlines. The highest fracture density occurs at contact to the slip surface (Fig. 7).
However, there is no decrease to background fracturing with rising distance to the fault
core. We assume that the outer damage zone boundary is not reached in the analyzed
fault zone section and that our measurements were exclusively performed within the
damage zone. Two scanlines cut the minor fault zone within the hanging wall damage
zone and therefore their minor damage zone as well (Fig. 7b).
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Fig. 7. Fracture density distribution normal to the main fault zone in the Nussloch-quarry. a) Data from all scanlines in the
footwall up to 3 m (left) and hanging wall up to 5 m (right) distance to the fault core. b) Overview-picture of the hanging
wall including one minor fault zone (left, view SE; scanline locations are traced) and fracture density distribution in the
longest profiles 1 and 2 (up to 16 m). These profiles cut the minor fault zone in the SW (marked by the red bar) and
therefore their damage zone. In the gray labeled zones the rock mass is destroyed or covered, not every fracture was
detected individually.

4.2.2 Illingen
The steep fault zone in Illingen shows slight changes in strike-direction (see above; Fig.
8). The quarry provides the possibility to study both the fault core in the South (Figs. 8a
and 8b) and one slip surface in the North (Fig. 8c). Various structures are hosted on the
undulating slip surface exposed in the North such as slickenlines and slip fibers.
Additionally we observed limestone beds rotated and truncated against each other (Fig.
8c).
The fault core in the South, embedded within the two main slip surfaces, comprises fault
breccias at contact to the main slip surfaces, limestone beds folded to an anticline in the
upper center, flexures at contact to the western slip surface, and limestone lenses (Fig.
8a). Minor slip surfaces juxtapose the rocks at the bottom of the wall with a normal
displacement of approximately 15 cm (Fig. 8b). The dip-direction and dip-angle of the
bedding changes within the fault core, with a steeper angle towards the western main
slip surface (Fig. 8b). Similar flexures are formed in the eastern fault block at contact to
the slip surface, whereas the bedding in the western fault block is more or less
horizontal. The western fault block is crosscut by one minor fault zone.
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Fig. 8. Overview of the main fault zone in Illingen: Trace of main and minor fault zones are displayed by lines in the outcrop overview (color code indicating fault zone type see key; these
definitions are based on the reflections in the discussion in Sections 5.1.1. to 5.1.3.; dashed lines - assumed fault zone trace). a) Fault core at the southern quarry border (view S). b) Detailed
sketch of the lower fault core part with lower hemisphere projection of the poles (bedding). c) Field pictures of the exposed fault plane in the northern outcrop part (view W).
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4.2.3 Knittlingen
The low-angle fault zone in Knittlingen with unknown displacement because of lacking
visible marker horizons shows various deformation structures in hanging wall and
footwall in particular (Fig. 9). The most conspicuous structure in the footwall is a
synthetic minor fault. Between main and minor slip surface thin and softer layers are
folded, but the thick and competent bed underneath is broken and shows a
counterclockwise rotation. Another noticeable structure in the footwall is one waterbearing antithetic discontinuity, which intersects with the aforementioned minor slip
surface. The hanging wall, where a flexure is formed, is less deformed than the footwall.

Fig. 9. Overview pictures and sketch of the described fault zone (FZ 1) cropping out in the Knittlingen-quarry (view NW). The
sketch shows the soft and thin folded layers as well as the broken and rotated competent bed.

The fault core comprises various structures like lenses and both upwards and downwards
dragged, tilted, and folded bedding. Other fault core parts are completely mineralized or
comprise brecciated rock.
One outcrop-level beneath, where decimeter-thick limestone beds crop out, a differing
deformation behavior is observable in the footwall. The competent beds are compressed,
but not folded. In contrast, flexures occur in the hanging wall. The fault core in this fault
zone part is brecciated and comprises discolored zones. Some limestone beds are
dragged upwards in the fault core, similar to the upper section of this fault zone.
We determined the fracture density distribution normal to the fault zone (Fig. 10). Our
results show no clear decrease to background fracturing with rising distance to the fault
core. In addition to the high fracture density at contact to the slip surface an increased
fracture density was detected at a distance of 2 to 3 m in the hanging wall.

Fig. 10. Fracture density distribution normal to the described fault zone (FZ 1) in the Knittlingen-quarry. a) Data from all
scanlines in the footwall up to 3 m (left) and hanging wall up to 4 m (right) distance to the fault core. b) Overview-picture of
this fault zone (left, view NW; scanline locations are traced; scale: see folding rule expanded to 1 m) and fracture density
distribution in the longest profile (right, up to 8.5 m). In the gray labeled zones the rock mass is covered or destroyed, not
every fracture was detected individually.

4.3

Fracture connectivity

As mentioned in Section 3, the fracture connectivity is one important parameter in terms
of reservoir permeability (Stauffer and Aharony, 1994; Odling et al., 1999; Micarelli et
al., 2006a). We plot the fracture length versus fracture orientation (scale: 0°-180°; Fig.
11), and fault core distance [m] (Fig. 12) respectively, where we distinguish between
connected (connected at either one or both tips) and unconnected fractures. Some
fractures are marked by a star, because only the minimum length could be detected
when one fracture tip was visible.
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We plot the fracture length [m] of all fractures within the fracture systems vs. fracture
orientation (Fig. 11a). In general, shorter fractures (up to a fracture length of 1 m) are
more common within the quarries. Due to this huge number of comparatively shorter
fractures, we show the data of fractures up to a fracture length of 1 m (Fig. 11b), in
addition, to get a higher resolution on their fracture connectivity. The percentage of
fractures with great length is generally higher for fractures parallel or subparallel to
major slip surfaces and to regional structures (i.e., URG, axis of the Kraichgau-Syncline).

Fig. 11. Fracture connectivity of the fracture systems in the quarries Nussloch, Illingen and Knittlingen (color code see key;
classified fracture types: percentage is shown for the entire dataset). Fracture length [m] vs. strike (scale: 0°-180°). a) All
fracture data. b) Fracture data for shorter fractures up to 1 m length. The fault zone orientations are marked by a gray line.
Fractures, from which only the minimum length was determined because only one tip was visible, are labeled with a star.
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Most of the fractures are unconnected, whereby especially shorter fractures formed
parallel to the fault zones provide a better connectivity within the fracture system. The
highest percentage of interconnected fractures, and fractures connected at both fracture
tips in particular, occurs within the Nussloch fracture system.
To show the connectivity of the fracture system within the fault zones, we plot the
fracture length [m] and connectivity vs. fault core distance [m]. Individual long fractures
are formed up to 6 m distance to the fault core of the fault zone in Nussloch, whereby
the fracture length decreases with distance to this unit. Very few fractures (up to 0.5 m
in length) are connected at both tips in the hanging wall of this fault zone, mainly up to a
maximum distance of 3 m to the fault core (Fig. 12a). In the footwall fewer fractures
with lengths up to 0.3 m are connected at one fracture tip.
The fracture system within the fault zone in Illingen contains mostly unconnected
fractures, apart from individual fractures in the eastern fault block (Fig. 12b). Within the
separated fault zone units of the fault zone in Knittlingen some fractures show
connectivity at one fracture tip (Fig. 12c). These fractures, however, do not exceed a
fracture length of 0.2 m, with one exception in the footwall (0.6 m).
In general, the data show a decreasing fracture length with increasing distance to the
fault cores but a better connectivity of fractures with lengths up to 0.5 m (Fig. 12). That
implies an improvement of fracture system vertical connectivity based on these
comparatively shorter fractures in the fault zone units, as mentioned above.

Fig. 12. Fracture connectivity of the fractures within the main fault damage zones (color code see key): a) Nussloch. b)
Illingen. c) Knittlingen. In the gray labeled zone the rock formation is covered or destroyed, not every fracture was detected
individually. The positions of fault core and minor fault zones are marked by dark-gray or by black dashed lines,
respectively. Fractures, from which only the minimum length was determined because only one tip was visible, are labeled
with a star.
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4.4

Fracture vertical extension

Fractures extending over multiple limestone beds (i.e., non-stratabound fractures) may
increase the reservoir permeability across the mechanically layered Muschelkalk rocks in
vertical direction. Stratabound fractures, however, are restricted to one bed (cf., Section
3.; Odling et al., 1999). Therefore, we plot the percentage of stratabound to nonstratabound fractures determined in the quarries separately for the units fault zone and
host rock and the same data in relation to the fault core distance of the detailed fault
zones (cf., Section 4.2.; Figs. 13b, 13d, and 13f). Due to isolated limestone beds within
the fault core of the fault zone in Illingen and a resulting rare dataset compared with the
other outcrops, the fracture system within this fault zone is separated to eastern fault
block, fault core and western fault block (Fig. 13d). In Figure 13 the fault zone types
refer to the definitions in the discussion (Section 5.1.).
The percentage of non-stratabound fractures in the Nussloch-quarry is higher for all
separated units, with a slightly increased value in the analyzed fault zone and a lowest
value in the host rock of Upper Muschelkalk (HR mo, Fig. 13a). Within the fault zone,
non-stratabound fractures clearly increase with proximity to the core zone (Fig. 13b). At
the minor fault crosscutting the hanging wall of the main fault zone, the amount of nonstratabound fractures is enhanced in the minor fault hanging wall.
In contrast, the general percentages of stratabound fractures in Illingen and Knittlingen
are higher (Figs. 13c and 13e), except for fractures within one fault zone in Knittlingen
(FZ 3; Fig. 13e). The fault zone in Illingen contains a higher percentage of nonstratabound fractures within the eastern and western fault blocks, but a smaller value
within the core zone of this main fault.
Within one fault zone in Knittlingen, described in detail in Section 4.2.3. (FZ 1), the
percentage of stratabound fractures at contact to the fault core is high (Fig. 13f),
particularly in the footwall. Non-stratabound fractures, however, increase in direction to
the aforementioned antithetic discontinuity crosscutting the footwall (cf., Section 4.2.3.).
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Fig. 13. Percentage of stratabound vs. non-stratabound fractures. a) Fracture data of the Nussloch-quarry separated to the
main fault zone (FZ), host rock of the Lower Muschelkalk (HR mu) and of the Upper Muschelkalk (HR mo). b) Fracture data
determined normal to the main fault zone in the Nussloch-quarry (cf., Section 4.2.1.). c) Fracture data of the Illingen-quarry
separated to FZ 2 (main fault zone), FZ 1, and FZ 4. d) Fracture data determined normal to the main fault zone (FZ 2) in the
Illingen-quarry (cf., Section 4.2.2.) separated to eastern fault block (FB), fault core (FC) and western fault block. The
percentage of fractures with no declaration in Illingen is marked by a shaded signature. e) Fracture data of the Knittlingenquarry separated in FZ 1, FZ 2, FZ 3 and host rock (HR). f) Fracture data determined normal to FZ 1 in the Knittlingen-quarry
(cf., Section 4.2.3.). The definition of stratabound and non-stratabound fractures is illustrated with a sketch (modified from
Odling et al., 1999). The fault zone types refer to the reflections in the discussion (Sections 5.1.1. to 5.1.3.).
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4.5

Mineralized and open fractures

We show the fracture aperture data to describe the fracture aperture distribution within
the fault zones. Preferred fracture orientations and fracture locations for past fluid flow
are highlighted by recording mineral-precipitations within the fracture system (cf.,
Section 3.). We plot the fracture aperture or thickness [mm] versus fracture orientation
(Fig. 14, left) as well as the percentages of mineralized fractures (Fig. 14, center).
Finally, we plot the fracture aperture or thickness [mm] in relation to the fault core
distance (Fig. 14, right). In all plots we distinguish between mineralized and open
fractures. Mineralized fractures with unknown thicknesses (e.g., due to only one visible
fracture plane) are plotted with a fracture thickness of 0.1 mm in order to represent the
fracture location in relation to the fault core distance.
The fracture systems in the quarries Nussloch, Illingen and Knittlingen contain mainly
open fractures. The highest amounts of mineralized fractures were observed in the host
rock of the Upper Muschelkalk and within the damage zone of the main fault zone in
Nussloch. In Knittlingen and Illingen a minor amount of mineralized fractures was
detected, where the few mineralized fractures are developed mainly within the fault
zones.
In general, our data show a preferred orientation of fractures sealed with minerals
parallel and subparallel to the analyzed fault zones and to regional structures like the
URG, variscan and hercynian structures (Fig. 14), that is in NNE-SSW-, NE-SW- and NWSE- direction. Fractures with comparatively larger apertures or thicknesses up to 4 mm
(Illingen) are accumulated in these main directions as well. Several of these thicker
fractures show mineral-precipitations, particularly in the Nussloch quarry (Fig. 14a).
In all described fault zones the fracture apertures or thicknesses decrease with increasing
distance to the slip surfaces. By contrast, no clear relation between mineralization and
fault core distance becomes apparent. In Nussloch and Knittlingen (Figs. 14a and 14c)
many fractures located close to the fault core show mineralizations, but also at distance
up to a few meters. In the Illingen oblique-slip fault zones (Fig. 14b), however, only few
fractures, located in the fault core, are mineralized.
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Fig. 14. Mineralized and open fractures: a) Nussloch. b) Illingen. c) Knittlingen. Left: Fracture aperture and thickness [mm]
vs. strike. The fault zone orientations are marked by a gray line. Center: Percentage of mineralized fractures separated in
fault zones and host rock (except for Illingen (b) due to the minor database). Right: Fracture aperture and thickness [mm] in
relation to the fault core distance [m], the positions of fault core and minor fault zones are marked by dark-gray or by black
dashed lines, respectively. The positions of mineralized fractures with unknown aperture are marked by open stars.

5

Discussion

5.1

Kinematics and tectonic evolution of the fault zones

The described fault zones show different geometric features and dissect this area in
different blocks. In this section, we aim at explaining the evolution of the analyzed fault
zones, regarding to the different stress field phases and interpreting fault zone
kinematics.
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Schumacher (2002) discusses the evolution of the URG within a changing regional stress
field environment in detail and names four main evolution phases:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Late Eocene: N-S- to NNE-SSW-oriented compression (σ1-direction: NNE) resulting
in left lateral strike-slip. Primary ENE-WSW- and NNE-SSW- oriented faults were
reactivated as normal faults or strike-slip faults, respectively.
Early Oligocene: WNW-ESE- to E-W-oriented extension (σ3-direction: WNW) within
the main rifting phase with regional normal faulting.
Late Oligocene: NE-SW-oriented compression (σ1-direction: NE) resulting in right
lateral strike-slip (also reactivation of URG-parallel faults as right lateral strike-slip
faults).
Miocene (to recent): NW-SE-oriented compression (σ1-direction: NW) resulting in
left-lateral strike-slip.

Beside extensional and shear induced elements, structures indicating a compressional
regime in the study area also are described in previous studies. Illies and Greiner (1978)
for example mention primary normal faults of the eastern graben rim, which had been
overprinted by younger reverse faults and small scale up-thrusts are described formed
north of Karlsruhe (Ziegler, 1992).
The fault zones analyzed in the present study reflect the aforementioned stress field
changes and are clearly related to the formations of main regional structures, in
particular URG and Kraichgau-Syncline. Like the URG, the Kraichgau-Syncline consists of
a block mosaic, separated by various fault zones, caused by extension, left lateral strikeslip or compression within the stress field of the URG formation (e.g., Kleinschnitz, 2009,
and references therein).
5.1.1 Nussloch
We define the Nussloch fault zone as a normal fault zone with a total displacement of at
least 40 m, distributed on step faults. This extension structure is located close to the
graben master fault and most probably part of a fault system described in literature:
Kleinschnitz (2009) mentions a stepwise fault zone induced subsidence of the Kraichgau
east of Nussloch. One of these fault zones crosscutting the Kraichgau east of Nussloch
juxtaposes the Upper Muschelkalk and the Lower Muschelkalk formation. Both strike
direction (NW-SE) and displacement coincide with the analyzed Nussloch normal fault
zone. The stress field of this normal fault zone formation is in good accordance with the
stress field characterized by left-lateral strike-slip and NE-SW-extension in Miocene (cf.,
Schumacher, 2002).
5.1.2 Illingen
Based on the flexures in the fault core and the eastern fault block at contact to the main
slip surfaces of the Illingen fault zone (southern quarry-part) we assume a step fault
induced normal displacement from western towards eastern fault block. Due to the
exposed slickenlines which show a strike-slip and a dip-slip component (northern quarrypart) and the minor slip surfaces within the fault core (southern quarry-part) we define
the Illingen fault zone as an oblique-slip fault zone. The aforementioned structures and
the high deformation grade of the slip surface exposed in the North indicate also a
reactivation of the fault zone.
We assume that the tectonic elements within the Illingen quarry are affected by a strikeslip regime, but also by E-W-extension, probably caused by σ1 oriented NNW-SSW,
resulting in the formation of the main oblique-slip fault zone. Due to the orientation
parallel to the URG, this fault zone can be linked to the regional stress field of the URG.
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Beside the normal dip-slip component within the main oblique-slip fault zone another
extension induced structure occurs in the formation of one NNE-SSW-oriented normal
fault zone. We define a third fault zone as an ENE-WSW-oriented reverse fault zone due
to exposed markers which indicate a reverse displacement and therefore a compression
induced structure. The associated stress fields of fault zones formation and reactivation
are in line with the regional stress field in late Eocene or Oligocene (cf., Schumacher,
2002).
5.1.3 Knittlingen
Both extension and compression structures are exposed in Knittlingen and indicate a
complex local tectonic history. Compression induced structures, i.e., reverse faults and
folds (particularly flexures) are the most prominent structures in this quarry.
The rock formation within the characterized fault zone (FZ 1) in Knittlingen shows a high
deformation grade. We assume repeated slip events on the fault plane and a formation of
this fault zone by fault linkage within these rocks characterized by alternating mechanical
properties. Fault linkage could explain the variety in fault core characteristics along the
fault plane (lenses, tilted bedding or fault breccia) (Bastesen et al., 2009; Childs et al.,
2009; Bastesen and Braathen, 2010; Bastesen et al., 2013). Flexures in the hanging wall
indicate a main upward movement of this fault block. Furthermore, flexure monoclines of
softer limestone and marl beds as well as one broken and rotated competent bed hosted
in the footwall are clearly caused by compression, where different mechanical properties
of limestone and marl obviously have led to different deformation of the limestone beds.
However, it seems that this fault zone was subjected to an extensional regime to a minor
degree since some fault zone parts locally show extension structures (downward tilted
bedding at contact and within the fault core). We propose a partially reactivation of this
fault zone due to changes in dip angle where some fault core parts (probably with lower
dip angle) were reactivated first. However, compressional structures predominate and
thus we characterize this fault zone as reactivated reverse fault zone. Within this quarry,
additional structures of compressive deformation occur in form of flexure monoclines
(strike direction NW-SE), which show beginning fracturing and fault development along
the axial surface (fold propagation fault).
Two other exposed fault zones (strike direction: NW-SE) show both a normal
displacement and compressional structures like flexures or compressed limestone beds
indicating a reactivation (inversion) of these primary normal faults.
A changing local stress field is common in regions characterized by a complex fault block
structure due to rotation of σ1-direction at fault zones. The formation may be related to
the regional stress field of the URG in Miocene (cf., Schumacher, 2002) with slight
changes of the local stress field. It is, however, difficult to classify the local stress field at
fault zone formation and reactivation. The fracture system, characterized by a wide
scatter in fracture orientation, is affected by this complex local stress field as well.
5.2

Past fluid flow

5.2.1 Past fluid flow within the study area
Mineralized fractures and mineralizations within fault zones crosscutting the study area
are described in several previous studies. Illies (1972) mentions tertiary mineral veins
(e.g., barite, fluorite and various ore minerals), which are developed at both graben
shoulders as consequence of mineralization through open fissures, but absent within the
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graben fill due to a differing stress regime. In addition, Eisbacher and Fielitz (2010) refer
to NW-oriented fault zone and fractures, which are sealed by mineralizations.
Our data show that fractures formed in this NW-SE-direction are mineralized within the
fracture systems of the studied quarries as well, particularly in the Nussloch-quarry.
Furthermore, mineralized fractures accumulate in directions parallel and subparallel to
the graben master fault and may therefore be related to the graben formation.
In the present study the comparatively high amount of mineralized fractures within the
Nussloch-quarry is conspicuous. We conclude that these mineralizations may be
connected to the formation of the well-known Pb-Zn-deposit of Wiesloch (e.g., Walter,
2007; Kleinschnitz, 2009), which is located close to the Nussloch-quarry. This Pb-Zndeposit was formed in context of the URG development, as hydrothermal metal-bearing
fluids circulated through the fractures and faults (Kleinschnitz, 2009).
5.2.2 Past fluid flow with regard to fault zone permeability evolution
The permeability structure within fault zones and thereby associated fluid flow is
changing during fault zone evolution and depends on their individual infrastructure (e.g.,
Caine et al., 1996; Agosta and Kirschner, 2003; Billi et al., 2003). The fault core of active
faults zones may act as a conduit for fluid flow, if fractures or pores get interconnected
during slip, whereas this unit acts as a barrier in inactive fault zones due to reduced grain
sizes (cf., Section 1.; e.g., Sibson, 1994; Caine et al., 1996).
Billi et al. (2003) discuss fault zone permeability development during their evolution in
carbonate rocks in detail, including the following two main stages. First, they define a
conduit stage, which precedes the formation of the fault core. When fracturing starts, the
fault zone permeability increases and the fault zone acts as a self-enhancing conduit. In
the second stage, the fault zone permeability structure is changing, due to the beginning
of particle rotation and particle fracturing. The fine-grained matrix increases within the
particle population and reduces the fracture connectivity and permeability (Billi et al.,
2003; Micarelli et al., 2006b). As a result, the fault core starts to seal and may become a
barrier for fluid flow. Fluid flow is limited to the fault damage zone at this stage,
particularly in proximity to the fault core, where the rock is still highly fractured (Billi et
al., 2003).
This evolutionary model of fault zone permeability is applicable to our study. The fault
cores of all analyzed fault zones show mineralizations and therefore signs of fluid flow
within this fault zone unit, independently of their type, particularly the up to 1.5 m wide
mineralizations at the fault core-hanging-wall-boundary in Nussloch. Both fractures
within the fault core (Illingen oblique-slip fault zone) and the whole fault core unit of
smaller scale fault cores (Knittlingen reactivated reverse fault zone) are sealed by
minerals as well. Additionally, red colored areas and zones of discolorations indicate fluid
flow within the fault cores in Nussloch and Knittlingen.
During fault zone evolution, this fluid flow, but also a grain size reduction, led to sealing
of the fault cores and barrier formation within this fluid circulation system. As proposed
by Billi et al. (2003) we assume that fluid flow was then localized within the fault zone
damage zones characterized by an enhanced fracture density. In the present study
several fractures are sealed with minerals within this unit, particularly with orientations
parallel and subparallel to the fault zones.
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5.3

Fracture system characterization within the fractured reservoir

In order to enable fluid flow in a fractured reservoir, the fracture system and the
individual beds have to be hydraulically connected (e.g., Odling et al., 1999; Ortega and
Marrett, 2000; Micarelli et al., 2006a, b; Reyer et al., 2012). Previous studies show
enhanced percentages of interconnected fractures within damage zones and an increase
in fracture connectivity from the protolith-damage zone boundary towards the fault plane
(Micarelli et al., 2006b; Agosta et al., 2010). Despite our data show that most of the
fractures are not connected with other fractures at fracture tips we conclude improved
fracture vertical connectivity in proximity to slip surfaces of the fault zones, particularly
caused by comparatively shorter fractures up to a length of 0.5 m. The Nussloch normal
fault zone with a displacement of some tens of meters, which was formed under an
extensional regime in context of the URG and Kraichgau tectonics, exhibits the best
fracture connectivity within the damage zone fracture system of all analyzed fault zones
since fractures connected at both fracture tips are included in particular.
It has long been recognized that the average fracture density in thinner beds is typically
higher compared with thicker beds due to the formation of a stress shadow (Hobbs,
1967; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Gross et al., 1995; Van der Pluijm and Marshak, 2004). In
general, our data show a similar behavior, with highest fracture densities in
comparatively thinner limestone beds. Figure 15 exemplary shows the bed thickness
[cm] versus fracture density (number of fractures per meter) of all fracture data in
Nussloch, separately for fault zone and host rock. In addition we observe that limestone
beds with similar thicknesses show higher fracture densities within the fault damage zone
compared with the host rock. As proposed in previous studies (Caine et al., 1996; Berg
and Skar, 2005; Micarelli et al., 2006b; Reyer et al., 2012), we observed a further
enhanced fracture density in proximity to the slip surface. Thus, the probability of the
formation of interconnected fractures in horizontal direction increases in this fault zone
part.

Fig. 15. Nussloch-quarry: Bed thickness [cm]
-1
vs. fracture density [m ], separately for fault
zone and host rock.

Our data generally show the significance of mechanical layering for fracture propagation
and fracture arrest at contacts, as shown in several previous studies (Narr and Suppe,
1991; Odling et al., 1999; Gross and Eyal, 2007; Larsen et al., 2010; Reyer et al., 2012;
Boro et al., 2013; Philipp et al., 2013; Afşar et al., 2014). Reyer et al. (2012), for
example, propose that the number of stratabound fractures is generally higher in
mechanically layered sedimentary rocks, which are characterized by abrupt lithological
changes (Narr and Suppe, 1991; Gross et al., 1995), such as the Lower Muschelkalk of
the North German Basin, compared with more homogeneous units. The mechanical
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layering of these limestone-marl-alternations affects the fracture propagation and
fracture arrest respectively due to stiffness variations and stress field changes (Gross and
Eyal, 2007; Larsen et al., 2010; Reyer et al., 2012). For example Larsen et al. (2010)
and Philipp et al. (2013) describe the effects of fracture arrest at contacts such as
stylolites, zones of multilayers, welded layers, and cavities which induce a mechanical
layering that does not coincide with clear lithological changes. In the limestone-marlalternations of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk, however, the mechanical contrasts match
with lithological contacts: stiff limestone beds alternate with soft marl layers. Despite this
effect of mechanical layering is obvious, non-stratabound fractures may be formed as
result of linkage processes of preexisting fractures induced by faulting (Agosta et al.,
2010). Therefore we focus on the distribution of non-stratabound fractures in relation to
the fault core distance for further reservoir characterization in the present study and
summarize fracture data of all scanlines, neglecting the limestone bed thicknesses.
Our data of the Knittlingen-quarry show that the comparatively thick marl layers (~ 10
cm) which induce a strong mechanical layering clearly act as stress barriers for fracture
propagation. Many fractures become arrested at contacts to marl layers due to the
changing stress field, regardless of the fracture locations (close to the slip surface or at
distance).
In both other quarries (marl thickness 0.5 to 2 cm) a better connectivity between
multiple limestone beds is caused by non-stratabound fractures, particularly at contact to
the fault core in the Nussloch-quarry, where the fractures propagate across the thinner
marl layers in the more homogenous rock formation. Therefore we assume that the
effects of mechanical layering on fracture propagation in fault zones are significant.
Philipp et al. (2013) propose that diagenetic processes (cementation, pressure solution,
mechanical compaction) in reservoirs lead to stiffness homogenizations of adjacent layers
where a formerly mechanically layered succession may behave mechanically as a single
layer. Thus, this effect is of particular importance for fracture propagation and
permeability in a fractured reservoir and should be taken into account.
In general our data show that the possibility of interconnected fracture formation
increases with increasing fracture densities in proximity to the fault core, particularly in
more homogenous rocks. The reservoir permeability is enhanced by the development of
hydraulically active pathways across several beds (non-stratabound fractures) to a higher
degree compared with the improvement caused by the formation of fractures
interconnected at the fracture tips
The best fracture induced reservoir permeability in the present study is proposed for the
Nussloch normal fault. The enhanced permeability in this normal fault is caused by a high
percentage of non-stratabound fractures, which may provide a hydraulically active
pathway across several limestone beds (e.g., Odling et al., 1999) and supported by
improved fracture vertical connectivity.
5.4

Permeability implications on the analyzed fracture systems

Open fractures are of particular importance in terms of reservoir permeability. In the
present study many fractures remained open. These open fractures are potential
pathways for recent fluid flow in fractured reservoirs associated with the characterized
fault zones.
As an extension of the cubic law (cf., Section 3.) we use calculations of the hydraulic
conductivity kf [m/s] for sets including parallel and open fractures [m/s] after Bear 1993
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(Eq. (1)) to show fracture orientations of fractures which enhance the permeability of the
fracture system:
𝜌 ∙𝑔

𝑓
3
(∑𝑚
𝑘𝑓 = 12𝜇∙𝐿
𝑖=1 𝑏 ),

(1)

where ρf is the fluid density [kg/m3], g the acceleration due to gravity [m/s2], μ the
dynamic viscosity [Pa s], L the profile length [m] and b the fracture aperture [m].
Since fracture data of surface measurements in the outcrop analogues are used for our
calculations, for fluid reservoirs we have to consider that fracture parameters change
with increasing depth, resulting for example in reduced fracture apertures and densities
(Lee and Farmer, 1993). Therefore, we aim at highlighting fracture orientations with
enhanced permeabilities, but no absolute values.
We show permeability calculations based on the surface measurements exemplary for the
quarries Nussloch and Knittlingen. We conclude that increased fracture frequencies in the
damage zones and larger fracture apertures parallel and subparallel to fault zone strike
and to regional structures like the URG and Variscan structures may lead to enhanced
permeability compared with other orientations (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Based on surface measurements
calculated hydraulic conductivity (kf-value)
[m/s] versus fracture orientation (scale: 0°180°): a) Nussloch. b) Knittlingen. The fault
zone orientations are marked by gray lines.

We propose that surface data may be used for estimations of fault zone characteristics at
depth. Several fault zone and fracture system characteristics or at least relationships
should be applicable to reservoir conditions. Also at depth the fracture density would be
enhanced at contact to the slip surfaces. Furthermore we assume that the distribution of
fractures with largest apertures at contact to the slip surface and parallel and subparallel
to fault zone strikes remains the same. Thus, estimations on reservoir permeability are
generally possible based on surface measurement in outcrop analogues. In order to
obtain realistic permeability estimations it is essential to vary fracture system parameters
such as aperture and density to adapt these parameters to reservoir conditions in further
investigations. The received fracture data of the present study serve as a basis of future
numerical models for example of fluid and heat transport in fault zones.
6

Conclusions

Based on outcrop analogue studies of eight fault zones crosscutting limestone-marlalternations of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk in the Kraichgau-Syncline (Southwest
Germany) we conclude:
1.

Fault zone formation and reactivation in the Kraichgau-Syncline is clearly affected
by regional stress field changes of the Upper Rhine Graben development. Fault
zones and associated main fracture sets have orientations similar to prominent
regional structures, such as the NNE-SSW-oriented oblique-slip fault zone parallel
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2.

3.

4.

to the URG or the NW-SE-oriented normal fault zone parallel to the step faults
which induced the subsidence of the Kraichgau-Syncline.
Fractures extending across multiple limestone beds of the exposed limestone-marlalternations may create pathways for fluid flow across these beds in the reservoir,
but different mechanical properties of limestone and marl obviously also affect
fracture propagation. An enhanced fracture density and fracture connectivity of
shorter fractures within the fracture system in the fault damage zones at contact to
the fault core may improve reservoir permeability.
Increased fracture frequencies in fault damage zones and largest fracture apertures
in direction of fault zone strike and of prominent regional structures may lead to
enhanced permeability compared with other orientations. Fractures formed in these
directions which are sealed by minerals as well as mineralizations within fault cores
indicate hydraulic activity during fault zone evolution.
The fault damage zones in the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk may be potential drilling
targets of geothermal wellbores in the adjacent Upper Rhine Graben although in
many cases the hydraulic connectivity of the natural fracture network may need to
be improved. Well-developed fault cores may be potential barriers for fluid flow in
inactive fault zones.
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Abstract
We present a field-study based workflow to develop 3D-numerical models on local stress
fields within fault zones hosted in layered rocks at reservoir depths. As an example we
use the carbonate successions of the Upper Muschelkalk (Middle Triassic) in the Upper
Rhine Graben, Southwest Germany, that form a reservoir for deep geothermal energy.
Steps of the workflow include (A) characterization of fault-zone units and mechanical
layering, (B) estimations of rock mechanical properties and (C) assumptions on the insitu stress regime. Results of 3D-numerical models of fault-zone local stress fields at
reservoir depth of 2.900 m show pronounced differences depending on (1) fault-zone
orientation, (2) impact of maximum horizontal stress S H in the given stress regime
(normal faulting, strike-slip faulting or transitional normal to strike-slip faulting), (3)
fault-zone scale and (4) contrast in mechanical properties. Soft fault damage zones and
fault cores trending at a minor angle to S H (0° to 30°) concentrate less stress than
comparable units at higher angles to SH (60° to 90°), in particular in the strike-slip
regime. The impact of mechanical layering increases with horizontal compression. This
may result, for example, in formation of barriers to fracture propagation and thus lower
probability of forming well-interconnected fracture networks necessary for fluid flow in
reservoirs. Comparisons to estimated fault-zone stress states such as dilation and slip
tendencies, show that their prediction in the study area is difficult because of the current
transitional stress regime (normal to strike-slip faulting) and, in addition, varying
orientations of SH.
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1

Introduction

Fault zones, due to their prominent effects on fluid flow and rock mechanical properties
in the upper crust, have been the focus of numerous studies. Since fault zones form
mechanically heterogeneous discontinuities and may behave as sealing or conductive
structures, they lead to strong anisotropy of the rock mass (e.g., Caine et al. 1996;
Caine and Forster 1999; Faulkner et al. 2010; Bense et al. 2013). Widely accepted is a
simple fault-zone structure with a high-strain fault core consisting of gouge, breccia, and
mineral precipitations enclosed by damage zones comprising high fracture density and
minor faults reflecting the fault growth (Chester and Logan 1986; Caine et al. 1996;
Faulkner et al. 2010). Particularly in layered rocks, however, the fault-zone internal
structure can be very complex due to formation of a very heterogeneous fault core and
an asymmetric damage zone, affecting rock mechanical properties and permeability
(Agosta et al. 2010; Bastesen and Braathen 2010; Jeanne et al. 2012; Reyer et al. 2012;
Bastesen et al. 2013; Bauer et al. 2015).
The hydro-mechanical behavior of a fault zone depends on various rock properties within
the different fault-zone units. Of particular importance are the presence of a less
permeable (in inactive fault zones) and often soft (low Young’s modulus) fault core, the
width and characteristics of the damage zone, i.e., characteristics of the associated
fracture system in non- or low-porous rocks, and the formation of stylolites or
deformation bands in porous rocks (Caine et al. 1996; Tondi et al. 2006; Fossen et al.
2007; Agosta et al. 2010). Such discontinuities affect not only the permeability (potential
fluid flow vs. sealing structures), but also the effective rock mechanical properties
Young`s Modulus E and uniaxial compressive strength UCS: in low-porous rocks a
significant decrease of E and UCS with increasing fracture density has been shown (Priest
1993; Caine et al. 1996; Tondi et al. 2006; Fossen et al. 2007; Agosta et al. 2010;
Jeanne et al. 2012).
In a given regional stress field, the contrasting rock mechanical properties compared with
the host rock (Fig. 1a) lead to the development of local stress fields within fault zones
which is directly related to the permeability evolution of the rock mass, since either
favorable or non-favorable local stresses for fracture propagation are developed and
most of the fractures remain short (Gudmundsson et al. 2010). Moreover, a strong link
has been ascribed between the fault-zone stress state and the hydraulic activity along
fault zones (Sibson 1994; Barton et al. 1995; Gudmundsson 2000). Potential fluid
pathways within the current stress field are formed in critically stressed fault zones that
are close to slip and in extensional fault zones with a high tendency to dilate (Fig. 1b;
Morris et al. 1995; Ferrill et al. 1999; Zoback 2007, Gudmundsson 2000, 2011).
The Middle Triassic Muschelkalk in the Upper Rhine Graben (URG; Fig. 2) in Southwest
Germany is an example of a potential (low enthalpy) geothermal reservoir in layered
carbonate successions (Paschen et al. 2003; Stober and Jodocy 2009; Stober and Bucher
2015), where due to low matrix porosities and permeabilities, fault zones and fractures
are of particular importance (fractured reservoir; cf. Nelson 1985). Therefore, fault zones
crosscutting Middle Triassic Muschelkalk in Germany are the focus of recent studies
concerning the characteristics, permeability structure, and rock mechanical properties
(Reyer et al. 2012 - Northwest German Basin; Meier et al. 2015 - URG).
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Fig. 1 Sketch of a typical fault-zone internal structure (modified from Gudmundsson et al. 2010). The diagram above
illustrates typical distributions of fracture density and Young’s modulus E across the host rock and fault damage zone. In the
fault core fracture density is commonly difficult to define. E may be very low due to soft fault rocks, or may be very high
due to mineralizations, respectively. b) Symbolic fault-zone traces in the earth’s crust (map view) with deviating slip
tendencies TS and dilation tendencies TD due to their different orientations (modified from Zoback 2007). The arrows
indicate the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress SH (S1)

In this paper we present three-dimensional (3D)-numerical models using the finite
element software COMSOL Multiphysics® (Version 5.0) to gain insights on local stress
fields and displacements of fault zones in the Muschelkalk potential geothermal reservoir
in the given remote stress field within the URG. Fault zones in the 3D-numerical models
are based on a field study by Meier et al. (2015), who worked in Muschelkalk outcrop
analogues located in the Kraichgau-Syncline on the eastern graben shoulder (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Simplified geological maps of the study area, for stratigraphic units see key (modified from Walter 2007). a) Northern
Upper Rhine Graben (URG), section shown in (b) indicated in blue. b) Enlarged view of the section in (a), showing the
Kraichgau-Syncline located on the eastern graben shoulder of the URG. The locations of the quarries studied as outcrop
analogues of the Muschelkalk buried deep within the graben are marked by blue dots (IL Illingen; IT Ittlingen; KN
Knittlingen; NL Nussloch). The axis of the Kraichgau-Syncline is marked by a dashed line

In the following we first discuss special features of fault zones in layered rocks and
second give a brief introduction to Muschelkalk reservoir geology. Third we estimate the
stress state of fault zones in the URG (using the fault zones in Meier et al. 2015 as a
basis). Here we include slip tendencies and dilation tendencies for fault zones in the
given stress regimes since they control the hydraulic activity of the fault zones (Barton et
al. 1995, Morris et al. 1995; Ferrill et al. 1999; Sibson 2000). Fourth we explain our
approach to develop 3D-numerical models in several steps based on field data,
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laboratory tests and analytical models. Finally, we discuss numerical modelling results in
context with estimations on slip- and dilation tendencies of fault zones and draw
conclusions.
2

Fault zones in layered rocks

Fault-zone characteristics, i.e., fault-zone structure and width, vary for different faultzone scales and different lithologies. In general, the fault-zone width is related to the
fault-zone growth. Several authors describe a relationship of displacement and fault-zone
width, both damage-zone width and fault-core width, which is related to fault-core
complexity. In particular, however, there is a relationship of fault segment linkage and
fault-zone geometry (e.g., Childs et al. 2009; Bastesen and Braathen 2010; Faulkner et
al. 2010; Faulkner et al. 2011; Bastesen et al. 2013). Fault zones in layered rocks are
particularly complex in their internal structure. One reason is that they commonly form
through linkage of fault-zone segments. This process leads to varying dip angles of the
main slip surfaces. Also, the fault cores become heterogeneous and comprise minor slip
surfaces, fault lenses, breccia, shale smear, tilted bedding, and mineralizations (Bastesen
et al. 2009; Childs et al. 2009; Bastesen and Braathen 2010; Bastesen et al. 2013; Meier
et al. 2015).
Layered rocks are commonly characterized by lithological and mechanical property
changes that significantly affect fault-zone structure, fracture-system development and
permeability. These effects occur not only because of varying layer thicknesses (fracture
density correlates inversely with bed thickness; Hobbs 1967; Narr and Suppe 1991;
Gross et al. 1995). The described effects also occur due to changes of rock mechanical
properties, i.e., strong mechanical layering (fracture arrest, fracture offset or fracture
propagation at contacts; Narr and Suppe 1991; Gross et al. 1995; Odling et al. 1999;
Gross and Eyal 2007; Larsen et al. 2010; Philipp et al. 2013). It is common to
characterize mechanical layers based on their individual Young’s moduli E, which is a
measure of the rock’s stiffness (e.g., Zoback 2007; Gudmundsson 2011; Philipp et al.
2013). Therefore, we use the following nomenclature: rocks with high Young’s moduli are
referred to as stiff and those with low Young’s moduli as soft.
In layered rocks with alternating mechanical properties such as the limestone-marlalternations considered in this study, the effects of contrasting mechanical properties on
fault-zone units are significant. Reyer et al. (2012), for example, describe a correlation of
fault-core widths and amounts of soft marl layers within normal faults crosscutting
carbonate successions. Furthermore, the characteristics of layered rocks such as bed
thicknesses and strongly varying mechanical properties may affect not only fracturesystem characteristics (see below) but also the damage-zone width. The latter may
increase in limestone-marl-alternations characterized by small bed thicknesses and high
stiffness contrasts between individual layers (Reyer et al. 2012).
In layered rocks it is particularly difficult to predict characteristics of the damage-zone
fracture system. Here we use ‘fracture’ as a general term and do not distinguish
extension fractures and shear fractures (fracture kinematics are difficult to define
accurately in the field; cf. Meier et al. 2015) but rather stratabound fractures, i.e.,
fractures restricted to individual layers and non-stratabound fractures, i.e., fractures not
affected by layering (Odling et al. 1999). This distinction is used because nonstratabound fractures extend across multiple layers in vertical direction and may increase
reservoir permeability. In contrast, stratabound fractures do rarely form vertically
interconnected networks and contribute less to reservoir permeability (cf. Philipp et al.
2013).
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Formation of stratabound fractures caused by fracture arrest at contacts between
mechanical layers can be explained by stress field rotations and the formation of stress
concentrations versus stress barriers resulting in heterogeneous local stress fields
(Gudmundsson 2011; Philipp et al. 2013). Both soft and stiff layers may act as stress
barriers depending on the remote stress field. Soft layers tend to form stress barriers in
horizontal tension, but stiff layers tend to form stress barriers in horizontal compression
(Philipp et al. 2013).
Fault zones crosscutting Upper Muschelkalk are hosted in carbonate successions clearly
characterized by alternating layers with contrasting mechanical properties: stiff
limestones and dolomites alternate with soft marl. The mechanical layering is particularly
strong in the Nodosus-Schichten (subunit mo2; Meier et al. 2015; cf., section 3): there
are stiff limestone beds and partially thick units of soft carbonates. Throughout the entire
analyzed fault-zone section, even at contact to the fault core, fractures terminate at
comparatively thick marl layers and thus are stratabound. In contrast, fractures persist
across thinner marl layers (non-stratabound) in more homogeneous rocks exposed in
Nussloch (Trochiten-Kalk; subunit mo1), especially at contact to the fault core (Meier et
al. 2015). Based on the aforementioned field observations we (1) analyze the entire
Upper Muschelkalk and (2) focus on the Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) in addition.
3

Muschelkalk reservoir geology in the Upper Rhine Graben

The URG is part of the European Cenozoic Rift System which extends across Central
Europe (Fig. 2). It has undergone different tectonic stages of extensional and strike-slip
regimes since its formation in Eocene (Illies 1972; Ziegler 1992; Schumacher 2002;
Ziegler and Dèzes 2005). The present-day maximum horizontal stress in the URG is
oriented approximately NW-SE to NNW-SSE (Plenefisch and Bonjer 1997; Schumacher
2002; Heidbach et al. 2008; Homuth et al. 2014). The regional stress regime in the URG
is transitional from normal faulting to strike-slip faulting whereas local stress regimes are
commonly difficult to define (Plenefisch and Bonjer 1997; Homuth et al. 2014).
The URG, bounded by two main fault systems, offers the opportunity to study rocks of
the Variscan basement and of Permian and Triassic age. These rocks were either uplifted
and may now be exposed on the graben shoulders or were buried deep in the graben and
overlain by thick Cenozoic sediments, respectively. Cross sections show an asymmetric
graben geometry and a complex fault-zone pattern within the graben. This leads to
complex displacements between stratigraphic units. Therefore the Middle Triassic
Muschelkalk, discussed here, can be located at various depths (Illies 1972; Illies 1977;
Brun and Wenzel 1991; Paschen et al. 2003). For example it occurs at depths of
approximately 1.000 m in the Landau Oilfield in the western graben area (Illies 1977), at
3.000 m at the eastern boundary fault near Heidelberg (Jodocy and Stober 2010) and at
4.200 m in the graben center (Paschen et al. 2003). Here, we use a depth of
approximately 2.900 m as top of the Muschelkalk potential reservoir as it occurs in a
deep geothermal wellbore drilled in the URG.
The successions of the Muschelkalk consist of three units, Lower, Middle, and Upper
Muschelkalk and comprise alternating carbonates (limestones, dolomites and marls) and
evaporates (gypsum, anhydrite, rock salt) (Schweizer and Kraatz 1982; Engesser and
Leiber 1991). Because the Upper Muschelkalk (mo) is a prominent hydrothermal
reservoir in the URG (Paschen et al. 2003; Stober and Jodocy 2009; Stober and Bucher
2015) we focus on this unit.
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The Upper Muschelkalk (mo) consists of the main subunits Trochiten-Kalk (mo1),
Nodosus-Schichten (mo2), and Semipartitus-Schichten (mo3) with a total thickness of
85-100 m in the outcrop analogue exposed in the Kraichgau-Syncline (Schweizer and
Kraatz 1982; Engesser and Leiber 1991) and 60-85 m in the geothermal reservoir at
depth (Stober and Bucher 2015). According to Engesser and Leiber (1991) the sequence
of the Trochiten-Kalk (mo1) is mainly characterized by micritic limestones alternating
with fossil-rich and stiff tempestites, and subordinated marls and clay especially in the
Hassmersheimer Schichten. In contrast, the softer clay zones α-ζ within the NodosusSchichten (mo2), dominated by marl beds, form main parts in this subunit and alternate
with stiff limestone beds. This characteristic is continued in the Semipartitus-Schichten
(mo3) comprising limestones, fossil-rich carbonates, and marl interbeds.
4

Muschelkalk reservoir in-situ stress regime

4.1

General considerations

To consider the in-situ stress regime in the faulted Muschelkalk reservoir, the magnitude
of the vertical stress (SV) compared with the range of possible horizontal stresses S h
(minimum horizontal stress) and SH (maximum horizontal stress) are important. In a
normal faulting regime SV is the maximum principle stress (S1), the intermediate and
minimum principal stress directions, S2 and S3, respectively, are horizontal (SH and Sh)
according to Anderson's theory of faulting. In contrast, SV is equal to SH in a transitional
regime from normal to strike-slip faulting (S1 = S2). In a strike-slip regime SH (S1) has a
higher magnitude compared with SV (S2).
For this study, only stress orientations reported in the world stress map are used
(Heidbach et al. 2008), no measurements on in-situ stress magnitudes are available. For
SV the weight of the overburden (calculated as average rock density multiplied by the
depth and the acceleration due to gravity) can be used for estimation.
For SH and Sh we apply a method known as frictional equilibrium theory to define the
range of possible stress ratios within the reservoir. This approach assumes that the state
of stress in the crust is in frictional equilibrium, i.e., the stress magnitudes of S H and Sh
are limited by the frictional strength of favorably-oriented faults (Peška and Zoback
1995; Jaeger et al. 2007; Zoback 2007). Shear failure of fault zones depends on the
(static) coefficient of friction μ which is the ratio of shear stress  and normal stress SN
(Morris et al. 1996; Jaeger et al. 2007; Zoback 2007). This is also referred to as
“frictional sliding criterion” for existing planes of weakness when cohesion is absent
(Twiss and Moores 1992). When the ratio of  and SN reaches μ, slip on the fault plane is
likely so that further increase of stress magnitudes is impossible (Morris et al. 1996;
Zoback 2007). Therefore, pre-existing faults limit the stress magnitudes at depths (Peška
and Zoback 1995; Jaeger et al. 2007; Zoback 2007).
The ratio of effective principal stresses is given by Jaeger et al. (2007) as
𝑆1 −𝑃𝑃
𝑆3 −𝑃𝑃

2

= (√𝜇 2 + 1 + μ)

(1)

where μ is the coefficient of friction and PP the in-situ pore pressure. Using the
aforementioned assumptions it is possible to draw a stress polygon for frictionally stable
areas in different stress regimes and thus to estimate the range of possible horizontal
stress magnitudes at any given depth, pore pressure, and μ (Peška and Zoback 1995;
Zoback 2007). According to Byerlee (1978) μ lies within a relative small range (0.6 ≤ μ ≤
1.0), independent from the rock type but depending on the normal stress magnitude on
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the failure plane. For intermediate normal stress below 200 MPa, equivalent to a shallow
crustal depth less than 5 km, hence for the potential geothermal reservoir in this study
(top reservoir: 2.900m), μ of 0.85 can be applied (Byerlee 1978).
The stress polygon in Fig. 3 is illustrated for a depth of 2.900 m, an assumed average
overburden density of 2.300 kg/m3 for the overlain Cenozoic sediments (Rousset et al.
1993, and references therein; Rotstein et al. 2006), μ of 0.85, and hydrostatic pore
pressure (PP = 0.43SV). The stress polygon shows that the allowable horizontal stress
magnitudes are between 0.55 SV ≤ Sh and SH ≤ 3.10 SV. We present stress magnitudes
of SH and Sh for a normal faulting regime, a transitional regime from normal faulting to
strike-slip faulting (here referred to as transitional regime), and strike-slip faulting
regime (cf. section 3; Plenefisch and Bonjer 1997; Homuth et al. 2014). The points on
the periphery of the polygon indicate stress states in which the crust is at its frictional
limit (Peška and Zoback 1995). The range of differential stress magnitudes between the
principal stresses at depth may decrease for higher pore pressures or lower coefficients
of friction, resulting in transitions from one stress regime to another at relatively small
stress-field changes (Peška and Zoback 1995; Zoback 2007).

Fig. 3 Stress polygon after Peška and Zoback (1995) showing the maximum horizontal stress SH and the minimum horizontal
stress Sh allowable by a frictional equilibrium of the crust. It is illustrated for a reservoir depth of 2.900 m, an assumed
3
average overburden density of 2.300 kg/m , and hydrostatic pore pressure Pp. The allowable horizontal stresses SH and Sh
are limited by the outer periphery of the polygon indicating frictional equilibrium. Vertical and horizontal lines within the
stress polygon separate the stress fields according to Anderson’s theory of faulting: NF normal faulting, SS strike-slip, and RF
reverse faulting. Stress states I-VII are defined by different stress ratios: I radial extension, II normal faulting, III transitional
normal-faulting-strike-slip regime, IV, strike-slip faulting, V transitional strike-slip-reverse faulting, VI reverse faulting, VII
radial compression. Values of Sh can be read on the x-axis and values of SH on the y-axis, respectively. In the URG the normal
faulting regime (II), the transitional normal-faulting-strike-slip regime (III, in this study referred to as transitional regime),
and the strike-slip regime (IV) are of particular importance (Plenefisch and Bonjer 1997; Homuth et al. 2014). Allowable
horizontal stresses SH and Sh for the aforementioned stress regimes are highlighted by green markers on the x-axis and yaxis in the diagram. The associated calculated stress magnitudes are presented to the right of the stress polygon
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4.2

Stress state of fault zones

In this section, we present analytical models of the fault-zone stress state, i.e., the slip
tendency TS and dilation tendency TD of fault zones within the Muschelkalk potential
reservoir in the URG, using data from nine fault zones exposed in outcrop analogues in
the Kraichgau-Syncline (Meier et al. 2015).
First, we use the Mohr-diagram for three-dimensional stress to estimate possible normal
stresses SN and shear stresses  acting on the given fault planes at potential reservoir
depth with stress magnitudes determined in section 4.1 for a normal faulting regime, a
transitional regime, and a strike-slip regime. Our calculations of S N and  are based on a
detailed description by Ramsay and Lisle (2000) in which the orientation of the fault
plane is considered by the definition of three angles (α, β, γ) and related direction
cosines (l, m, n) between the plane´s normal and coordinate axes of the principal
stresses S1, S2, and S3:
SN = S1 l2 + S2m2 + S3n2

(2)

 = [(S1 - S2)2 l2m2 + (S2 - S3)2 m2n2 + (S3 - S1)2 n2l2]1/2

(3)

In this study, the principal stresses are defined by S V, SH, and Sh and are assigned
depending on the given stress regime (cf. section 4.1). As mentioned in section 3, the
orientation of the maximum horizontal stress S H within the URG varies between NW-SE
and NNW-SSE (Plenefisch and Bonjer 1997; Schumacher 2002; Heidbach et al. 2008;
Homuth et al. 2014). To cover these variations in the calculations, we define two possible
SH-orientations according to two deep wellbores drilled within the URG, published in the
world stress map, i.e., Bruchsal (134°; eastern graben margin) and Soultz
(approximately 160°; western graben margin) (Heidbach et al. 2008).
We plot SN [MPa] versus  [MPa] acting on the fault planes (Fig. 4) at a SH-orientation of
134° (Fig. 4a) and of 160° (Fig. 4b). For each fault zone an individual symbol has been
assigned and related numbers are in accordance with the numbering of the fault zones in
the Schmidt diagrams. For each fault zone three stress states for different faulting
regimes are indicated with different gray shades: for normal faulting (black), transitional
(gray), and strike-slip faulting regime (white) at reservoir depth of 2.900 m.
To estimate potential reactivation of a fault plane, Morris et al. (1996) introduced the slip
tendency TS from the ratio of  to SN acting on the fault planes:
TS =  / SN

(4)

To assess critical TS with regard to a potential reactivation of the fault plane, the
coefficient of friction μ (cf. section 4.1; Byerlee 1978) has to be considered since shear
failure of a pre-existing fault plane (as an existing zone of weakness) is most likely when
TS reaches μ (Morris et al. 1996). Therefore, the lines in the diagrams show the frictional
sliding criterion (similar to the linearized Mohr-Coulomb criterion) for μ = 0.6, 0.85 and
1.0 giving the slope of the line and zero cohesion (Twiss and Moores 1992; Zoback
2007).
In general, the data show that none of the fault zones would be critically stressed at
reservoir depth and hydrostatic pore pressure since their ratios of  to SN do not even
reach a low friction coefficient of 0.6 (Fig. 4). However, the stress states of fault zones
within the Muschelkalk potential reservoir in the URG are very difficult to define
accurately and may differ due to varying impacts of SV, SH, and Sh in the different stress
regimes.
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Fig. 4 Mohr diagrams for three-dimensional stress states to estimate normal stress (SN, equation 2) and shear stress (τ,
equation 3) [MPa] acting on fault planes presented in Meier et al. (2015), plotting effective SN vs. τ (i.e., for hydrostatic pore
pressure), for varying SH-orientations. The coefficient of friction μ ranges between 0.6 and 1 for normal stress magnitudes
below 200 MPa (Byerlee 1978; cf. section 4.1) and is an indicator of shear failure on pre-existing fault planes, solid lines
show μ of 0.6, 0.85, and 1, respectively. Schmidt diagrams (equal area projections, lower hemisphere) on the left show
fault-zone orientations determined in the quarries KN Knittlingen, NL Nussloch, IL Illingen, and IT Ittlingen. These fault zones
are labelled (1 - 9) in the Mohr diagrams. On the top we show allowable stress magnitudes of SV, SH, and SH for a normal
faulting regime, a transitional regime or a strike-slip regime, respectively (cf. section 4.1). a) SH-orientation 134° as
determined in the deep wellbore in Bruchsal at the eastern graben margin. b) SH-orientation 160° as determined in the
deep wellbore in Soultz at the western graben margin (Heidbach et al. 2008). See key for numbering of the analyzed fault
zones (1 - 9) and the stress regime. The sketches in the keys show the orientations of the horizontal stresses SH and Sh
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Highest values of SN and  acting on the fault planes are calculated for a strike-slip
regime in which the fault-zone orientation has maximum impact by strongly different
values of SN and  for different fault planes (since SH = S1). In contrast, lower values for
SN occur for the normal faulting regime in particular. Due to the impact of SV (S1 in this
stress regime) the fault-zone dip angle is of particular importance. Comparatively high
magnitudes of  are determined for lower dip angles in the range of 50° that is
approximately 40° to SV. This can be explained by planes of maximum  which are
oriented up to 45° to S1 (e.g., Twiss and Moores 1992). The steeply dipping fault zones
(for example 2, 5, and 8) exhibit, in contrast, comparatively low .
Furthermore, the orientation of SH varies across the URG. This leads, particularly in the
strike-slip regime, to partially pronounced differences in the stress state of similar fault
planes at different locations within the URG due to varying angles to S H (134° vs. 160°).
Considering the strike-slip regime, fault zone 2 (KN) and 5 (IL) which show prominent
angles to SH at an orientation of 134° in the URG (Fig. 4a) are presented in more detail.
Fault zone 2 is oriented parallel to SH resulting in low SN and low  acting on the fault
plane. In contrast, fault zone 5 is oriented perpendicular to S H. This leads to high SN
acting on the fault plane but low . These stress states change at a SH-orientation of 160°
(Fig. 4b). In this case fault zone 5 exhibits higher  and lower SN on the fault plane
compared with the aforementioned example since this fault zone is oriented at a lower
and more favorable angle for shear failure in relation to S H. Stress magnitudes acting on
the fault plane of fault zone 2 are higher for both SN and . Thus, considering the
aforementioned differences, a general statement on the stress state of fault zones across
the URG is not possible.
Besides TS, the dilation tendency TD of a fault zone, i.e., the probability of a fault zone or
fracture to dilate in a given local stress field, is of particular importance for fluid flow
(Barton et al. 1995; Morris et al. 1995; Ferrill et al. 1999). The dilation tendency can be
defined by

TD =

(S1 −SN )

(5)

(S1 −S3 )

(Ferrill et al. 1999). Values range between 0 and 1, the highest possibility for a fault zone
to dilate given for TD = 1. A high TD for example can be estimated for a fault zone with
low SN and low  (Zoback 2007).
We plot TS [-] versus TD [-] calculated for the fault zones at SH-orientation of 134° (Fig.
5a) and 160° (Fig. 5b). Fault-zone numbering, assigned symbols, and gray shades
correspond to those in Fig. 4. As mentioned above, estimated TS are highest for a strikeslip regime but below a friction coefficient μ of 0.6, the analyzed fault planes not being
critically stressed. However, some fault zones show high TD and are therefore able to
provide pathways for fluids within both examples. Furthermore, T D of the fault zones
clearly depends on the stress regime. Fault zone 2 (KN) and 5 (IL) show contrasting
probabilities to dilate in the given local stress field at S H-orientation of 134°. Fault zone 2
shows high TD in all stress regimes due to its orientation parallel to SH and low SN and 
acting on the fault plane (see above). In contrast, TD of fault zone 5 decreases with
increasing impact of SH, i.e., towards the strike-slip regime since this fault zone is
oriented perpendicular to SH.
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Fig. 5 Slip tendency TS (cf. equation 4) vs. dilation tendency TD (cf. equation 5) for the fault zones and SH-orientations
presented in Fig. 4 (cf. Meier et al. 2015). a) SH-orientation 134° (Bruchsal). b) SH-orientation 160° (Soultz). See key for
numbering of the analyzed fault zones (1 - 9) and the stress regime. The sketches in the keys show the orientations of the
horizontal stresses SH and Sh

5

Numerical model setup

We used the finite element simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics® and the
implemented Structural Mechanics module applying Solid Mechanics as physics interface
in order to compute stresses and displacements within a number of three-dimensional
(3D) numerical fault-zone models. As is common for models of upper crustal rocks (at
low pressures, temperatures, and a gradual change in stress) a linear elastic behavior,
i.e., Hooke's law, Young’s modulus being the ratio of stress and strain, is applied (cf.
Jaeger et al. 2007; Zoback 2007; Gudmundsson 2011). This means we used an isotropic
and linear elastic material model so that only the elastic material properties Young’s
Modulus E [GPa] and Poisson’s ratio  [-] need to be defined. Typical -values of rocks lie
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within a small range between 0.2 and 0.3, whereas E varies from less than 1 GPa to
more than 100 GPa (Jaeger 1979; Gudmundsson 2011). In the models,  is constant at
0.25, and the varying material property is E following the estimations described below
(sections 5.1 - 5.3).
Here we present two 3D-numerical model geometries of normal fault zones crosscutting
the carbonate successions of the Upper Muschelkalk: (1) Large-scale normal fault zones
hosted within the entire potential geothermal reservoir (mo1-mo3), and (2) mediumscale models of normal fault zones crosscutting the Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) only,
because this succession is characterized by particularly strong mechanical layering (stiff
limestone vs. thick softer marl units; cf. sections 2 and 3).
Fault-zone displacements and internal-structure characteristics are based on examples of
fault zones exposed in outcrop analogues of the Muschelkalk described in Meier et al.
(2015) (Fig. 6). In the following subsections we describe how we obtained reasonable insitu Young’s moduli, how the model geometries were simplified due to modelling
limitations, and which boundary conditions and discretizations were applied in the model
series.

Fig. 6 Outcrop examples of fault zones serving as base for the 3D-numerical models presented below. The fault cores are
highlighted in orange. a) Nussloch normal fault zone with a displacement of tens of meters (hosted in the Lower, Middle
and Upper Muschelkalk) as an example of a large-scale fault zone. The thick fault core (up to 13 m wide) is characterized by
soft rocks (fault gouge, residual clay of the Middle Muschelkalk, fault breccia), but also by stiff material (mineralizations,
host rock lenses) particularly at the fault-core to hanging-wall boundary. The characteristics of this fault zone are described
in detail in Meier et al. (2015). b) Inverted normal fault zone in the Knittlingen quarry as an example of a small-scale fault
zone. This fault core (0.2 - 0.5 m wide) is rather homogeneous and comprises soft rocks (fault breccia and marl that is
dragged into the fault core due to shear movement along the slip plane)

5.1

In-situ Young’s moduli

As described above, the only non-constant mechanical property assigned in the
numerical models is E. Since in-situ E may vary horizontally between distinct fault-zone
units and vertically between layers in the carbonate succession (cf. sections 5.2 and 5.3),
we aim at estimating these variations. Because laboratory tests require a large number
of specimens for each sample, they cannot be performed for every bed of the carbonate
successions within each fault-zone unit and we use a combined approach for estimations
on the relative variations of E.
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As basis for the estimations we performed uniaxial compression tests (Mutschler 2004) to
determine the Uniaxial Compressive Strength UCS [MPa] and static Young’s Modulus Es
[GPa] of oriented rock samples taken in the quarries Nussloch (NL), Knittlingen (KN),
Illingen (IL), and Ittlingen (IT) (Fig. 2). Due to strong lamination of the soft marl layers
solely sampling of stiff limestone beds was possible. The cylindrical specimens were
prepared both perpendicular and parallel to bedding with diameters of 40 mm and
length-diameter ratios of 2.0 to 2.5. The specimens were loaded to failure at a constant
rate (1000 N/s). After preload of the specimens (70% UCS), Es was determined in the
second load cycle as slope from the linear-elastic segment of the stress-strain curve.
Volume and weight of the intact specimens were determined prior to the compression
tests resulting in calculations of the bulk density [kg/m 3]. Mean values of UCS, Es and
bulk density determined in the laboratory tests are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Mean values and standard deviations of the rock-mechanical properties Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS [MPa])
3
and static Young’s modulus (Es [GPa]) as determined in laboratory tests as well as mean values of the bulk density [kg/m ].
Rock samples are from Upper Muschelkalk limestone beds in the quarries Nussloch (NL), Knittlingen (KN), Illingen (IL), and
Ittlingen (IT)

Parallel to bedding

Perpendicular to
bedding
UCS [MPa]
Es [GPa]

3

Bulk density [kg/m ]

Sample

UCS [MPa]

Es [GPa]

NL
KN
IL

126 ± 9
158 ± 21
159 ± 20

41 ± 4
60 ± 8
59 ± 7

120 ± 11
172 ± 21
170 ± 25

62 ± 28
59 ± 7
64 ± 8

2508 ± 50
2703 ± 13
2661 ± 77

IT

136 ± 17

54 ± 17

149 ± 15

57 ± 11

2706 ± 9

Due to scale effects, ES-values measured in the laboratory tend to be higher than in-situ
E of the rock mass in the field (small unfractured specimens vs. larger fractured rock
volume; Heuze 1980). However, this difference decreases with increasing depth and E
generally increases with depth (Gudmundsson 2011). Since the top of the Upper
Muschelkalk potential reservoir is located at a depth of 2.900 m, but both increasing and
decreasing effects are difficult to be quantified (cf. Philipp et al. 2013) we use the values
from the laboratory tests as basis for estimations on the relative variations of E described
in the following.
The approach for these estimations uses quick and non-destructive measurements of the
Rebound hardnesses R [-] in the outcrops as a proxy for E (Fig. 7a). We used two types:
(1) Schmidt hammer tests (Proceq SA, type LD; impact energy 0.735 Nm) in outcrops
and (2) Equotip tests (Sensors standard type D; impact energy 1 Nmm) along core
samples of one near-surface wellbore to prevent damage on the core samples (Fig. 8). In
both tests the rebound of a guided mass load released on a rock mass is measured (cf.
Viles et al. 2011).
We performed Schmidt hammer tests across fault zones exposed in the quarries Illingen
as an example of a large-scale fault zone and Knittlingen as an example of a mediumscale fault zone. (cf. Meier et al. 2015). Although there is a very large scatter of Rvalues, even within individual limestone beds, different trends occur in different faultzone blocks (Fig. 7a), indicating that the small-scale mechanical layering of the Upper
Muschelkalk leads to the displacement of rocks with different mechanical properties
against each other.
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Several studies indicate correlations of Schmidt hammer R-values with E (Sachpazis
1990; Katz et al. 2000; Yagiz 2009; Aydin and Basu 2005). Yagiz (2009) provides a
comprehensive summary of correlations between R and E for various rock types, the
relevant for limestone being:
E = 0.0987R1.5545

(6)

We applied this correlation on the measurements of R to obtain values on horizontally
varying E in fault damage zones and host rocks (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 7 a) Rebound hardness R-values [-] determined by Schmidt hammer tests in relation to the fault-core distance within
the Illingen fault zone (left) and the Knittlingen fault zone (right). Measurements taken in the same bed are indicated by
equal symbols. b) E [GPa] across the fault zones calculated using correlations between R-values and E according to Equation
6 (Yagiz 2009)
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Fig. 8 Lithological profile and Rebound hardness R [-] based on Equotip measurements along core samples of one nearsurface wellbore in the Nussloch quarry (cf. Fig. 2). In this wellbore, rocks of Quaternary, Lower Keuper, Upper Muschelkalk,
and top Middle Muschelkalk have been drilled through
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To estimate vertical variations of E in the largest possible vertical extent we performed
the aforementioned Equotip tests along core samples of one near surface wellbore. This
wellbore was drilled in the Nussloch quarry to a depth of 107 m, in the first 19 meters
through clastic sedimentary rocks of Quaternary and Keuper age and underneath through
the carbonate successions of Upper Muschelkalk (mo3-mo1) to top Middle Muschelkalk
(Fig. 8). Equotip R-value measurements were performed along the core samples in
intervals of one meter. However, core samples of soft rocks such as marl are lacking
partially over several meters. The R-values vary significantly in mo3 and mo2 with lowest
R-values in subunit mo3. Highest R-values were measured in subunit mo1. Equotip
values were used to refine E variations in the models as described in the next two
subsections.
5.2

Large-scale 3D-numerical models: Geometry setup and Young’s moduli assigned

The first model geometry is based on the large-scale Nussloch normal fault zone
described in Meier et al. (2015) (Fig. 6a) with a total displacement in the range of tens of
meters. Based on the Equotip R-values along the lithological profile of the near-surface
wellbore we defined a total of 16 layers, mainly representing the Upper Muschelkalk
(layers 1-14) (cf. section 5.1; Fig. 8) and, in addition, layers representing Middle
Muschelkalk (layer 0) and Keuper (layer 15), which were introduced to compensate for
displacement-induced gaps at top of the hanging wall and base of the footwall,
respectively. To reduce complexity of the model and associated computing power, we
simplified the succession by omitting some thin layers and layers with unknown
parameters; to limit approximations on rock mechanical properties of rocks filling the
displacement-induced gaps we assigned a fault-zone displacement of 10 m.
In the next step, the units ‘host rock’ and ‘damage zone’ were separated. The outer
damage zone boundary of the Nussloch normal fault in the outcrop is probably not
exposed within the analyzed fault-zone section, but must exceed 15m (Meier et al.
2015). We assigned a damage zone width of 20 m in both hanging wall and footwall as
zone width in this model geometry (Fig. 9).
To obtain values for E in host rock and damage zone, we used 60 GPa, i.e.,
approximately the maximum E determined in laboratory tests (cf. Table 1) as a base
value (100%). This value is set equivalent to the maximum Equotip R-value along the
core samples of the near-surface wellbore, determined in subunit mo1 (layer 2; R=702 []; Fig. 8). Following the correlations of Schmidt hammer R-values with E after Yagiz
(2009) (cf. section 5.1; Fig. 7), we estimated 30 GPa as the base E-value within the
damage zones. E-values of all remaining zones were estimated using a percentage factor
of their R-value in relation to the maximum R-value of 702 [-].
The fault core in this model geometry is also based on the fault core hosted in the normal
fault zone in Nussloch, characterized by high heterogeneity, comprising thick
mineralizations and host rock lenses at contact to the hanging wall (Meier et al. 2015).
The assigned fault core is 8 m wide with E of 5 GPa and 10 GPa in softer fault core parts
and 30 GPa in stiffer parts, respectively.
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Fig. 9 Geometry of the large-scale 3D-numerical models below, based on the Nussloch normal fault zone (Fig. 6) and the
carbonate succession drilled through in the near-surface wellbore (Fig. 8). We assigned a normal displacement of 10 m, a
fault core width of 8 m and a total damage zone width of 40 m. 16 layers with differing Young’s moduli E are defined
separately for host rock and damage zones, i.e., fault damage zone rocks are softer than equivalent layers in the host rock.
The fault core is characterized by heterogeneous E, for example by stiffer mineralizations at parts of the contact to the
hanging wall. See color scale for assigned E

5.3

Medium-scale 3D-numerical models: Geometry setup and Young’s moduli assigned

This model geometry is based on several fault zones with displacements in the range of a
few meters, such as two inverted normal fault zones crosscutting the mo2 in the
Knittlingen quarry (Fig. 6). The carbonate succession is characterized by limestone-marlalternations showing a higher resolution of subunit mo2 compared with the large-scale
models (limestone beds alternating with clay zone  to ζ). We defined 17 layers along
the lithological profile after Engesser and Leiber (1991) mainly along subunit mo2 (layers
1-14), but also along parts of mo1 (layer 0) and mo3 (layers 15 and 16) to fill up the
gaps caused by the displacement of the normal fault zone, which was set to 3 m (Fig.
10).
In contrast to the large-scale models we defined similar E for each layer representing
limestone and similar E for each layer representing a clay zone, whereas again all layers
are separated in host rock and damage zones. E values within the damage zones are an
approximation to correlations of Schmidt hammer R-values with E along the Knittlingen
fault zone (Fig. 7b), in which softer rocks (hanging wall damage zone; E ≈ 20 GPa) are
displaced against stiffer rocks (footwall damage zone; E ≈ 30 GPa). E values within the
host rock are approximately the host rock maximum E and minimum E assigned in the
carbonate succession of the large-scale model (host rock limestone: 60 GPa; host rock
clay zone: 30 GPa) (Fig. 9).
The damage zone widths of the Knittlingen fault zones are difficult to define in the field.
First, this is because of a high deformation grade in the fault-zone blocks resulting from
repeated slip events on the fault plane. Second, this may be due to high background
fracturing within thin beds in the host rock. Third, no clear decrease of the fracture
density to background fracturing has been identified (Meier et al. 2015), what may be
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due to the commonly wider damage zone in carbonate successions characterized by
strong mechanical layering (cf. section 2; Reyer et al. 2012). In the numerical models of
this geometry we assigned a damage-zone width of 5 m for each fault block.
The fault cores of the Knittlingen normal fault zones are 0.2 to 0.4 m wide. In the model
geometry, however, the fault core has a width of 0.6 m due to meshing requirements.
The fault-core rocks are rather soft, including breccia and marl dragged into. We
assigned a homogeneous E of 5 GPa.

Fig. 10 Geometry of the medium-scale 3D-numerical models below, based on a profile of the Upper Muschelkalk subunit
mo2 in particular (cf. Engesser and Leiber 1991) and normal fault zones in Knittlingen (Fig. 6). We assigned a normal
displacement of 3 m as well as a fault core width of 0.6 m and a total damage zone width of 10 m. We defined 17 layers
along the lithological profile characterized by stiff limestones and soft clay zones α to ζ. As in the large-scale models (Fig. 9)
fault damage zone rocks are softer than the equivalent layers in the host rock. Here, however, the fault core is
homogeneous with a low Young’s modulus E of 5 GPa. See color scale for assigned E

5.4

Boundary conditions and model runs

To study the effects of varying fault-zone orientations in both 3D-numerical model
geometries, we modeled four fault-zone strike directions relative to the orientation of the
applied maximum horizontal stress (Fig. 11): (1) SH = 0°, (2) SH = 30°, (3) SH = 60°,
and (4) SH = 90°. These angles were selected based on observations in analytical models
(cf. section 4.2) and prominent angles to S 1 described in literature. To simplify the
discussion on the modelling results (section 6), the fault zones are referred to as parallel67

fault-zone (1), 30°-fault-zone (2), 60°-fault zone (3), and 90°-fault zone (4) according to
their orientation. All fault zones dip steeply (dip angle 80°).

Fig. 11 a) Magnitudes of the boundary loads according to SV, SH and Sh obtained by the stress polygon described in Fig. 3
(Chapter 4.1) for the stress regimes normal faulting, transitional, and strike-slip faulting. The magnitudes of horizontal
stresses increase towards the strike-slip regime. b) Sketch of the applied boundary loads on the large-scale models (cf. Fig.
9) as an example of a 3D-numerical model. SV is applied from the top parallel to the z-axis (orange), SH parallel to the y-axis
(green), Sh parallel to the x-axis (blue). Horizontal stresses are applied on two opposite boundaries to simulate a threedimensional stress regime. A roller constraint was chosen for the boundary condition at the model base (see text for
explanation). For each stress regime and model geometry (Figs. 9 and 10) we modeled four fault-zone orientations relative
to the orientations of the applied maximum horizontal stress SH (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° to SH)
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Furthermore, we modeled three possible in-situ stress regimes within the Upper
Muschelkalk potential geothermal reservoir in the Upper Rhine Graben (cf. section 3):
i.e., (1) normal faulting regime, (2) transitional regime, and (3) strike-slip faulting
regime. The magnitude of the vertical stress S V is constant in all models but the
magnitudes of the horizontal stresses S H and Sh vary according to the calculated stress
magnitudes (cf. section 4). Special attention is thereby given on the impact of the
maximum horizontal stress SH which is either the intermediate (S2) or the maximum
principal stress (S1). The two geometries, four fault-zone orientations and three stress
regimes result in a total of 24 different numerical models.
All models were run stationary, that is all loads and constraints are constant in time. For
each stress regime the vertical stress SV and the horizontal stresses SH and Sh are applied
as boundary loads at five of the six boundaries of the 3D-numerical models (Fig. 11).
Additionally, we defined a roller constraint at the bases of the models as last required
boundary condition. This boundary condition constrains the movement in the out-ofplane direction, but the boundary is free to move in the in-plane direction. The advantage
of this roller constraint is that unrealistic stresses that would occur close to the bases of
the models when the models are fastened using fixed constraints can be avoided.
In the last pre-processing step, we discretized the models into tetrahedron-shaped finite
elements as is common in 3D-stress-analysis (e.g., Logan 2002). Finally, the models
were run with an iterative linear solver that computed the displacements at all element
nodes and stresses within the elements.
6

Results of 3D-numerical models

In the following we present the results of the 3D-numerical models (Figs. 13 - 18) in
comparison to analytical estimations of stress states TS and TD (section 4.2). Each figure
table presents an overview of the results for one of the two geometries described above:
large-scale models (cf. section 5.2; Figs. 13, 15 and 17) and medium-scale models (cf.
section 5.3; Figs. 14, 16 and 18). Displayed are trends throughout the 3D-numerical
models in terms of the four fault-zone orientations (i.e., angle between fault-zone strike
and maximum horizontal stress SH: 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°; cf. section 5.4; displayed as
downwards increasing angles) and the three stress regimes (i.e., normal faulting,
transitional, and strike-slip faulting regime; cf. sections 4.1 and 5.4; displayed as
rightwards increasing magnitudes of the applied horizontal stresses S H and Sh). Thereby
each figure table presents surface plots of one resulting parameter for 12 numerical
models (1) principal stresses (Figs. 13 and 14), (2) shear stresses (equivalent stresses;
Figs. 15 and 16), and (3) displacements (total displacement and displacement in x-, y-,
and z-direction; Figs. 17 and 18).
In addition to the surface plots for each parameter, 1D-diagrams of selected profiles (Fig.
12) that run from the footwall towards the hanging wall and parallel to the coordinate
system axes are included. Due to boundary effects at the model margins we chose 1Dprofile locations located at distance to the z-boundary (representing depth) and in the
same distance to the horizontal boundary that is the boundary parallel to the x-axis
(parallel-fault-zone and 30°-fault-zone) or y-axis (60°-fault-zone and 90°-fault-zone)
respectively, depending on fault-zone orientation. In each large-scale 3D-numerical
model the 1D-profile cuts a softer layer in the footwall compared with a stiffer layer in
the hanging wall. The fault core at 1D-profile depth is built heterogeneously: a soft faultcore unit at contact to the footwall and, in contrast, a mineralized unit at contact to the
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hanging wall (Fig. 12a; profile depth: -25 m; x- or y-boundary distance: 15 m). In each
medium-scale 3D-numerical model the 1D-profile cuts a stiff limestone layer in the
footwall, the soft fault core, and s soft clay zone (clay zone ζ) in the hanging wall (Fig.
12b; profile depth: -10 m; x- or y-boundary distance: 10 m).

Fig. 12 Locations of the 1D-diagram-profiles (indicated by red lines) within the large-scale 3D-numerical models and
medium-scale 3D-numerical models at fault-zone orientation 0° to SH. 1D-profiles in all models are parallel to the x-axis or
y-axis, respectively, from the fault-zone footwall towards the hanging wall. a) Large-scale model. At 1D-profile depth of -25
m the layer in the footwall is softer than the layer in the hanging wall. Furthermore, the 1D-profile cuts a mineralized unit of
the fault core at contact to the hanging wall. b) Medium-scale model. The 1D-profile cuts a stiff limestone layer in the
footwall and soft clay zone ζ in the hanging wall (profile depth: -10 m)

6.1

Principal stresses

We plot the maximum principal stress (S1), intermediate principal stress (S2), and
minimum principal stress (S3) [MPa] versus coordinate system axes location [m] in 1Ddiagrams and 3D-surface plots of the maximum principal stress S1 (Figs. 13 and 14). It is
conspicuous for many 3D-numerical models that the stress magnitudes at the fault-zone
unit contacts increase sharply. We assume that this is due to a boundary effect at
strongly contrasting Young’s moduli, since fault zones are limited by the given geometry
and shape of the geometric entities and there is no possibility for the material to move
freely. Thus, we discuss the findings on principal stresses within the fault damage zones
only and not at the contacts to the host rocks.
In general, the fault-zone units damage zones and fault core show their own local stress
field with principal stress magnitudes differing from those in the host rocks within
hanging wall and footwall. In the majority of the 3D-numerical models principal stress
magnitudes decrease within damage zones and in soft fault cores in particular. Further
heterogeneities in the stress field are caused by the mechanical layering of the carbonate
successions. At profile depth, layers with differing stiffness are displaced against each
other. Since stiff layers take up most of the compressive stress, principal stress
magnitudes in stiff layers are higher than in soft layers (Gudmundsson et al. 2010;
Philipp et al. 2013).
There occur, however, pronounced differences in the local stress fields, depending on the
fault-zone orientation and stress regime. To understand the impact of the fault-zone
orientation on the local principal stress magnitudes, the applied horizontal stresses and
SH in particular are of great significance in the different stress regimes modeled. S H is
either S2 in the normal faulting regime (SV > SH > Sh; SH = 51 MPa) or S1 in both the
transitional regime (SV = SH > Sh; SH = 65 MPa) and strike-slip regime (SH > SV > Sh; SH
= 133 MPa). In addition, also the applied vertical stress S V (S1 in the normal faulting
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regime and transitional regime; 65 MPa) is affected by varying fault-zone orientations.
These effects are described in the following subsections.
6.1.1 Principal stresses within the large-scale models
In addition to the general development of local stress fields within the fault zones in the
large-scale 3D-numerical models we pay particular attention to the heterogeneous fault
core (Fig. 13). Mineralizations in the fault core at contact to the hanging wall, modeled as
higher Young’s modulus, induce additional heterogeneities in the stress field. In this unit
a local increase in the principal stress magnitudes in all 3D-numerical models, i.e., stress
concentration, occurs regardless of the modeled stress regime and fault-zone orientation.
Principal stresses in normal faulting regime (SV > SH > Sh; SV = 65 MPa, SH = 51 MPa, Sh
= 36 MPa) are quite similar throughout all modeled fault zones, but minor differences
occur: The decrease of all principal stresses within the soft fault core is largest and most
uniform for the parallel-fault-zone. In contrast, the decrease of S 1 within the soft fault
core is significantly reduced towards the 90°-fault zone.
In general, fault-zone local stress fields within normal faulting and transitional regimes
(SV = SH > Sh; SV = SH = 65 MPa, Sh = 36 MPa) have some similarities, particularly in the
magnitudes of S2 and S3. In the transitional regime, results show different trends for S 1
and S2. Although they are equal in magnitudes, they are acting in different directions
(horizontal vs. vertical) and are therefore affected by different contacts (mechanical
fault-zone units vs. mechanical layering). The magnitude of S 1 depends on fault-zone
orientation: no decrease of S 1 within the soft fault core occurs in the 60°- and 90°-fault
zone. The magnitude of S1 within the fault damage zone and fault core is higher
compared with the normal faulting regime, becomes more homogeneous, and reflects the
stress magnitude of S1 in the host rock.
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Fig. 13 (previous page) Principal stress magnitudes [MPa] within a total of 12 numerical models of the large-scale fault zone
crosscutting the entire Upper Muschelkalk. Models of three stress regimes normal faulting (left), transitional (center) and
strike-slip faulting (right) vary horizontally and applied magnitudes of horizontal stresses and SH in particular increase
rightwards. Models of four fault-zone orientations vary vertically and the fault-zone orientation in relation to SH increases
downwards (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°). Since COMSOL Multiphysics® is an engineering software, computed principal stresses are
negative and the magnitudes of principal stresses increase with decreasing values. The 1D-plots show magnitudes of the
maximum principal stress S1, intermediate principal stress S2, and minimum principal stress S3 versus coordinate of the xaxis (0°, 30°) or y-axis (60°, 90°) respectively depending on the fault-zone orientation. The 3D-surface plots show the
magnitudes of S1 in the entire 3D-numerical model. See key in the upper left for signature of S 1, S2, and S3 in the 1D-plots
and color scale for magnitudes of S1 in the 3D-surface plots. The results are discussed in the text
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Magnitudes of principal stresses within a modeled strike-slip regime (SH > SV > Sh; SH =
133 MPa, SV = 65 MPa, Sh = 50 MPa) are significantly different since S H is by far the
largest stress. First it is conspicuous that the mechanical layering in this stress regime,
characterized by horizontal compression, obviously has the strongest impact. This results
in a vertically very heterogeneous stress field and the formation of barriers for fracture
propagation (cf. section 2). Due to fault-zone displacement different stress magnitudes of
S1 occur between the fault-zone hanging wall and footwall with higher magnitudes of S 1
in the stiffer layer (hanging wall) than in the softer layer (footwall).
A larger impact on principal stress magnitudes, however, is caused by the fault-zone
orientation. Even though a significant decrease of the principal stresses occurs in
particular in the parallel-fault zone, the aforementioned smaller decrease of S 1 (or put
vice versa: proportional increase of S1 within fault damage zones and fault core towards
the 90°-fault-zone) is most apparent in this stress regime. The transition between lower
principal stresses in the fault-zone footwall and higher principal stresses in the hanging
wall becomes more gradual. Thus, the effects of horizontal mechanical fault-zone units
decrease with increasing impact of SH and with increasing angle to SH. As a consequence,
comparatively high magnitudes of S1 occur within the 90°-fault zone.
To sum up, fault zones parallel to and with 30° to S H show lower principal stresses within
the fault damage zones and fault core compared with both other fault zones, since S 1
acts parallel and S3 normal to the fault zone in a strike-slip regime. They also show
higher TD or TS (cf. Chapter 4.2) and may act as zones of weakness more easily. In
contrast, a high horizontal stress (S1) acts normal to the 90°-fault-zone and therefore
also normal to the mechanical unit contacts. Softer fault damage zones and the fault core
are compressed (low TD). Thus, the transition between footwall and hanging wall across
damage zones and fault core is more gradual.
6.1.2 Principal stresses within the medium-scale models
The characteristics of principal stresses in the medium-scale models are to a large extent
comparable to those described in context with the large-scale models (section 6.1.1).
However, differences occur due to the modeled homogeneous fault core which has equal
E throughout the carbonate succession (Fig. 14). This fault-zone unit thus lacks
additional heterogeneities so that principal stress magnitude distributions are more
symmetric. Furthermore, the local stress field disturbances are more limited since
incorporated fault zones have a smaller width.
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Fig. 14 Principal stress magnitudes [MPa] within a total of 12 numerical models of the medium-scale fault zone crosscutting
the Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) (cf. Fig. 13 captions and text for details)

Major differences, however, are caused by the mechanical properties of the carbonate
succession. The Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) are modeled in high resolution and are
characterized by high Young’s modulus contrasts of mechanical layers. Stiff limestone
beds alternate with soft clay zones and are displaced against each other (cf. section 5.3).
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In all modeled stress regimes, contrasting to the large-scale models, this strong
mechanical layering leads to different stress magnitudes of S H (S2 in the normal faulting
regime; S1 in the transitional and strike-slip regime) and Sh (S3 in all stress regimes) in
host-rock footwall and hanging wall. This difference in principal stress magnitudes
increases towards the strike-slip regime and is most conspicuous in fault zones oriented
at high angle to SH, particularly in the 90°-fault zone.
Thus, the results show distinct heterogeneities of principal stresses in the NodosusSchichten across the fault zone in horizontal direction comparable to those in the largescale models and, in addition, within the carbonate succession in vertical direction.
Therefore, the characteristics and principal stress magnitudes depend on the stiffness
contrasts in the carbonate succession, the fault-zone orientation and the given stress
regime.
6.2

Shear stresses

We present shear stresses [MPa] as equivalent stresses. 3D-surface plots are shown as
von Mises stress as determined by the maximum-distortion-energy hypothesis
(calculated from all principal stresses). The 1D-diagrams plot von Mises stress and
additionally the simpler Tresca stress as the maximum shear stress (i.e., calculated from
maximum and minimum principal stress only) versus coordinate system axes location
[m]. Since the two equivalent stresses are determined in different ways, the stress
magnitudes show slight differences in their magnitudes.
As mentioned in context with the results of principal stress magnitudes (section 6.1) we
interpret significant increases of shear stress magnitudes at contacts between units with
different Young’s moduli mainly as boundary effects. These could, however, also
represent results of planes of weakness, i.e., slip planes that occur in natural fault zones,
particularly at the fault core.
Results show that, similarly to principal stress magnitudes, shear stress magnitudes
differ within fault damage zones and fault core from those in the host rock. Furthermore,
fault-zone local shear stresses are also affected by fault-zone orientation, stress regimes,
fault-zone characteristics, and mechanical layering within the carbonate succession.
6.2.1 Shear stresses within the large-scale models
Results of the large-scale models show two contrasting trends of shear stress magnitudes
across the fault zone from the normal faulting regime to the strike-slip regime, clearly
depending on the fault-zone orientation, i.e., fault zones at a minor angle to SH (parallelfault-zone and 30°-fault-zone) show a different trend than fault zones oriented with high
angle to SH (60°-fault-zone and 90°-fault-zone (Fig. 15). With regard to fault-core
stiffness heterogeneities the trend is as follows. Stiff mineralizations at contact to the
hanging-wall damage zone take up comparatively high amounts of shear stress in the
parallel-fault-zone and 30°-fault-zone. Towards the 90°-fault-zone, in contrast, the soft
fault core unit at contact to the footwall damage zone leads to higher shear stress
concentration. This trend is more pronounced towards the strike-slip regime so that is
likely to be caused by an increased horizontal compression on the 60°-and 90°-fault
zone. This shear stress increase may be due to high impact of Sh which acts at 30° on
the 60°-fault-zone and parallel to the 90°-fault-zone.
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Fig. 15 Shear stress magnitudes computed as equivalent stresses von Mises stress and Tresca stress [MPa] within a total of
12 numerical models of the large-scale fault zone crosscutting the entire Upper Muschelkalk (cf. Fig. 13 captions and text
for details). The 1D-plots show magnitudes of von Mises stress and Tresca stress versus coordinate of the x-axis (0°, 30°) or
y-axis (60°, 90°), respectively, depending on the fault-zone orientation. The stress magnitudes show slight differences since
the equivalent stresses are computed in different ways. The 3D-surface plots show the magnitudes of von Mises stress in
the entire 3D-numerical model. See key in the upper left for signature of von Mises stress and Tresca stress in the 1D-plots
and color scale for magnitude of von Mises stress in the 3D-surface plots
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A similar trend occurs in the damage zones. In the normal faulting regime results show a
trend of slightly lower shear stress magnitudes compared with the host rock, particularly
in the damage zone at contact to the hanging wall host rock. This trend, however, is less
pronounced towards the 90°-fault-zone. With increasing impact of SH, that is towards the
strike-slip regime, the local shear stresses within fault-damage zones become more
complex and the contrasting trends of fault zones with differing orientations (fault zones
at a minor angle to SH vs. fault zones at a high angle to SH) are more significant. Thus,
there is a more gradual transition of local shear stresses between hanging wall host rock
and damage zone.
Within the strike-slip regime and towards the 90°-fault zone the fault damage zones
generally concentrate higher shear stresses. Comparatively high shear stresses occur not
only in the footwall damage zone of the 30°-fault zone, but also in the hanging wall
damage zone in the 60°-fault-zone and 90°-fault zone in particular. In the latter cases,
results show higher shear stresses within the fault zone compared with the adjacent host
rocks in both footwall and hanging wall whereby shear stresses increase from the
footwall towards the hanging wall.
6.2.2 Shear stresses within the medium-scale models
Results of medium-scale models (Fig. 16) show in most cases a partially significant
increase of shear stresses within the soft fault core, particularly towards the 90°-fault
zone. Exceptions occur for the parallel-fault-zone, showing decreasing shear stresses
within the fault core. These results suggest that thinner fault cores take up higher shear
stresses more easily than large-scale fault cores. High shear stresses within fault cores
are in accordance with many field observations in which the strain is localized within the
fault core (e.g., Caine et al. 1996; Faulkner et al. 2010). However, this could also be the
cause of the fault core width in the medium scale models being too small to compensate
the boundary effects characterized by a significant increase of shear stresses at
geometric entity contacts.
In contrast to the normal faulting regime where relatively uniform local shear stress
magnitudes occur within fault damage zone and fault core for all four fault-zone
orientations, the local stress field becomes more heterogeneous towards the strike-slip
regime. In both the transitional regime and the strike-slip regime, stiff limestone beds in
the footwall fault damage zone concentrate higher shear stresses than the adjacent soft
clay zones in the hanging wall damage zone. In the transitional regime and towards the
90°-fault-zone, further heterogeneities are most visible as a more gradual transition of
shear stress magnitudes within the footwall at contact of host rock and damage zone. In
contrast, there is a sharp decrease of shear stress magnitudes at the contact of hanging
wall host rock and damage zone for all modeled fault-zone orientations.
The effect of a more gradual transition is more significant in the strike-slip regime, in
which the fault damage zones and fault core clearly form a transition zone between high
shear stress within the footwall host rock and lower shear stress within the hanging wall
host rock with, again, a more pronounced gradual transition towards the 90°-fault zone.
An exception showing low shear stress magnitudes within the fault damage zone and
fault core is the parallel-fault zone. However, also shear stresses within the 30°-fault
zone and 60°-fault-zone are affected by mechanical fault-zone units. This is observable,
for example, as a sharp increase of shear stresses at damage-zone-host rock contacts in
the 30°-fault zone and a local increase of shear stresses within the fault core in the 60°fault zone.
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Fig. 16 Shear stress magnitudes computed as equivalent stresses von Mises stress and Tresca stress [MPa] within a total of
12 numerical models of the medium-scale fault zone crosscutting the Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) (cf. Figs. 13 and 15 captions
and text for details)
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6.3

Displacements within fault zones

We present displacements along the coordinate system axes, in which applied
magnitudes of SV are acting parallel to the z-axis (positive upwards), magnitudes of SH
parallel to the y-axis (positive leftwards), and magnitudes of Sh parallel to the x-axis
(positive rightwards). We show 1D-diagrams in which we plot the total displacement [m]
(black) and displacements along the x-axis (blue), y-axis (red) and z-axis (orange) [m]
versus coordinate system axis location [m]. Furthermore, we show 3D-surface plots of
the total displacement [m]. Horizontal compression of the 3D-numerical models is
indicated by negative displacement values along the x-axis or y-axis, respectively.
Displacements of both model series show that fault zones in the large-scale 3D-numerical
models represent larger zones of weakness that provide opportunities to either displace
the rocks or compress the modeled fault damage zones and fault core. Displacement
values are generally higher and displacement trends induced by the fault-zone
orientation are more pronounced than in the medium-scale 3D-numerical models.
6.3.1 Displacements within the large-scale models
Majority of displacements in the normal faulting regime (SV = S1) can be assigned to a
downward movement of the entire 3D-numerical model geometry and of the softer faultzone units in particular. This is indicated by continuous negative values of displacements
in z-direction (Fig. 17), which increases within damage zone and fault core in particular
with nearly identical values for all modeled fault-zone orientations. However, horizontal
compression induced by SH and Sh and heterogeneities in displacements within fault
damage zone and fault core also occurs. For example, the results show an enhanced
displacement in y-direction within the parallel-fault-zone and 30°-fault-zone caused by
SH. The impact of Sh on the 60°-fault-zone and 90°-fault-zone becomes obvious through
an enhanced horizontal displacement in x-direction. The impact of fault-zone orientation
on the displacement field for this stress regime in which S H and Sh have only a secondary
impact is thus clear.
We conclude, that within the transitional regime and strike-slip regime the total
displacement along the 1D-profile is progressively related to displacement along the yaxis and, in contrast, amounts of displacements in z-direction and x-direction decrease in
proportion. Towards the strike-slip regime with an increasing impact of SH, results show
significant differences in the distribution of the maximum total displacement for the four
fault-zone orientations. We therefore discuss their impacts on the displacement fields
within the modeled strike-slip-regime in the next paragraphs in more detail.
Fault zones oriented at a minor angle to S H (0° and 30°) show a maximum total
displacement within the fault core and the fault damage zones. In the parallel-fault zone
the increasing displacement in y-direction (parallel to SH) is thereby symmetrical and
gradual because the soft fault core and damage zones are pressed into the modeled
block parallel to the mechanical unit contacts. The impact of S H is therefore concentrated
in soft damage zone and fault core. However, particularly the 30°-fault-zone seems to be
favorably oriented for SH-induced horizontal displacement within the fault-zone units fault
core and damage zone since occurrence of the highest total displacement. In both
hanging wall and footwall, horizontal compression causes a zone of maximum
displacement within the soft fault-zone units that continues along the fault core towards
the center of the 3D-numerical model. In the opposite fault block, that is the footwall or
hanging wall, respectively, significantly lower displacements occur. We assume that these
results indicate a high slip tendency TS and shear movements particularly along the fault
core and within the soft fault-zone units of this fault zone at an angle of 30° to SH.
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In contrast, within both other modeled fault zones, oriented at high angle to S H (60°fault-zone and 90°-fault-zone), the total displacement is highest at the model margins
and decreases towards the fault core. Both fault zones, in particular the 90°-fault-zone,
are compressed. In addition, solely within the 60°-fault-zone an enhanced impact of Sh
becomes clear as an increased horizontal displacement in x-direction in the fault zone at
an angle of 30° to the minimum horizontal stress Sh.
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Fig. 17 (previous page) Displacements along the given coordinate system axes [m] within a total of 12 numerical models of
the large-scale fault zone crosscutting the entire Upper Muschelkalk (cf. Fig. 13 captions and text for details). The 1D-plots
show the total displacement and the displacements along the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis versus coordinate of the x-axis (0°,
30°) or y-axis (60°, 90°), respectively, depending on the fault-zone orientation. Negative displacement values along the zaxis indicate a downward movement of the geometry. Horizontal stresses are applied on two opposite boundaries to model
three-dimensional stress regimes. This horizontal compression results in negative displacement values along the x-axis or yaxis, respectively. The 3D-surface plots show the total displacement in the entire 3D-numerical model. See key in the upper
left for signature of displacement along the coordinate system axes in the 1D-plots and color scale for magnitude of total
displacement in the 3D-surface plots
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

6.3.2 Displacements within the medium-scale models
Due to similarities in displacement trends to the large-scale-models in section 6.3.1 only
a brief comparison to the medium-scale-models is drawn. For the normal faulting regime
a relatively uniform downwards movement of the geometry occurs comparable to the
downwards movement of the host rock at the model margins of the large-scale models.
However, results of the medium-scale-models show consistently smaller vertical
displacements within damage zone and fault core. This shows that displacements in the
numerical models are only to a minor degree affected by the incorporated fault zones
(Fig. 18). Due to minor effects of SH and Sh in this stress regime and the comparatively
thin fault zones hardly any horizontal displacements occur within fault damage zones and
fault core.
Due to increasing horizontal stresses the horizontal displacements increase consequently
towards the strike-slip regime. In contrast to the large-scale models, however, where
displacements are concentrated within well oriented fault zones (cf. section 6.3.1), the
medium-scale models show displacement particularly at the model margins and only to a
minor degree within the modeled fault damage zone and fault core in the transitional
regime. In the strike-slip regime, finally, increased impact of the soft fault-zone units and
fault-zone orientation is visible resulting in a similar displacement trend as described for
the large-scale models above (section 6.3.1).
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Fig. 18 Displacements along the given coordinate system axes [m] within a total of 12 numerical models of the mediumscale fault zone crosscutting the Nodosus-Schichten (mo2) (cf. Figs. 13 and 17 captions and text for details)
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7

Discussion and conclusions

This paper presents a field-study based workflow to develop 3D-numerical models on
local stress fields within fault zones hosted in layered rocks at reservoir depths. The
workflow includes three main steps to receive input data and boundary conditions: (A)
characterization of fault-zone units and mechanical layering, (B) estimations of rock
mechanical properties and (C) assumptions on the in-situ stress regime.
Definition of input data and boundary conditions for the numerical models worked well.
Estimations on the material property Young’s modulus E, received by laboratory tests of
field samples and analytical models using rock hardness measurements in the field,
provide solid results regarding its variations and reflect relative mechanical contrasts.
However, stiffness contrasts decrease with increasing depth (cf., section 5.1; stiffness
homogenization; Gudmundsson 2011; Philipp et al. 2013) and thus, at geothermally
relevant depths, probably do not exist in the same scale. Analytical estimations on in-situ
stress magnitudes in fault-related geothermal reservoirs (stress polygon; frictional
equilibrium theory) are a powerful way to make assumptions on the in-situ stress regime
if no measurements on stress magnitudes at depth are available.
The findings of presented 3D-numerical models suggest the general need of
improvements regarding geometry setup which is based on characteristics of fault-zone
units and mechanical layering. To avoid boundary effects, future numerical models could
include zones of gradually changing Young’s moduli between damage zone and host rock
equivalent to the gradual decrease in fracture density towards the damage-zone-hostrock boundary in nature. Such a gradual transition, however, is difficult to model for
varying fault-zone orientations and resulting various shapes and sizes of geometric
entities. In contrast, the fault-core-damage-zone boundary is sharp in natural fault zones
that are reflected realistically in the contrasting Young’s moduli.
Moreover, it should be tested in future numerical models whether the assignment of
contact-boundary conditions between adjacent boundaries, possible in COMSOL
Multiphysics ®, provide an improvement. The implementation is rather complicated, has
to be set up carefully regarding the mesh at contact interface, friction, load etc. and
therefore was omitted in these basic models.
Presented 3D-numerical models supported by analytical estimations on the in-situ stress
field and fault-zone stress state are, despite their limitations, powerful tools to provide
significant insights on fault-zone local stress fields in layered rocks at reservoir depths:
 Local stress fields of fault zones hosted in layered carbonate successions show
pronounced heterogeneities. Their characteristics as well as principal stress
magnitudes depend on stiffness contrasts in the carbonate succession, stiffness
contrasts between softer fault damage zones and host rock, fault-zone orientation and
the given stress regime. The decrease of stress magnitudes in soft rocks diminishes
towards fault zones oriented at high angles to S H. Changes in stress magnitudes
become more gradual across fault-zone units in fault zones oriented at higher angles
to SH (60°, 90°), particularly in horizontal compression (strike-slip regime).
Comparatively high local stress magnitudes (e.g., high compressive stress) are the
consequence in those fault zones, resulting in potential fracture closure or prevention
of hydrofracture formation, respectively.
 Effects of mechanical layering increase from normal to strike-slip regime resulting in a
vertically very heterogeneous local stress field. The fault damage zone and fault core
form a transition zone between differing stress magnitudes in footwall and hanging
wall if rocks with differing stiffness are displaced against each other, particularly in
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fault zones oriented at a high angle to SH. Effects of mechanical layering may, for
example, result in formation of barriers to fracture propagation (stiff layers tend to
concentrate compressive stresses) and thus lower probability of forming
interconnected fracture networks necessary for fluid flow in reservoirs, induced for
example by hydraulic stimulation. Furthermore, this vertically heterogeneous stress
field may lead to wellbore instabilities in this succession characterized by rocks with
varying failure behavior (development of compressive-stress-induced borehole
breakouts if the stress concentration reaches the rock strengths; e.g., Zoback 2007).
Mud weight cannot be adapted at such short distances but must be chosen carefully as
to stay within the safe window between fracture gradient and pore pressure gradient.
Fault damage zones in the Upper Muschelkalk-subunit Trochiten-Kalk (mo1) may be
preferred potential drilling targets since this unit is per se characterized by a more
homogeneous succession which is, as mentioned above, further homogenized towards
geothermally relevant depths. Thin marl layers are common over large sections in the
succession, but have only little effects on fracture propagation in these partially thick
mechanical units. If necessary, it would easily be possible to improve the vertical
hydraulic connectivity of the natural fracture network by stimulation.
In contrast, the Upper Muschelkalk-subunit Nodosus-Schichten (mo2), characterized
by strong mechanical layering, appears to be a rather unsuitable drilling target for a
geothermal project in the URG, in particular towards a strike-slip regime (higher
horizontal compression). Even though stiffness contrasts may be lower at depths, the
formation or improvement of a vertical hydraulically active fracture network, for
example by hydraulic stimulation, is challenging and may still be prevented within a
vertically very heterogeneous stress field. Since the initial stiffness contrasts are
significantly high, such a local stress field may still include various stress barriers for
fracture propagation. Thus, an increased risk for the development of too small
fractures, resulting in hydraulically non-active fracture systems, is stated for the mo2.
Another goal of hydraulic stimulation is to expand pre-existing natural fractures, i.e.,
to increase fracture apertures and lengths. Previous research shows that fracture
expansion can be ascribed to shearing processes (Zimmermann et al. 2011). Results
of the presented 3D-numerical models show that stiff limestone beds concentrate
shear stresses and could thus, to improve the horizontal permeability, be targeted for
hydraulic stimulation treatments. These layers are hence preferable for shear failure of
pre-existing fractures (fractures with high slip tendency). These shear movements
along rough fracture planes may increase fracture aperture (self-propping effect) and
thus permeability.
In general, potential hydraulic stimulation of the fracture system within the described
carbonate succession has to be planned with care for each particular unit of the Upper
Muschelkalk (e.g., adjustment of fluid overpressure for hydrofracture formation).
Variations of Young’s modulus and thus stiffness contrasts at reservoir depth can be
determined for example by acoustic logs, i.e., by wireline logging in an existing
wellbore or by the usage of logging while drilling tools. Afterwards, 3D-numerical
models of local stresses at reservoir depth can be adapted accordingly.
Predicting the stress state of fault zones and associated potential fluid pathways in the
URG is difficult due to the varying impact of SH in the given stress regime, which is
transitional between normal faulting and strike-slip faulting. In addition, varying SHorientations across the URG determine that fault zones of similar orientations located
at different sites in the URG show contrasting tendencies to dilate or slip.
However, a detailed structural model of the subsurface, provided beforehand based on
2D or 3D seismic data, is in general part of a geothermal exploration concept (e.g.,
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Huenges 2010). These data ideally give information on the stress regime and the
structural inventory (fault-zone pattern, orientations) at a geothermal site.
Subsequent to the drilling operation of a deep wellbore, in-situ magnitudes and
orientations of horizontal stresses have to be determined, for example, by borehole
breakouts or drilling-induced tensile fractures, respectively (e.g., Zoback 2007).
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Abstract
Close to the western Upper Rhine Graben Main Fault, Alsace, a NNE-SSW-striking fault
zone, crosscutting porous, thick bedded Lower Triassic Bunter sandstone was
investigated in detail, including its architecture, discontinuity system, mechanical rock
properties and implications on its permeability structure and fault zone type. Field
observations indicate a three-part fault zone structure including core-, transition- and
damage zone. The at least 14 m thick fault core is composed of various slip surfaces and
deformation bands, which encompass fractured host rock lenses. When connected, host
rock lenses may transport fluids through the core zone. Adjacent transition zones are
highly fractured in R1-orientation, show folded beds and contain P1-oriented deformation
bands. R1 and P1- fractures are synthetic shear fractures and project with an acute angle
(10-20°) towards the fault plane. Only in the damage zone, fault-parallel striking
fractures occur. Here, increasing fracture apertures and connectivity may increase the
permeability towards the fault core. Mechanical rock properties from 12 rock samples
(Young’s modulus, uniaxial compressive strength, tensile strength) measured in all the
parts of the fault zone, show highest values within the transition zone. In-situ
measurements of rebound-hardnesses with a Schmidt-Hammer and analytical
approaches, however, indicate that effective Young’s moduli are two to sixteen times
lower than the Young’s moduli of intact rock. Values clearly decrease towards the fault
core, even in the transition zone and are in average lower than effective Young’s moduli
in the damage zone. Although many fault zones in sandstone are sealing structures these
field study show, that fault zones in porous sandstone may allow fluid flow.
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1

Introduction

Fault zones are of particular importance to estimate reservoir permeability because they,
depending on their architecture, enhance or impede permeability of the rock
(Agosta et al., 2007; Caine et al., 1996; Caine and Forster, 1999; Gudmundsson et al.,
2010). In that connection, outcrop analogue studies are useful to analyze the fault zone
architecture and thereby increase the predictability of fluid flow behavior through and
across fault zones in the corresponding deep reservoir (Chesnaux et al., 2009; Reyer et
al., 2012).
Based on outcrop studies of consolidated brittle rocks, Caine et al. (1996) developed a
conceptual fault zone model comprising core zone and surrounding damage zones with
different properties and thicknesses. The fault core accommodates most of the strain and
displacement of the fault zone and is formed by gouge and cataclasite, which cause a low
permeability. The damage zone consists of minor faults and an increased fracture density
(as fracture count per meter) compared to the host rock and therefore exhibits an
enhanced permeability. Fracture induced permeability depends mainly on fracture
aperture and connectivity. The fracture connectivity itself depends on fracture lengths,
orientations and densities (De Dreuzy et al., 2001; De Marsily, 1986; Hestir and Long,
1990). In the fault zone model after Caine et al. (1996), the ratio between damage zone
and total fault zone thickness contributes to the overall fluid flow behavior of the entire
fault zone.
Although this conceptual model is widely accepted, it does not apply to all rock types, in
particular not to porous sandstone (Caine and Minor, 2009; Heynekamp et al., 1999;
Rawling and Goodwin 2006; Rawling et al., 2001). Therefore, two additional fault zone
models
have
been
proposed
for
different
rock
types
(Fig.
1).

Fig. 1. Different architectures and structural elements of fault zones in a) crystalline rocks with fault core (FC) composed of
breccia and fault gouge and damage zone (DZ) with increased fracture density (Caine et al., 1996), b) in porous sandstones
with fault core (FC) composed of clay and a damage zone (DZ) with deformation bands. As a third fault zone part mixed
zones (MZ) with deformed and mixed sediments where established (Heynekamp et al., 1999; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006)
and in c) in unlithified to poorly lithified sediments with structured fault core into a central part (CFC) with clay membranes
and host rock lenses and the distal part (DFC) composed of a mixture of sand and clay or clay lenses in a matrix of sand. The
damage zone includes clusters of or single deformation bands. (Figure 1a, b modified after Loveless et al., 2011; Fig. 1c
modified after Clausen et al., 2003).

They also separate a central core zone and surrounding damage zones with different
mechanical, hydrological and structural characteristics. For porous rocks Heynekamp et
al. (1999) found that there are mixed zones between the core and damage zone (Fig.
1b). In this model the damage zone includes deformation bands or zones of deformation
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bands. The main impact of deformation bands, referred as zones with grain deformation,
is the porosity reduction and therefore they also commonly involve a permeability
reduction (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Rawling et al., 2001). The adjacent mixed zones
are composed of deformed sediments, or zones with destroyed bedding. Within the
mixed zone host rock lenses (elongated rock bodies originating from the damage zones)
are common. In the center a clayey core occurs and is often reported as a low
permeability zone (Caine and Minor, 2009; Heynekamp et al., 1999). In contrast, the
fault zone model developed by Clausen et al. (2003) for unconsolidated to poorly
consolidated sediments, divides the core zone into a central and a distal part instead of
mixed zones (Fig. 1c). The central part is composed of host rock lenses, enveloped by
clay membranes, and is surrounded by the distal fault core: a mixture of sand and clay.
The damage zone also includes mostly deformation bands. In the latter two fault zone
models in porous sandstone permeability decreases because of fault-related processes
such as cataclasis or the formation of deformation bands rather than fractures. Thus,
fault zones in clastic reservoirs may have a high sealing capacity (Antonellini and Aydin,
1994). In cases, however, where highly permeable beds juxtapose across the fault zone
strike, the formation of host rock lenses in the core zone may allow fluid flow across the
reservoir (Lindanger et al., 2007). Fault zone architecture does not only vary due to
different lithology, but also along fault zone strike, down dip and time (e.g., Faulkner et
al., 2010).
Beside the different effects of fractures and deformation bands on rock permeability they
have contrary effects on effective rock mechanical properties. While fractures reduce the
effective mechanical rock properties, such as uniaxial compressive strength (Kemeny and
Cook, 1986), Young’s modulus (Priest, 1993) or the brittle strain of a fault zone (Schultz,
2003) and increase permeability of the rock mass, mainly compaction deformation bands
reduce the permeability and mechanical rock properties increase within the band (Fossen
et al., 2007). These differences in the mechanical evolution in turn modify the mode of
failure within the fault zone and therefore the permeability structure (Aydin and Johnson,
1978; Fossen et al., 2007). Thus, good constraints on the effective material properties
are needed to investigate and to model the permeability structure of the faulted lithology
(Loveless et al., 2011; Renshaw, 1996).
In this paper we present a detailed study of one outcrop exposing a fault zone at the
western graben shoulder of the Upper Rhine Graben near Cleebourg (France). The study
has two main objectives: First, we present the architecture of the fault zone. We
examine, whether the described fault zone models (cf., Fig. 1) can be used and are
focused on a highly deformed transition zone between the core and the damage zone. In
particular, we discuss the permeability structure of the fault zone, including its fracture
system within the different parts of the fault zone. Second, we present results of
mechanical laboratory measurements of 12 intact outcrop rock samples. We examine the
effects of fractures on the effective mechanical properties using the measured fracture
data and mechanical rock properties in an analytical approach (Priest, 1993). To
compliment these calculations, we also estimate effective mechanical properties with insitu Schmidt-Hammer measurements.
2

Geological setting

The European Cenozoic Rift System is a system of NNE-SSW- to N-S-trending grabens
(Fig. 2a). Most prominent part of the system is the Upper Rhine Graben that extends
about 300 km from the Rhenish Massiv (Frankfurt) in the north to the Jura Mountains
(near Basel) in the south (Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2. a) The European Cenocoic Rift System with N-S- to NNE-SSW-oriented graben systems (light grey; LRG: Lower Rhine
graben; HG: Hessian grabens; EG: Eger graben; BG: Bresse graben; LG: Limagne graben; VG: Vistrenque graben); in black the
study area; URG: Upper Rhine Graben simplified after Ziegler and Dèzes, 2007). b) Simplified tectonic map of the Upper
Rhine Graben. Black lines represent the main fault systems with Variscan terrain boundaries (LBZ, Lalaye-Lubine-BadenBaden fault; HSRS, South Hunsrück-Taunus border fault (modified after Ziegler and Dezes (2007). c) Zoom into the tectonic
details of the studied outcrop area (white dot) at the Zaberner Fractured Boundary Zone with the western Rhine Graben
Border Fault (in Alsace: Faille vosgienne) in the west and the Rhine Graben Main Fault (in Alsace: Faille rhénane) in the east
(modified after Stapf, 1996, 1988). The GPS-coordinates give the location of the outcrop and the red dashed line indicates
the studied fault zone.

Thereby the Upper Rhine Graben crosses the tectonostratigraphic units of the Variscan
internides (Illies, 1977; Schumacher, 2002; Ziegler, 1992). Traditionally, the graben has
been geomorphologically divided into a southern, central and a northern part, because
the section between Strasbourg and Karlsruhe has more NE-SW-orientation
(Schumacher, 2002). Its initiation started during the middle Eocene to early Miocene as
an extensional rift valley in consequence of orogenic activity in the Alps and Pyrenees
(Illies and Greiner, 1978; Ziegler, 1992; Ziegler and Dèzes, 2006). First climax of
subsidence took place from Eocene to Early Oligocene and was interrupted during
Miocene to Lower Pliocene and started again in Pliocene until recent time (Illies, 1977).
The development of the Upper Rhine Graben was partly controlled by mantle diapirism,
different stress fields and structures inherited from Variscan orogeny (Bergerat, 1987;
Edel et al., 2007; Schumacher, 2002; Ziegler and Cloetingh, 2004). The evolution of the
Upper Rhine Graben included four different stress regimes from its initiation until today.
In the late Eocene rifting episode the Upper Rhine Graben was affected by an N-Soriented compressional regime, alternated by an E-W-oriented extension in Oligocene
and renewed compression with NE-SW-orientation during Early Eocene. The most
significant change in the stress field took place in Miocene at which the maximum stress
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field shifts to a horizontal position with a new NW-SE- to NNW-SSE-orientation (Bergerat,
1987; Schumacher, 2002). Under these conditions the Upper Rhine Graben is
characterized by a continental transform zone with an N-S-trending sinistral motion
(Illies and Greiner, 1978; Schumacher, 2002).
The Upper Rhine Graben is limited by prominent eastern and western boundary fault
systems (Fig. 2b), which separate the sediment-filled graben and the uplifted graben
shoulders. Along large parts of its boundary the Upper Rhine Graben has two sets of
dominant fault zones (Brun and Wenzel, 1991; Schumacher, 2002).
The studied outcrop at Cleebourg is located between those nearly NE-SW-striking distinct
fault zones at the Zaberner Fractured Boundary Zone, namely the western Rhine Graben
Border Fault (in Alsace: Faille vosgienne) in the west and the western Rhine Graben Main
Fault (in Alsace: Faille rhénane) in the east (Eisbacher and Fielitz, 2010). The 10 km
thick Zaberner Fractured Boundary Zone exposes roughly 1 km thick Triassic sediments.
The NE-SW-striking faulted blocks are separated and offset by N- to NNE-striking faults
of younger ages (Fig. 2c) (Eisbacher and Fielitz, 2010). The studied NNE-SSW-striking
fault zone is located in the Hochwald-Horst, a flexure with dip of around 30° in direction
to the near western Upper Rhine Graben Main Fault (in Alsace: Faille rhénane; Eisbacher
and Fielitz, 2010). The outcrop is located close to the western graben margin. In this
area the Upper Rhine Graben Main Fault has a normal offset of 1.2 km (Eisbacher and
Fielitz, 2010).
3

Outcrop characterization and methodology

The outcrop is located in Alsace (north-east France; cf., section 2), exposing porous,
thick bedded Trifels sandstones belonging to the Triassic Middle Bunter (Eisbacher and
Fielitz, 2010; Ménillet et al. 1989). The exposure allows a 3D-view, including quarry
floors, on the northwestern fault block and core zone of one fault zone (Fig. 3). Fault
zone type and displacement are difficult to obtain and discussed in detail below.
Fault zone characteristics and fracture system parameters were examined by using cross
section and window survey measurements. The maximum length of the cross sections is
limited by outcrop size. The following fracture system parameters were recorded:
fracture density, orientation (strike direction and dip angle), aperture, length,
mineralization and connectivity. The length is measured linearly between fracture ends. If
either one or both fracture tips extend beyond the outcrop we measured the fracture’s
minimum length. The aperture is measured perpendicular to fracture walls at its
maximum value. As an indication for fracture connectivity and thus for a potential
hydraulically active fracture network we measured fracture terminations in three different
categories: fracture tips free, one tip connected, and both tips connected. Paleo-fluid
transport is derived by fracture mineralization in five different categories: open, colored
or discolored, incrustation, clay filled and mineralized.
Within the fault core zone deformation bands, slip surfaces (layers composed of fault
gouge with some displacement), host rock lenses and lithological content were reported.
To avoid cross section orientation bias recording fractures with parallel strike to one
surface, cross sections were placed parallel and perpendicular to the strike of the fault
zone (cf., Caine and Tomusiak, 2003; Terzaghi, 1965). Cross section measurements
perpendicular to the fault plane started at the fault core margin. To get threedimensional data of the fracture sets and to analyze the variations in horizontal
connectivity, window survey measurements on four locations on the quarry floors with
different distances to the main fault zone were used.
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Fig. 3. Schematic 3D-view of the studied outcrop with marked cross sections, as well as the four recorded quarry floors
(rectangles) on different outcrop levels and distances to the main fault zone and sample points Cl1-1 to Cl4-3 and K1 for
mechanical laboratory measurements (red dots).

To characterize the mechanical effects of fractures on rock mass properties, laboratory
experiments, analytical approaches, and in-situ experiments were performed. In the
different parts of the fault zone cylindrical rock samples were drilled out (Fig. 3) with a
coring-machine to enforce compression tests (Mutschler, 2004) and Brazilian tests (ISRM
1981; diametral compressive strength test) to investigate the uniaxial compressive
strength UCS [MPa], static Young’s modulus Ei [GPa] and indirect tensile strength
To [MPa] of unfractured rock mass. Where possible, the specimens were taken parallel
and perpendicular to bedding or parallel and across fault zone strike, respectively.
Differing from Fairhurst and Hudson (1999) specimen diameters for E i and To
measurements was 35 mm and for UCS 45 mm. The specimen ends are flat to ± 0.05
mm. In advance of compression tests we determined the specimen’s volumes and
weights to calculate their bulk densities ρ0 [kg/m3].
Since fractures reduce the stiffness of in-situ intact rock masses we use an inverse
correlation of the number of discontinuities to calculate effective Young's moduli E e to get
the distribution of mechanical rock properties along fault zone parts after Priest (1993;
Eq. 1).

𝜎𝑛 𝐿
1
1
𝐸𝑒 =
=( +
)
∆𝐿
𝐸𝑖 𝑆𝑘𝑛

−1

(Eq. 1)

When a fractured rock cube with a length L [m] gets compressed normal to fracture
plane with a normal stressσn [MPa] the change in length ∆L [m] (or strain) depends on
the Young’s modulus Ei [GPa] of the intact rock mass, on the fracture normal stiffness
kn [MPa/m] (normal stress per unit closure of the fracture) and 𝑠 [m] the average,
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inverse discontinuity density. The first part of Eq. 1 corresponds to Hooke’s Law, but
includes the strain through fracture closure (Gudmundsson, 2011).
In the following calculation of Ee perpendicular and parallel to the fault plane, with the
second part of Eq. (2), parameters Ei and 𝑠 were used as obtained in the field at different
positions at the cross sections. For kn, which is very difficult to obtain in the field (Zangerl
et al., 2008), published data and empirical relations to UCS were used (e.g., Chang et
al., 2006; Reyer & Philipp, 2014).
An L-Type Schmidt-Hammer (impact energy: 0.735 Nm, USC range: 18-70 MPa) was
used to estimate the effective uniaxial compressive strength and Young’s modulus along
the cross sections as well as at the rock sample positions before drilling (Aydin and Basu,
2005; Deere and Miller, 1966; Torabi et al., 2010; Viles et al., 2010; Yagiz, 2009). In a
Schmidt-Hammer, a hammer released by a spring, indirectly impacts against the rock
surface through a plunger. Part of the energy released by the spring is consumed by
plastic deformation on the rock surface. The remaining elastic energy determines the
rebound distance of the hammer. The travelled distance corresponds to the reboundhardness R [-], expressed as a dimensionless scale on the device. Thereby, higher
rebound-distances indicate a higher stiffness of the tested rock mass. Each measured
rebound-hardness (R) is a mean value determined from 10 impacts, applied at different
points spaced at minimum 20 mm apart from each other. For mean value calculations the
minimal and maximal R-value remains unaccounted to eliminate outliers. That instrument
allows a detailed map of mechanical property variations, but no detailed absolute values,
within the different fault zone parts (Viles et al., 2010). Correlations between R with E
and USC are commonly used; see Yagiz (2009) for a summary. Included constants in
those relationships, however, mainly depend on lithological characteristics, making it
difficult to find one relationship for all rock types. Therefore, we use the R-value only for
rough estimations on the effective mechanical property variations.
4

Fault zone architecture

In the damage zone of the NNE-SSW-striking fault zone four normal faults (FZ1-4) with
displacements of 2 to 6 cm and one oblique slip fault are formed (FZ5, Fig. 4a, c, d).

Fig. 4. a) Photograph of the main fault zone with highlighted fault core and minor fault zone locations (FZ1-4, cross section
H1). b) Fault zone orientations of the minor faults (dashed lines) and the main fault zone strike (bold line) as well as the dip
of bedding (equal area, lower hemisphere). c) Detailed photographs of the minor normal fault zones (FZ1-4) in the damage
zone. d) Top view on oblique-slip fault FZ5 at quarry floor 2 (cf., Fig. 3).
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The displacement and the fault zone type of the main fault zone are unknown because
only the northwestern fault block and no slickensides are exposed and therefore part of
the discussion. The bedding dips 15-65° towards the southeast, gets steeper, and is
sometimes folded towards the fault core (Fig. 4b). The main fault zone and all minor
faults strike sub-parallel to the main fault trends (N-S to NNE-SSW and NE-SW) of the
Zaberner Fractured Boundary zone. Two minor faults (FZ1, 2) are antithetic and three
(FZ3-5) synthetic with respect to the observed main fault zone strike within this outcrop
(Figs. 2, 4b).
4.1

Core zone

The partly exposed fault core shows an internally segregated zone with a minimum
thickness of 14 m. Most common features are slip surfaces (sometimes transport water)
and deformation bands, which encompass host rock lenses. Also common are Fe-Mnconcretions and sand pebbles or patchy clay (Fig. 5). Most of these slip surfaces strike
parallel to the main fault zone, others in N-S-direction, are unpolished and not
silicificated but oftentimes iron-stained (Fig. 5a). They can be detected easily, due to
separation of lithological distinct components on each side. They merge with each other
but are most discontinuous. Lower strained host rock lenses are fractured and range
from consolidated or unconsolidated material composed of clay, silt or sand.

Fig. 5. a) Orientations of slip surfaces (black dots), main fault zone (red rectangle) and discontinuities which transport water
(blue triangle) within the core zone (lower hemisphere, equal area) b) Photograph of the central fault core at cross section
K3. c) Sketch of the architecture of the central core zone.

4.2

Transition zone

According to Heynekamp et al. (1999), there is a transition zone between the fault core
and the damage zone with different deformation characteristics. This zone can be
characterized either as distal fault core (Fig. 6a, b) (Clausen et al., 2003) or as mixed
zone (Fig. 6c, d) (Heynekamp et al., 1999). In both cases, this fault zone part combines
characteristics from the central fault core and the damage zone. The transition zone
includes mostly fractures and to minor degree deformation bands, which separate small
host rock lenses, bedding is more continuous and the rock is more compact than in the
fault core. In some cases there are small clay lenses in a sandy matrix as well as beds
that can be traced from the damage zone into the transition zone. At cross section K4 to
K6 occurs a clear slip surface between the damage zone and the aforementioned
transition zone, relating this part to a unit of the fault core (distal fault core), but at cross
sections K1 to K3 a clear slip surface separates the central fault core from this transition
zone, making it comparable to the mixed zones after Heynekamp et al. (1999).
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Fig. 6. a) Transition between the damage zone and the core zone at cross sections K4-K6. A clear slip surface between the
damage zone (DZ) and the transition zone causes a distal fault core (DFC) with fault parallel host rock lenses and high
fracture density. b) Top view on quarry floor 3 with the transition from the damage zone to distal fault core apparent
through the reduced fracture density and their change in strike. c) Transition between the damage zone and the core zone
at cross section K2. A clear slip surface between the transition zone and the core zone, characterizes this part as mixed zone
(MZ). The mixed zone contains smeared beds, clay lenses, deformation bands as well as a high fracture density. d) Detailed
photographs of the transition zone at cross section K2.

4.3 Damage zone
The damage zone is less affected by deformation than the core and transition zone. Most
common structural elements in the damage zone are fractures. Deformation bands,
common features in porous rocks or sands (Bruhn et al., 1994) are absent or invisible in
this porous sandstone. Further, the damage zone also includes five minor fault zones.
The lateral extension of the damage zone is vague and part of the discussion.
5

Fracture system parameters

5.1

Orientation of structural features

The most common discontinuities in the damage zone are fractures. Fracture orientations
are plotted in symmetrical rose diagrams as well as normals to fracture planes in
stereographic projection to get statistical fracture orientation data from the different
parts of the fault zone (Fig. 7). In general four main different orientations occur, namely:
NNE-SSW, NE-SW, E-W and N-S.
The main fracture set of the damage zone has a fault parallel (NNE-SSW) orientation with
equal quantity of synthetic and antithetic fractures. Antithetic fractures show a wider
scatter and become less frequent with larger distance to the core zone, whereas
synthetic fractures are uniformly distributed in the northwestern faulted block (Fig. 8b).
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Fig. 7. Fracture and deformation band populations (marked with roman numerals: I-IV) in the different fault zone parts
shown in symmetrical rose-diagrams and as contour plots of poles to fracture planes (equal area, lower hemisphere). The
main fault strike is marked by a bold line and minor faults by dashed lines. a) NNE-SSW-striking fractures in the damage
zone (population I). b) N-S-striking fractures in the transition zone of the northwestern faulted block (population II). c) N-Sand E-W-striking fractures within the transition zone of the northeastern faulted block (population II and III). d) NE-SWstriking deformation bands in the transition zones (population IV). e) NNE-SSW-striking fractures in host rock lenses in the
core zone (population I). Fractures in host rock lenses (e) and damage zone fractures (a) have a fault parallel strike, whereby
fractures in the transition zones (b, c) strike N-S and deformation bands (d) parallel to regional structures in NE-SWdirection.

In contrast to the fracture orientation in the damage zone reflecting the fault orientation,
the main fracture set in the transition zones strikes N-S and forming a 20-30° angle to
the main fault zone. Additionally there are E-W-striking fractures in the northeastern
transition zone (Fig. 7a, b, c). Beside fractures, deformation bands are common in the
transition zones and core zone. Most of the deformation bands in the transition zones
strike parallel to the regional structures in NE-SW and consequently form a 26° angle to
the main fault plane (Fig. 7d). Fractures in host rock lenses of the central core zone
strike, similar to the uppermost slip surfaces, mostly parallel and synthetic to the main
fault zone in NNE-SSW-direction (Fig. 7e).
5.2

Fracture density

To obtain the fracture density distribution across and along the fault we measured the
density perpendicular and parallel to the main fault at cross sections and on quarry
floors. The data of window surveys show an increasing fracture density towards the fault
core. The density of parallel striking fractures is much higher compared with
perpendicular striking fractures, but the relative enhancement of perpendicular striking
fractures towards the fault core is 1.5 times higher.
Data from horizontal cross sections show a relation similar to measurements from
window surveys, where fracture densities increase towards the major fault plane and at
contacts to minor faults as well (Fig. 8a). The highest fracture density occurs in the
northwestern transition zone, including mostly N-S-striking fractures (Fig. 8a, c). Fault
parallel fractures are nearly absent in this transition zone and increase only in the
damage zone (Fig. 8b, c).
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Fig. 8. Histograms showing the fracture density distribution perpendicular to the fault plane at cross section H1. Lines
indicate the minor fault zone location, grey bars the fault core position and the dashed area the transition zone between
the fault core and the damage zone. a) Fracture density distribution for all fractures. b) Fracture density distribution of
fracture population I (strike-direction: NNE-SSW). Fracture population Ia is synthetic (dip ESE), Ib is antithetic to the fault
(dip WNW). c) Fracture density distribution of fracture population II and III (strike direction: N-S and E-W). Fracture
population IIa dip east, IIb dip west, IIIa dip N and IIIb in S-direction.

Within the transition zone at the northeastern faulted block E-W- and fault-parallel
fractures are more frequent than in the northwestern transition zone (Fig. 8b, c), but this
zone is still dominated by N-S-striking fractures.
5.3

Fracture length and aperture

Fracture length and aperture data were plotted against the distance from fault core and
strike direction. Because fracture lengths and apertures are specific for different fracture
populations, they are separated according to orientation data (Fig. 9). In general, longer
fractures have higher fracture apertures. The ratio of aperture (b) and length (l) is
defined as the fracture aspect ratio (b/l). It follows that the shorter the fracture in
relation to its aperture the higher is its aspect ratio.
The widest apertures occur in the transition zone of the northwestern
decline with increasing distance from the core zone and increase again
faults. However, in the damage zone ESE-dipping fractures (synthetic
zone) show the highest and WNW-dipping (antithetic fractures) the
apertures (Fig. 9a, b).

faulted block and
around the minor
to the main fault
lowest values of

The fracture length distributions show contrary relations. The lowest values occur in the
distal zone and show an abrupt increase in the damage zone, where the longest fractures
are mostly antithetic to the main fault zone (Fig. 9c, d).
In contrast to the cross sections, fracture apertures measured on the quarry floors get
wider with increasing distance from the fault core. Comparable is, that NNE-SSW striking
fractures (fracture population I) are longer compared with other orientations. However,
fracture lengths do not change clearly with increasing distance from fault core, neither
perpendicular nor parallel to the main fault zone.
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Fig. 9. Diagrams showing the variations of fracture aperture [mm] and fracture length [m]. a) Apertures against distance
from fault core seperated after their dip direction (Ia: dip ESE, Ib: dip WNW, IIa: dip E and IIb:dip S). Lines indicate the minor
fault zone positions. b) Apertures in a circular diagram versus strike direction. c) Fracture length against distance from fault
core with marked minimum length values. Lines indicate the minor fault zone positions. d) length in a circular diagram
versus strike direction.

The relation between fracture length and fracture aperture shows that they are
negatively correlated within the outcrop (Fig. 10). In most cases fractures with high
apertures have short lengths.

Fig. 10. a) Relation between fracture length (cm) and aperture (cm). b) The aspect ratio (aperture [cm] /length [cm]) with
increasing distance from fault core at cross section H1. A high aspect ratio indicates a short fracture in relation to its
aperture.

5.4

Fracture connectivity and mineralization

The fracture connectivity in the outcrop is low with 51% unconnected and just 14%
fractures connected at both tips. In general, the connectivity increases with proximity to
the core zone. In detail, 86% of all fractures connected at both tips and 49% of fractures
connected at one tip are located in the transition zones and get less frequent with
increasing distance from the fault core (Fig. 11a, b). The highest fracture connectivity is
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given for N-S-striking fractures and the lowest for fractures striking sub-parallel to the
main fault plane.
Most fractures are open (71%) and only 7% are mineralized. 95% of all mineralized
fractures are located in the transition zones (Fig. 11c, d).

Fig. 11. Histograms show the variations of fracture connectivity (a) and fracture mineralization (b) across the fault zone at
cross section H1. Lines indicate the minor fault zone positions, the dashed area the transition zone. Circular diagrams
showing the fracture connectivity (c) and mineralization (d) versus strike direction and distance from core zone of all
fractures measured in the outcrop.

6

Mechanical rock properties

6.1

Laboratory measurements

The measured mechanical rock properties are listed in table 1. For the 12 measured rock
samples the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) values range between 33.4 MPa and
60.8 MPa within the damage zone, 53.4 MPa and 66.6 MPa within the transition zone and
the one sample taken in the core zone has a UCS of 15.0 MPa parallel to bedding. Values
measured perpendicular to bedding range between 36.7 MPa and 60.1 MPa inside the
damage zone and between 48.6 MPa and 73.9 MPa inside the transition zone.
Young’s moduli (Ei) parallel to bedding range between 7.6 GPa and 17.0 GPa within the
damage zone, 8.2 GPa and 15.6 GPa within the transition zone and the value taken in
the core zone is 4.2 GPa. The values perpendicular to bedding are 9.2 GPa and 18.4 GPa
within the damage zone, 9.5 GPa and 18.6 GPa inside the transition zone.
Indirect tensile strength (T0) measurements amount about 1.7 MPa to 3.5 MPa inside the
damage zone and within the transition zone about 2.3 MPa and 2.8 MPa, the core zone
sample gives 0.6 MPa parallel to bedding. The values perpendicular to bedding range
between 1.2 MPa and 2.0 MPa within the damage zone and between 1.7 MPa and 2.7
MPa within the transition zone. The core sample amounts to 0.6 MPa.
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Table 1. Summarized mean values of the mechanical rock properties: UCS, Ei and T0 parallel and perpendicular to bedding.
Grey marked samples are located in the transition zone, K1 in the core zone. All other samples are located in the damage
zone.

Measured UCS and Ei values with compression parallel to bedding are mostly 1 to 1.9
times lower than values perpendicular to bedding. T0 is however 1 to 1.7 times lower
with compression perpendicular to bedding planes than values parallel to bedding (Table
1).
That means the highest UCS values, perpendicular and parallel to bedding, occur within
the transition zone and the lowest within the core zone. The distribution of the highest E i
is differing from the UCS values. At cross section H3 the highest E i values occur in the
transition zone, at cross section H1 albeit in the damage zone and at cross section H4 the
values are nearly similar for the transition and damage zone. T 0 reaches the highest
values inside the damage zone, followed by the transition and core zone. The lowest
values always occur in the core zone. Generally the mechanical properties are the highest
at cross section H4, followed from cross section H3. The lowest values occur at cross
section H1. Also the bulk rock density ρ0 increases from cross section H4 to H3 to H1
with 2146 to 2183 to 2188 kg/m3.
6.2

Schmidt-Hammer Rebound-hardness

Values from cross section surveys H1, H2 and H3 were taken under wet conditions and
are therefore much lower than sample values at the corresponding position (measured in
the laboratory) and cross sections H4 and K7 which are taken under dry conditions.
Previous studies have shown that moisture reduces rock hardness about 10 to 30%
(Barton and Choubey, 1977; Viles et al., 2010). This implies that these data cannot be
compared directly. At any rate, the in-situ rebound-hardness tests exhibit higher Rvalues with increasing distance from the fault core (Fig. 12).
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Fig.
12.
Closely
spaced
rebound-hardness
measurements against the distance from fault core at
different cross sections. Rebound-hardnesses from the
rock samples are marked with stars. The dashed area
show the transition zone between the fault core and the
damage zone and the grey area show the core zone.

Measurements within the fault core were not possible in large parts, meaning that the
rebound-hardness must be lower than 15, which is the lowest measured value inside the
outcrop. The only measurements at cross section K7 dry range between 26 and 32 [-] in xdirection. The sample value in that cross section averages 26 [-]. The highest R-values
occur at cross section H4dry (34-44), followed by cross section H1wet (15-28), H2wet (1625) and H3wet (15-22).
6.3

Effective Young’s moduli

Using the determined fracture densities along the damage zone, Ei [GPa] and UCS [MPa]
of the rock samples (Table 1), the effective Young’s moduli E e [GPa] were calculated with
equation 1 (cf., section 3; Fig. 13).
The increased fracture densities near the fault core clearly decrease E e. Ee-values range
between 1 and 7 GPa compared with the laboratory values (Ei) between 8 to 17 GPa. In
particular Ee is two to sixteen times lower than Ei. The decrease of Ee is highest near the
fault core as well as around the minor fault zones.

Fig. 13. Calculated effective and intact Young's moduli [GPa] perpendicular to the fault zone at cross section a) H1, b) H3 c)
H4 and d) parallel to the fault zone at cross section H6 (cf., Fig. 3). The dashed areas show the transition zone between the
fault core and the damage zone and dashed lines in a) the position of the minor fault zones.
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7

Discussion

7.1

Fault zone architecture

The studied fault zone, crosscutting porous, thick bedded sandstones, can be divided into
three different parts: damage zone, transition zone and core zone. The at least 14 m
thick central fault core contains high strain zones (slip surfaces), separated by low strain
zones with different grain sizes, porosities and consolidation states (host rock lenses).
Similar heterogeneous fault core characteristics have been described by Faulkner et al.
(2003; Carboneras strike slip fault – mica shists – southeastern Spain) and Foxford et al.
(1998; salt related normal Bartlett fault zone – sandstone – SE Utah), where individual
high strain zones encompass less strained host rock lenses. Such distributed fault cores
were explained with the aid of varying mechanical rock properties and the transition of
stress to strain or rather strain hardening and strain softening processes (Faulkner et al.,
2010, 2003).
Strain softening, or reduced load bearing capacity in the stress-strain curve after failure,
leads to strain concentration on fractures, which develop into fault zones. Strain
softening is induced through e.g., intense fracturing, incorporated weak rocks into the
slip surface forming clay smear, breccia or gouge. Particularly, clays are mechanically
weak (Byerlee, 1978) and clayey fault cores with low shear resistance would localize
deformation and form weak narrow fault cores like the five minor fault zones within the
damage zone. Thus, strain softening would prevent the building of the observed 14 m
thick fault core structure. In contrast, strain hardening is an increased load bearing
capacity after failure, where the rock gets stronger with increasing strain. Strain
hardening causes, for example by the formation of deformation bands, porosity reduction
or generic increasing grain contact area and increased shear resistance. In cases where a
slip surface strain hardens, a self-locking effect, new slip planes in weaker rocks may
generate. Strain hardening processes may be an explanation regarding the large
thickness of the observed fault core, consisting of various slip surfaces (Childs et al.,
1996; Foxford et al., 1998). The development and incorporation of host rock lenses
further increase the fault core thickness and may result in the observed 14 m thick fault
core.
The fault core is surrounded by a 1-5 m thick transition zone. We observed that this
architectural fault zone part combines characteristics from the core and the damage
zone. This comes apparent through the change in fracture orientations, degree of
deformation and occurrence of deformation bands within the transition zone. There is a
sharp contact either distal or proximal to the central fault core and thus, the transition
zone is not just a part of the core or the damage zone.
Our observations, concerning the structural characteristics of the transition zone, show
some similarities with those described by Heynekamp et al. (1999) and Clausen (2003).
The former authors characterize this zone as a “mixed zone”, which is also observed in
poorly lithified sediments by Rawling et al. (2001, 2006; Sand Hill Fault – Rio Grande
Rift), Caine and Minor (2009; San Ysidro Fault – Albuquerque Basin) and Minor and
Hudson (2006; various faults – northern Albuquerque Basin). Mixed zones range from
intact, friable sediments to mixtures of clay, sand and gravel with relicts of sedimentary
bedding. Bedding is mostly rotated in direction towards the fault zone strike. Further,
they observed a sharp contact between the mixed zone and the core zone. This
description is consistent with our observation in the upper part of the outcrop. The
transition in the middle part of the outcrop coincides to a larger extent with the model by
Clausen et al. (2003). Based on extensional faults in unconsolidated silt to fine-grained
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sand (Northwestern Bornholm, Denmark), they distinguished between a distal and a
central fault core. The distal fault core has similar characteristics as the mixed zones, but
is in sharp contact towards the damage zone and is thus comparable to our observation
in the middle part of the outcrop. Divergent to the descriptions above, we observed the
highest fracture densities within the entire fault zone in the transition zone and lower
incidence of deformation bands.
The transition zone is encompassed by the damage zone and is composed of mostly open
fractures and minor faults. Fractures within the damage zone are mostly sub-parallel to
the fault zone strike. Estimation of the lateral extent of the damage zone is not possible.
Due to the minimum fault core thickness of 14 m, however, the damage zone thickness
is presumably larger than the outcrop dilation (>40 m).
7.2

Fracture system parameters

For all exposed fault zone parts we observed differing fracture system parameters. As
already mentioned, the most obvious distinction between the damage zone and the
transition zone comes apparent by changing fracture orientations. Within the damage
zone mostly fault parallel fractures occur (NNE-SSW) as well as an orthogonal-oriented
fracture set, which is shifted toward an N-S-orientation within the transition zone and
then rotated back within the core zone (Fig. 8). We conclude that these fractures are
shear fractures in an R1-orientation after Petit (1987). This observation has an important
effect on the interpretation of the fault zone type (see below).
Fracture density, aperture and connectivity control the hydraulic connectivity of the
fracture network (De Dreuzy et al., 2001; De Marsily, 1986; Hestir and Long, 1990).
Previous studies of fault zones show an increased fracture density towards the fault core
(Caine et al., 1996; Reyer et al., 2012). Similarly we observe that the relative
enhancement of fractures oriented perpendicular to the fault strike is higher than for
parallel striking fractures. This may play an important role concerning the fracture
connectivity, because the probability of interconnected fractures increases with (i)
density and (ii) fracture orientations. Therefore the fracture connectivity increases with
proximity from the fault core and is highest for R1-fractures (N-S-orientation) within the
transition zone.
We observed slightly increased fracture apertures with decreasing distance from the fault
core, whereby the fracture length clearly decreases. In particular, N-S-striking fractures
within the transition zone have the widest apertures and shortest length. Fracture
aperture partly depends on the local stress field (cf., Philipp et al., 2007): Fractures
perpendicular to σ1 get closed and parallel striking fractures tend to open. Due to the
recent stress field (active since Miocene; σ1 NW-SE; Schumacher, 2002) NNE-SSWstriking damage zone fractures are rather closed than N-S-striking transition zone shear
fractures. It is also known that even small shearing leads to twisted fracture walls (selfpropping effect) and lead to a sustained increase of the fracture aperture even under
unfavorable stress fields (Häring, 2007).
We propose two main reasons to explain that most of the transition zone fractures
remain short. First, the phenomenon is explainable by mechanical layering and related
changes in rock stiffness (Young’s modulus). A propagating fracture is arrested, when it
reaches a mechanically weak contact such as an open bedding contact or a fracture
(Economides and Nolte, 2000; Gudmundsson, 2011). Mechanical layering does not
necessarily coincide with sedimentary bedding, but rather coincides with changes in grain
size, porosity or mineralization in one bed and thus induced changes in mechanical rock
properties. In particular, due to changes of Young’s modulus within and around the
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transition zone (see below), the stress field may change locally and form an
inhomogeneous or unfavorable stress field for a propagating fracture. Second, the short
fractures are mostly interconnected and their high density implies that these beds are
saturated with fractures resulting in stress shadows. Therefore these fractures get linked
to each other and remain consequently short (cf., Van der Pluijm and Marshak, 2004).
Consistent with the described fracture network the only mineralized fractures occur
within the transition zone. Also common are Fe-Mn-oxide incrustations or staining within
the entire fault zone, mostly in NE-SW-orientation. These features indicate a hydraulically
active fracture network in the past. Our observations correspond to the description by
Eisbacher and Fielitz (2010). They found mineralizations mostly in NNW- to WNW-striking
or locally in N-S-striking faults or fractured zones. Near the western Rhine Graben Main
Fault they further describe NE-striking Fe-Mn-ore (sometimes Pb-Zn) mineralization.
Most fractures within the outcrop, however, remain open and enable a potentially
enriched recent fluid transport.
7.3

Fault zone type and displacement

The type, displacement and thickness of the described fault zone are unknown. Various
indications, however, allow us to characterize it as an ESE-dipping, sinistral oblique-slip
fault (see below).
The orientation of structural components (fractures, deformation bands, minor faults, slip
surfaces), are used to define the fault slip direction. The slip direction is defined as the
bisecting plane between R1- and P1-fractures. Riedel shear fractures (R1-fractures) are
synthetic towards the fault zone, project into and form mostly 10-20° angles towards the
fault plane. P1-fractures are likewise synthetic (Katz et al., 2004; Petit, 1987). With
respect to the main fault zone orientation, transition zone fractures occur predominantly
in the R1-shear orientation with left lateral motions. P1-orientation is in particular marked
at the minor fault FZ5 (NE-SW-orientation), which also shows a sinistral motion. Also
deformation bands within the core zone are in P 1-orientation. This indicates a sinistral
movement caused by a NNW-SSE-oriented σ1 during fault zone formation. That may
relate the fault zone formation to Miocene with a NW-SE- to NNW-SSE-oriented stress
field (including a sinistral slip regime; Bergerat, 1987, Schumacher, 2002; cf., section 2).
This assumption also fits with the general description of the Zaberner Fractured Boundary
Zone with mostly N- to NNE-striking faults that cut and offset the graben parallel (NESW) faults (Fig. 2; Eisbacher and Fielitz, 2010). Because the southeastern terrain clearly
cut downwards in direction to the graben center and the closeness to the graben center
an ESE-dipping normal component is likely. All these assumptions define the exposed
fault block as the footwall.
Scaling relationships of the displacement have often been performed based on the
damage zone thickness (Faulkner et al., 2011), core zone thickness (Bastesen et al.,
2013; Scholz, 1987) or the trace length of the fault zone (Dawers and Anders 1995).
They exhibit mostly a wide scatter (even in log-log plots), because of different host
rocks, tectonic regimes or different methods defining damage or core zone thickness
(Faulkner et al., 2010). Most of these scaling relationships show increasing displacement
with increasing damage zone or core zone thicknesses. In our study, however, such
relations are not applicable, since the thickness of the different fault zone parts and the
trace length are unknown. In general the at least 14 m thick core zone and the proximity
to the Rhine Graben border lead to the assumption of a high displacement fault.
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7.4

Permeability structure

The fault zone model after Caine et al. (1996) gives four end members for the overall
permeability structure of brittle fault zones. The fault core is outlined as a barrier to fluid
flow and the damage zone enhances the permeability due to a high fracture density.
Depending on the thickness of the different zones, distributed conduits, localized conduit,
localized barriers and combined conduit-barrier systems were identified (Caine et al.,
1996). Small-scale normal fault zones in sandstones, described by Reyer et al. (2012),
tend to be localized barriers. They further observed that higher displacement faults more
likely are combined conduit-barrier systems. In those cases, the damage zone contains
deformation bands. Rawling et al. (2001) classified large displacement faults in poorly
lithified sediments (Sand Hill Fault) with deformation band dominated damage zones, as
barriers to fluid flow.
Both fault zone models, however, are not applicable on the presented fault zone, because
the transition zone is not taken into account, the presented fault core is not just a sealing
structure and the damage zone does not contain deformation bands.
An exact determination of the fluid flow category after Caine et al. (1996) is not possible
because of the unknown fault zone thickness, but it best corresponds into the combined
conduit-barrier classification. The fracture dominated damage zone increases the
permeability. The structure of the fracture system indicates an increased permeability
towards the fault core in NE-SW direction and orthogonal to it, because of increasing
apertures and densities of such striking fractures.
Mixed zones are referred to have a reduced permeability compared with the host rock
(Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Rawling et al., 2001). But within the studied transition
zone, besides deformation bands, also the highest fracture density, aperture and
connectivity occur. Thus the fracture induced permeability may even be higher in
comparison with the damage zone and shifted towards N-S and E-W.
The central core zone, which contains permeability reducing structures like narrow slip
surfaces composed of fault gouge as well as deformation bands, also includes areas with
more consolidated, porous and fractured rock. This means that the core zone itself
represents a combined conduit-barrier system. Fluid flow across the fault zone could be
possible when the fractured lenses within the core zone are interconnected or rather
allow fluids to pass through the low-permeability high strain zones. Such processes are,
for example, observed by hydraulic pumping tests within a deformation band dominated
fault zone in sandstone, where a mostly uninterrupted fluid communication occurs
between both fault walls (Medeiros et al., 2010). Furthermore we observed some areas
which transport water around slip surfaces within the core zone, which also imply a fault
core parallel fluid transport. Otherwise some water storage within the porous sands
between the in permeable fault gouges may be possible.
Under high fluid pressure, the slip tendency reaches twice the tensile strength of the rock
(2T0, Gudmundsson et al., 2010). The low tensile strength of the core zone (cf., section
7.5) may facilitate, even under low shear stresses, slip events within the fault core
(Gudmundsson et al., 2010).
7.5

Mechanical properties of the fault rock

Knowing the mechanical rock properties is a key issue to understand and predict fault
zone formation, architectural components and therefore fluid flow conditions. We
determined that UCS-values are higher in the transition zone than in the damage zone.
In comparison to the damage zone also Ei values are sometimes higher within the
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transition zone and T0 does not clearly change. Obviously, mechanical rock properties
within the core zone are by far the lowest. All measured values are particularly
comparable with the lower end from normal values of sandstones (E i: 0.4-84.3 GPa,
UCS: 6-170 MPa, T0: 0.4-25 MPa; Gudmundsson, 2011).
Normally, it is easier for fractures to propagate along bedding planes, than to pass
through it and accordingly mechanical rock properties measured perpendicular to bedding
are higher than parallel values (Hoek and Brown, 1997). Within this sandstone there is
just a slight anisotropy between the mechanical rock properties of bedding parallel and
bedding perpendicular measurements (Table 1). That means beddings planes within this
sandstone have little impact on mechanical rock properties. Further it is possible that
microfractures reduce the mechanical rock properties perpendicular to bedding in
comparison to values parallel to bedding planes.
However, laboratory data are higher than in-situ values due to smaller amounts of
fractures (Priest, 1993). These variations were measured by using a Schmidt-Hammer
and calculated by analytical approaches after Priest (1993). Both methods do not reflect
increased UCS or Ei within the transition zone. First, the R-values taken from rock
samples do not show clearly increased values within the transition zone. Second, the
closely spaced taken in-situ R-values (which are effective values) rather indicates
gradually increasing mechanical rock parameters, with decreasing fracture densities (Fig.
13). Also, our calculations regarding Ee show that the Young’s modulus in particular is
reduced around the minor faults and within the transition zone, where the highest
fracture density occurs (Fig. 9, 14). From that we derive that the mechanical parameters
of intact rock are highest in the transition zone, but effective values are in average lower
than in the damage zone. These variations in effective Young’s moduli lead to stress
concentrations within the outer part of the damage zone or in the host rock, where Ee is
higher because of lower fracture densities. However, although the core zone rather tends
to form a stress shadow, most strain remains within this zone, for example because of
already existing weak fault planes (Gudmundsson 2011, Gudmundsson et al. 2010).
8

Conclusions

1. Detailed field studies of a fault zone crosscutting Lower Triassic sandstones in Alsace
(north-east France) show that previous conceptual fault zone models are not
applicable to the observed fault zone in porous sandstone because of a thick fault
core and a fracture dominated transition zone and damage zone.
2. Fault zones in porous rocks are often deformation band dominated, but here these
are less common within the transition and core zone so that the sealing effect of
these structures is less developed within the described fault zone. Also the fault core,
consisting of highly strained slip surfaces and lower strained fractured host rock
lenses, may allow fluid flow across the fault induced by linked fractured host rock
lenses.
3. Within the damage zone the aperture and density of fault parallel striking fractures as
well as fault perpendicular striking fractures increase towards the fault core. This may
lead to an increased fracture connectivity and enhance the possibility of a
hydraulically active fracture network.
4. Compared with the damage zone larger fracture apertures and connectivity on
fracture tips occur within the transition zone. This may enhance the fracture induced
permeability in N-S-direction to a greater extent compared with other directions and
fault zone parts.
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5. Mechanical laboratory measurements of intact rock specimens display the highest
uniaxial compressive strength and Young’s modulus within the transition zone. But
fracture affected effective Young’s moduli (determined with a Schmidt-Hammer and
analytical approaches) are smaller in the transition zone and increase with increasing
distance from the fault core.
6. Fault zones in the Lower Triassic Bunter, and possibly other porous sandstones, not
always are sealing structures. Even a thick fault core is not inevitably a barrier for
fluid flow. Low tensile strength within the core enhances the risk for slip events
during ongoing reservoir production. The damage zone, with mostly open fractures,
may be potentially drilling targets for geothermal projects in the Upper Rhine Graben
system. But because the connectivity decreases clearly with increasing distance from
the fault core hydraulic stimulations may be needed.
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Rock samples of the Muschelkalk: Facies and diagenesis

Samples of limestone beds within the Muschelkalk successions were taken in outcrop
analogues (cf. Chapters 2 and 3). In Chapter 3, laboratory measurements on rock
mechanical properties were presented for samples NL-mo (named NL in Chapter 3;
Nussloch), KN (Knittlingen), and IL (Illingen). Here, in addition, thin sections are
presented for the samples NL-mu (Nussloch, Lower Muschelkalk) and NGO1 (Nussloch,
Upper Muschelkalk). Thin-section analyses were performed with a transmitted-light
microscope (Leica DM LP) to gain insights in Muschelkalk facies and diagenetic processes.
Classification according to Dunham (1962) and brief description based on representative
figure tables of each thin section are presented in this Chapter.
Sample NGO1 is classified as bioclastic packstone (Fig. 5.1). This sample contains
abundant shell debris, for example bivalves and brachiopods, as well as cephalopods in
micritic to microsparitic matrix. Neomorphism is common, for instance, in ooids.
Neomorphism indicates diagenetic processes, i.e., alteration and recrystallization of
crystals and thus changes in their shape and size (e.g., Flügel, 2004). Furthermore,
some bivalve shells reveal dissolution and recrystallization processes (blocky cement,
bladed cement). Stylolites are indicated by black clay seams (indicators of pressure
solution; e.g., Tondi et al., 2006). Fracture porosity is mainly sealed by calcite cement.
Crosscutting relationships of fractures and stylolites include one fracture terminating at a
stylolite, thus being younger; thickness increase is observable at contact of fracture and
stylolite. Moreover, fracture offset occurs at another stylolite.
Sample NL-mo is classified as bioclastic packstone/wackestone (Fig. 5.2.). The matrix is
mainly formed by micrite and microspar. Some sectors, however, show pronounced
recrystallization (blocky cement or drusy cement). Abundant shell debris is present
(bivalves, gastropods, cephalopods). Neomorphic and diagenetic processes are indicated
by recrystallization of bivalve shells and gastropods. Stylolites are evident by dark clay
seams. Fractures are mainly sealed by ferrous calcite cement. However, some fractures
are partially open.
Sample NL-mu is classified as bioclastic packstone (Fig. 5.3). Bivalve shells are very
common in a micritic to sparitic matrix. Bladed calcite cement and blocky calcite cement,
respectively, replaced those shells. Stylolites are indicated by dark clay seams, even
though less frequent than in samples NGO1 and NL-mo. Fractures are presumably sealed
by calcite cement of two generations (blocky cement replaced bladed cement).
Sample IL is classified as interbedded bioclastic packstone/wackestone and mudstone
(Fig. 5.4). Thin-bedded packstones/wackestones, comprising in particular bivalve shells,
are separated by thin layers of mudstone. Diagenesis is represented as recrystallization
of bivalve shells and gastropods. Few stylolites occur and also few micro-fractures,
sealed by calcite cement.
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Fig. 5.1. Thin section images with transmitted light of sample NGO1. Scales of 0.5 mm and 5 mm are displayed. a) Scan of
the entire thin-section. b) Fracture terminating at a stylolite (see arrow). c) Fracture offset at a stylolite. d) Blocky cement
within bivalve shells. e) Neomorphism of an ooid (see arrow).

Fig. 5.2. Thin section images with
transmitted light of sample NLmo. Scales of 0.5 mm and 5 mm
are displayed. a) Scan of the
entire
thin-section.
b)
Recrystallization of gastropod
shells. c) Area showing significant
cementation (blocky cement and
drusy cement).
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Fig. 5.3. Thin section images with transmitted light of sample NL-mu. Scales of 0.5 mm and 5 mm are displayed. a) Scan of
the entire thin-section. b) - d) Bladed and blocky calcite cement replaced shells. Calcite of two generations is cementing
fracture porosity.

Fig. 5.4. Thin section images with transmitted light of sample IL. Scales of 0.5 mm and 5 mm are displayed. A scan of the
entire thin-section is presented in the center. Thin layers of mudstone are clearly visible.

Sample KN is classified as bioclastic packstone (Fig. 5.5). The matrix is formed my
microspar to micrite, some parts by sparite. The sample contains abundant shell debris,
in particular bivalve shells, and some cephalopods. At least two generations of calcite
cement are formed within bivalve shells (bladed cement and blocky cement replacing
bivalve shells), indicating neomorphism. Some stylolites occur. Microfractures are rare,
sealed by calcite cement.
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Fig. 5.5. Thin section images with transmitted light of sample KN. Scales of 0.5 mm and 5 mm are displayed. a) Scan of the
entire thin-section. b) and c) Bladed and blocky cement replacing bivalve shells.

The diagenetic evolution of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk in Southwest Germany was
described in detail by Geng (1997). This study is based on samples taken inside the URG
(core samples) and in quarries on both graben shoulders. Geng (1997) proposed complex
diagenetic processes of Muschelkalk rocks in the URG area that started syn-sedimentary
and continued through burial of the sediments. Subsequent processes were either
characterized by uplift (flanks) or by deep burial (inside the graben). Six generations of
calcite cement and two stages of dolomite cement were specified in chronological order
by Geng (1997): (1) aragonite and Mg-calcite cement, (2) bladed and prismaticcolumnar calcite, (3) non-zoned equant calcite and saddle dolomite cement 1, (4) zoned
blocky calcite in uplifted areas and (5) non-zoned calcite and siderite in the URG, (6)
saddle dolomite 2.
Samples analyzed in this thesis reflect these complex diagenetic processes: early
diagenetic cements, cements representing deeper-burial, and late diagenetic cements
indicating uplift were observed. According to Geng (1997) bladed calcite, now replacing
shells, was formed under submarine to shallow burial conditions and is thus early
diagenetic (temperatures 25-40°C). Saddle dolomite cement 1 (Sd1) replacing shells
(Soyk, pers. comm.) also occurs in the rock samples. This cement represents a deeperburial, pre-Tertiary diagenetic stage (temperatures 75-105°C; Geng, 1997). Blocky
(ferrous) calcite, cementing for example fracture porosity and replacing Sd1 (e.g.,
sample NL-mo; Soyk, pers. comm.), was formed post-Tertiary. This cement is only found
outside the graben in uplifted areas (blocky calcite cement E1; Geng, 1997), and is
common in samples analyzed in this thesis. According to Geng (1997) this cement was
precipitated from a mixture of meteoric waters and hydrothermal waters (fluid
temperatures: 62-92°C). It occurs in fractures, solution induced vugs, and other
secondary pores.
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Summarizing Discussion

Can typical permeability structures be defined for differently-scaled fault zones in layered
carbonate successions of Muschelkalk age (URG)? Can knowledge about fault-zone local
stress fields at reservoir depths be improved for such fault zones? Are there fault-zone
orientations preferable for fluid flow in the URG? What are the differences and similarities
of Muschelkalk fault zones compared with fault zones in porous and thick-bedded
sandstones of Bunter age? To resolve these questions, this thesis applies a mixedmethod approach, comprising outcrop analogue studies, analytical models, and numerical
models.
Main findings for (1) layered carbonate successions and (2) thick-bedded sandstones in
the URG (Chapters 2 and 4) reveal that this approach provides characterization of faultzone structural inventories at high resolution. Moreover, 3D-numerical models give
significant insights on fault-zone local stress fields in layered carbonate successions at
reservoir depth (Chapter 3). Results also indicate, however, limitations and challenges
regarding application to reservoir depths, in particular for reservoir exploitation.
Here I present a summarizing discussion of the key results in context with exploration
and exploitation of aforementioned potential geothermal reservoirs in the URG.

6.1
Fault-zone related permeability
reservoirs of the Upper Rhine Graben

in

potential

hydrothermal

Chapters 2 and 4 discuss characteristics of fault zones hosted in rocks of either
Muschelkalk or Bunter age. Here, main results are synthesized and discussed to propose
suitable targets of geothermal wellbores in the URG:
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Caine et al. (1996) distinguish (1) localized conduits, (2)
distributed conduits, (3) localized barriers, and (4) combined conduit-barriers. Results on
fault-zone characteristics (Chapters 2 and 4) show a slight difficulty in defining numerical
indices Fa (fault-zone architectural index), Fm (mean of Fa-values for a single fault zone),
and Fs (spatial variability index) stated by Caine et al. (1996) that are based on the
relative width of a high-permeability damage zone and a low-permeability fault core. This
is because thicknesses of analyzed fault damage zones are unknown in the present study
since outer damage-zone boundaries are either not exposed (in case of large-scale fault
zones) or diffuse due to strong deformation of fault blocks (repeated slip events on the
fault plane). However, detailed descriptions on characteristics of fault damage-zone
fracture systems and fault cores allow well-founded assumptions on fault-zone
permeability structures in Muschelkalk and Bunter that are discussed in the following
sections.
6.1.1

Fault-zone permeability structures in Muschelkalk rocks

Fault zones in carbonate successions of the Muschelkalk analyzed in this thesis show
distinct damage zones that may act as conduits for fluid flow. This is in accordance with
previous studies which described well-developed damage zones in carbonates acting as
conduits due to an enhanced fracture density and fracture connectivity (cf. Chapter 2;
e.g., Micarelli et al., 2006a; Agosta et al., 2010; Reyer et al., 2012). Because the
carbonate succession considered here, however, is particularly heterogeneous, the
damage-zone characteristics vary significantly (Chapter 2): Damage zones in the more
homogeneous mo1 are characterized by comparatively well-connected fracture systems
and non-stratabound fractures, providing hydraulic pathways across several beds. Thus,
such fracture systems may provide significant increases in permeability. In contrast,
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damage-zone fracture systems in the mo2 are only to a minor degree affected by faulting
processes (poor fracture connectivity, high amount of stratabound fractures). Even
though an increase in fracture density exists, comparatively short fractures within the
stiff limestone beds may increase the reservoir permeability only to a very limited degree
because of their limited vertical extent. Thus, the lithology and in particular the
mechanical layering has great impact on the fracture-system’s hydraulic behavior in fault
damage zones hosted in the Muschelkalk of the URG. Such impact of mechanical layering
on fracture vertical extension and fracture connectivity was also observed by Reyer et al.
(2012). They proposed, for rocks with strong mechanical layering (many layer-parallel
heterogeneities) such as some parts of the Lower Muschelkalk in the Northwest German
Basin, poor fracture connectivity despite potentially high fracture density.
Several studies dealing with fault zones in carbonates describe clay smear that is sheared
or dragged into the core, acting as sealing material (e.g., Bastesen and Braathen, 2010;
Bense et al., 2010; Bastesen et al., 2013). Fault cores analyzed in this thesis show
similarities (Chapter 2): Fault zones hosted in units with a high amount of marl layers
(marl-rich units), such as the mo2, comprise fault cores into which partially thick marl
layers were dragged, acting as clay smear. However, this is certainly not the only fault
core material. Fault cores are, regardless of fault-zone scale, very complex and may be
characterized by varying hydraulic behavior. Medium-scale fault zones in Knittlingen
show a huge variety in fault-core characteristics (fault breccia, lenses, tilted bedding,
both marl and limestone dragged into the fault core, mineralizations) indicating both
potential sealing (e.g., marl, mineralization) and potential conductive structures (e.g.,
lenses, coarse breccia) (e.g., Bense et al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2010). Fault-core
sections characterized by pronounced complexity are comparatively thick (e.g., Chapter
2 Fig. 9). Such fault-core complexity and also fault core width increases for large-scale
fault zones comprising minor slip surfaces, host rock lenses, and partially thick
mineralizations (Chapter 2 Figs. 6 and 8). The findings are thus comparable to the study
of Bastesen et al. (2013) who describe a greater fault-core thickness in faults of greater
complexity than in planar faults. In complex fault cores, such as those described in the
large-scale fault zones in Nussloch and Illingen (Chapter 2), there is in particular the
possibility that host rock lenses or minor slip surfaces provide paths for fluid flow (e.g.,
Faulkner et al., 2010).
Fault-zone permeability structures in carbonate successions of the Muschelkalk may be
defined as follows (Fig. 6.1): Medium-scale fault zones may act either as combined
conduit-barriers or distributed conduits. Fault damage zones may behave as conductive
structures if they comprise a well-connected system of open fractures. In contrast, very
complex fault cores may be barriers for fault-zone-orthogonal fluid flow, but conduits for
fault-parallel flow (lenses, coarse breccia). Fault zones with a thin and more
homogeneous fault core, in contrast, may behave as distributed conduits and may allow
fluid flow across the fault core in sections with low marl content. This is partly consistent
with the study of Reyer et al. (2012) who proposed a distributed conduit structure for
normal fault zones in carbonates in the Northwest German Basin. Due to the complex
tectonic history of the URG, however, this thesis deals not only with pure extension
structures. The Knittlingen fault zones, for example show compressional and inversion
structures (e.g., footwall short-cut, folds; cf. Chapter 2 Fig. 9.). Since such structures are
caused by high horizontal stress, reduced permeability and formation of barriers are
likely (reduced fracture apertures; e.g., Sibson, 1995, Bense et al., 2010).
Large-scale fault zones in carbonate successions of the Muschelkalk, i.e., fault zones at
reservoir scale, may correspond to combined conduit-barrier systems which are,
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however, more complex than those in medium-scale fault zones. The permeability
structure within the same fault zone may vary vertically across the Muschelkalk
succession. This is particularly due to fault cores with a high complexity and mechanical
layering of the Muschelkalk, affecting fracture vertical extension (mo1 vs. mo2; see
above). In general, a positive effect of damage zones on reservoir permeability is not
likely from all subunits of the Muschelkalk. A combined conduit-barrier structure of fault
zones in carbonates, however, was proposed in previous studies that also discuss the
difficulty to make general assumptions on fault-zone permeability structures therein
(e.g., Micarelli et al., 2006a; Micarelli et al., 2006b; Agosta et al., 2007; Bense et al.,
2010; Agosta et al., 2012).
A limitation in applying the Caine et al. (1996) model was also described in the review
paper by Faulkner et al. (2010) who name permeability heterogeneities and -anisotropies
which clearly depend on the fault-zone three-dimensional structure and fault-zone
growth. In general, this thesis supports the proposal that fault-zone permeability
structures depend on various variables such as host-rock lithology, stress regime, faultsegment linkage, potential reactivation of the fault plane, and displacement as described
in previous studies (Graham et al., 2003; Childs et al., 2009; Lunn et al., 2009; Bense et
al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2010; Torabi and Berg, 2011; Bastesen et al., 2013). For fault
zones considered in thesis, in particular former changes in the stress regime and the
probability of fault-zone inversion as well as fault growth, i.e., linkage of fault segments
in adjacent mechanical layers, may have the greatest impact on fault-zone permeability
structure.
Following from this discussion, the most promising drilling targets for geothermal wells
are presumably damage-zone fracture systems in the mo1. The well paths in such a
reservoir with comparatively low thickness have to be planned with care. At least one
deviated well in a geothermal doublet could intersect as many fractures as possible and
would connect them to the respective well (e.g., Huenges, 2010).

Fig. 6.1. Definition of four endmembers for a fault-zone permeability structure based on the relative percentage of fault
core and damage zone (cf. Chapter 1; modified from Caine et al., 1996). Permeability structures proposed for fault zones
analyzed in this thesis are highlighted (color code indicating lithology and fault-zone scale see key). Large-scale fault zones
in both carbonates and sandstones are characterized as combined conduit-barriers. Medium-scale fault zones may be
either characterized as distributed conduits or combined conduit-barriers.

6.1.2

Fault-zone permeability structure in Lower Bunter – A comparison

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the permeability structure of the fault zone hosted in thick
bedded sandstones of Bunter age corresponds best to the endmember of a combined
conduit-barrier system (Fig. 6.1). A conduit behavior is particularly stated for the fracture
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system in damage zone and transition zone. The wide and very complex central core
zone, however, should be highlighted due to a mixture of sealing (e.g., fault gouge,
deformation bands) and conductive structures (porous and fractured rock), indicating its
own combined conduit-barrier structure. However, this outcrop provides only a small
window in relation to the fault-zone vertical extent. Thus, there is the possibility that the
permeability structure may also change vertically within the Bunter sandstone
succession. Clastic rocks of Bunter age comprise, similarly to the Muschelkalk, also parts
with strong mechanical layering (e.g., alternations of claystone and sandstone). This
mechanical layering leads, as well, to low fracture connectivity as described in the study
by Reyer et al. (2012). Furthermore, fault-zone permeability structures in sandstones
depend, for example, on variations of sandstone cementation and porosity and the
probability whether potential low-permeability zones of deformation bands will form
rather than fractures (localized barrier; e.g., Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Rawling et al.,
2001; Reyer et al., 2012). Nevertheless, certain hydraulic conductivities of a
deformation-band dominated fault damage zone in reservoir-scale, indicated by field
pumping tests, have been stated by Medeiros et al. (2010).
Regarding fault-zone related permeability of Lower Bunter sandstones it is furthermore
possible to draw a link to current geothermal exploration in the URG: Fault-zone-related
significant fluid paths at reservoir depth in sandstones of Bunter age have been found in
the geothermal well Brühl GT1. This well targets the damage zone of a reservoir-scale
fault zone. A high hydraulic conductivity at reservoir depth is indicated by (1) significant
mud loss at reservoir depth while drilling and (2) first pumping tests from this
geothermal well (Reinecker et al., 2015). Although the targeted fault zone crosscuts also
the Muschelkalk, significant mud losses in the well Brühl GT1 were not observed until
reaching the Upper Bunter (Reinecker et al., 2015). Thus, significant fluid paths in the
Muschelkalk are not indicated.
6.1.3

Mineralizations within the fault damage zones

Both permeability structures in Muschelkalk and Bunter proposed above are based on the
assumption that open fractures exist at reservoir depth. Here, the effect of mineralization
within the fracture system shall shortly be discussed since fault-zone related fracture
systems in both Muschelkalk (e.g., calcite, dolomite) and Bunter (e.g., barite, Fe-oxides)
are possibly sealed at depth.
Mineralization of the fracture network is common in carbonates and it is well known that
such mineralization reduces fracture-related permeability and thus induces permeability
anisotropies (e.g., Micarelli et al., 2006a; Bense et al., 2010). Although the majority of
fractures analyzed in outcrop analogues of the Muschelkalk are open, data show that the
amount of mineralized fractures increases towards the fault cores (Chapter 2 Fig. 14).
These mineralizations indicate previous hydrothermal activities in the fracture system,
mainly parallel to the fault-zone strike. However, due to their potential present-day
sealing capacity they may form barriers for fault-zone parallel fluid flow within a
geothermal reservoir.
That most of the fractures are open can also be stated for the fault zone crosscutting the
Lower Bunter: Data for the Cleebourg fault zone show only very few mineralized
fractures, limited to the transition zone (Chapter 4 Fig. 11) that could, however, also
result in sealing behavior. Field studies by Soyk (2015) in a nearby outcrop on the
western URG graben shoulder (Leistadt quarry) reveal significant fracture mineralizations
in the periphery of a main fault zone (presumably the western main graben boundary
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fault zone) indicating former hydrothermal activity in the related fracture system. Thus,
similar mineralization at reservoir depth is possible.
The degree of mineralization in both Muschelkalk and Bunter, however, may be different
at reservoir depths. To detect potentially open or potentially sealed fractures in deep
wellbores, geophysical tools such as wellbore imaging (Formation Micro Imager FMI –
electrical imaging; Ultrasonic Borehole Imager UBI – acoustic imaging) are commonly
used (e.g., Huenges, 2010, Zoback, 2007). Results of those tools used in the wellbore
Brühl GT1 indicate a section of open fractures that correlates with the zone of partially
significant mud loss (Reinecker et al., 2015). Wireline-logging data for the Muschelkalk
reservoir are not available. This is due to wellbore instabilities in the related wellbore
section.

6.2

Stress state and fault-zone permeability

This thesis presents analytical estimations on fault-zone stress states at Muschelkalkreservoir depth in the URG (Chapter 3). Stress state-dependent hydraulic behavior of
fault zones at reservoir depth should, of course, be further evaluated in context with
small-scale damage-zone fractures providing potential fluid paths in the reservoir.
Previous studies proposed that open fractures in damage zones that are preferably
oriented in the present-day stress field (high slip tendency and high dilation tendency)
show an increased hydraulic conductivity (e.g., Barton et al., 1995; Zoback, 2007;
Faulkner et al., 2010). Investigations on the orientation of main fracture sets associated
with fault damage zones in outcrop analogues of Muschelkalk and Bunter reveal that
main fracture sets and fractures with largest apertures are formed parallel or subparallel
to fault-zone strike (Chapters 2 and 4). Thus, hydraulic activity of the fracture system is
directly linked to fault-zone stress state in the present-day stress field.
However, analytical estimations on fault-zone stress states highlight the problem that
general statements on slip and dilation tendencies of fault zones in the URG are difficult
to make (Chapter 3 – transitional stress regime and variations in orientations of
horizontal stresses; Chapter 3 Figs. 4 and 5). Moreover, in this thesis only fault-zone
orientations determined in the outcrop analogue are available and used for analytical
estimations (poles of the fault zones). Thus, these estimations reflect one selective faultzone stress state for each fault zone only. In nature, a greater complexity is caused by
the fact that fault planes may show slight strike variations and rather have an undulating
than a planar geometry. This is visible for example in the Illingen quarry exposing the
slip surface of the large-scale oblique-slip fault zone presented in Chapter 2. An
undulating slip surface results in deviating stress states along a single fault zone or slip
surface, respectively.
To estimate in-situ stress states in a geothermal reservoir, it is preferred to develop 3Dstructural models with fault-plane geometries received by interpretation of 2D and 3D
seismic data, respectively. If such seismic data are available, it is a common procedure
to visualize slip and dilation tendencies of fault planes and related potential reactivations
of individual fault-plane sections (e.g., Moeck et al., 2009 - Northeast German Basin,
Germany; Jolie et al., 2015 – Basin-and-Range Province, Nevada, USA; Meixner et al.,
2016 - Upper Rhine Graben, Germany), for example by using the software 3Dstress ®
(SwRI) (Morris et al., 1996). As an example, Fig. 6.2 shows slip and dilation tendencies
of the fault pattern around the geothermal site of Bruchsal (URG) by Meixner et al.
(2016).
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Fig. 6.2. Deviating slip tendencies (left) and dilation tendencies (right) under a transitional regime (normal to strike-slip
faulting) for the Bruchsal geothermal site at a depth of 2.000 m, URG (Meixner et al., 2016). The top row shows stereonet
projections of the tendency values and poles of the fault-zone pattern. The base row shows the tendency distribution over
the fault pattern in Bruchsal in 3D views.

6.3
Enhancing hydrothermal reservoirs – Stimulation treatments in
sedimentary successions
The lessons learned from established geothermal projects show that the natural
permeability in hydrothermal reservoirs must be enhanced to achieve economic viability.
Results on fracture-system characteristics within fault damage zones compiled in this
thesis also show that stimulation treatments to improve the fracture-system hydraulic
activity may be needed (Chapters 2 and 4), in particular in the mo2 (high amount of
stratabound pre-existing fractures, even very close to the slip surface). Thus, the
necessity of enhancing the geothermal-well-productivity becomes clear (Enhanced
Geothermal Systems; EGS). Enhancement of fluid-flow rates in low-enthalpy reservoirs
can be provided by well-established stimulation tools such as hydraulic stimulation and
chemical stimulation (e.g., Zimmermann et al., 2011).
Hydraulic stimulation is caused by high-pressure fluid injection into the geothermal
reservoir and, in particular, applied in low-porous rocks (e.g., Zimmermann et al., 2011).
In hydrothermal reservoirs, comprising a natural fracture system, it is intended either to
extent pre-exiting natural fractures or to increase the connectivity by linkage of
fractures. Reactivation and opening processes of pre-existing fractures are caused by
tensile or shear failure, respectively (Zimmermann et al., 2011; Zang et al., 2014; Xie
and Min, 2016). In particular, shear movements along the fracture plane may result in
persistent fracture opening (self-propping effect) (e.g., Huenges, 2010; Jung et al.,
2005).
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In context with 3D-numerical models (Chapter 3), vertical heterogeneous stress fields
and the formation of stress barriers affecting vertical fracture propagation in the
Muschelkalk succession, in particular towards the strike-slip regime, have been discussed
in detail; they correspond to results of previous studies (e.g., Larsen and Gudmundsson,
2010; Philipp et al., 2013). An increased risk of non-effective hydraulic stimulation (too
small fracture extensions) was stated to occur in the entire Muschelkalk succession and
in particular in units with strong mechanical layering (e.g., the mo2). Here, potential
hydraulic stimulations in the Bunter reservoir shall briefly be considered: Thick-bedded
sandstones exposed in the outcrop analogue Cleebourg are, at first glance, relatively
homogeneous (Chapter 4). However, variations in this thick sandstone beds are common
in particular as changes in grain size and porosity. In contrast to the analyzed
Muschelkalk succession, shale interbeds are rare and, if present, thin. Thus, in
comparable Bunter successions uncertainties are present as changes in porosity and
cementation rather than as mechanical layering: In poorly cemented units showing high
porosity one problem could be to reach the fluid pressure needed to create or expand
fractures since the injected water may infiltrate the pore volume. The Bunter also
comprises, however, mechanically layered units consisting of low-porous sandstone and
shale interbeds. For such units, results of 3D-numerical models described in Chapter 3
should be transferable to the potential Bunter reservoir, i.e., there occurs a similar risk of
non-effective hydraulic stimulation of the pre-existing fracture system at reservoir depth.
Chemical stimulation is another appropriate tool and, for instance, well-established in
carbonate rocks, but also used in sandstones. The stimulation process is provided by
chemical dissolution or acidization respectively, and caused by a combination of hydraulic
fracturing and acid injection. This tool is primarily used to remove damage material near
the wellbore, but also to enhance the fracture-system conductivity (acid etching;
Economides and Nolte, 2000; Zimmermann et al., 2011). Since this method is intended
to produce conductive fractures (Zimmermann et al., 2011), it may be possible to acidize
mineralizations within the existing fracture system to create fluid flow paths. In case of
strong fracture-system mineralization, hydraulic stimulation may thus be replaced by
chemical stimulation to enhance fracture-related permeability in both hydrothermal
reservoirs considered in this thesis.
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7

Conclusions and Outlook

Fault zones in sedimentary hydrothermal reservoirs of Muschelkalk and Bunter age are
potential target structures of geothermal projects in the URG. This thesis contributes to
their exploration. In Chapter 1 four main aims are introduced. Here, main conclusions
revealed by a mixed-method approach are stated. Afterwards, some possible
improvements regarding the approach and further investigations are briefly described.

(1) Defining fault-zone characteristics and estimating their permeability structure at
different fault-zone scales:
Medium-scale (displacement 1-10 m) and large-scale fault zones (displacement >10 m)
in layered carbonate successions may behave as combined conduit-barrier systems.
Medium-scale fault zones may, in case of a thin and homogeneous fault core comprising
breccia, also act as distributed conduits. Potential conductive and potential sealing
structures, however, change across the Muschelkalk succession, in particular in largescale fault zones. Descriptions reveal that both damage-zone fracture-system
characteristics (e.g., connectivity, vertical extension) and fault-core characteristics show
pronounced differences across the Muschelkalk:
Damage-zone fracture systems in rather homogeneous units such as parts of the mo1
have a more positive impact on reservoir permeability than those in heterogeneous units
(strong small-scale mechanical layering; e.g., parts of the mo2): First-mentioned
fracture systems (e.g., fracture in parts of the mo1) are characterized by a relatively
high hydraulic connectivity between multiple layers and high fracture connectivity of
shorter fractures. These properties are more pronounced in proximity to the fault cores.
Latter fracture systems (e.g., fracture systems in parts of the mo2) show, in contrast,
limited vertical extent and poor fracture connectivity. Thus, damages zones formed in the
mo1 may be preferable target structures of geothermal wells. In contrast, fault damage
zones in the mo2 are less suitable for geothermal exploitation.
Enhanced fracture-induced permeabilities can be expected parallel and subparallel to
fault zones and to prominent regional structures, if favorably oriented in the present-day
stress field (cf. Chapter 6.2). Fracture-system data show largest fracture apertures in
these directions and comparatively high fracture apertures around the fault core.
Fault cores in both reactivated medium-scale fault zones and large-scale fault zones are
mainly very complex structures. They comprise manifold material, either with sealing
behavior (e.g., marl, mineralizations) or potentially conductive behavior (e.g., breccia,
host rock lenses, minor slip surfaces). Fault cores in marl-rich successions are
particularly characterized by sealing behavior (clay smear). In general, many
uncertainties exist and potential sealing materials within the fault cores are very likely.
Thus, fault cores should be avoided as drilling targets.

(2) Improving knowledge of fault-zone local stress field within the hydrothermal potential
Muschelkalk reservoir in the Upper Rhine Graben:
3D-numerical models on fault-zone local stress field at stress conditions similar to those
at reservoir depth were developed. Considerable differences in local stress fields were
found, depending on (1) fault-zone orientation (angles at 0°, 30°, 60°, or 90° to the
maximum horizontal stress SH), (2) stress regime (normal faulting regime, transitional
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regime normal to strike-slip faulting, strike-slip faulting regime), (3) fault-zone scale
(medium-scale vs. large-scale) and (4) contrasts in mechanical properties.
In a normal faulting regime, soft fault rocks consequently concentrate less principal
stresses than the host rock, facilitating hydraulic stimulation in these units. Clear faultzone-orientation dependency of stress magnitudes is concluded with increasing horizontal
compression (transitional and strike-slip regime). Soft fault damage zones and fault cores
at angles of 60° or 90° to SH form a gradual transition zone between differently stressed
layers in footwall and hanging wall. They concentrate higher principal stresses than
comparable units oriented at 0° or 30° to S H. High compressive stress concentrations
may, for example, result in fracture closure of pre-existing fractures and prevention of
hydro-fracture development. In contrast, fault zones trending parallel to S H concentrate,
independent of stress regime, less stresses than the host rock. Hence, they are more
promising for hydro-fracture development.
3D-numerical models show increasing impact of mechanical layering from normal faulting
regime to strike-slip regime. In a strike-slip regime, local stress fields become vertically
heterogeneous, affecting hydraulic stimulation and wellbore stability. Regarding hydraulic
stimulation of the natural fracture system in Muschelkalk rocks, the following is thus
concluded. Vertical fracture propagation induced by hydraulic stimulation in the
mechanically layered mo2, comprising clay zones -ζ and thus a very heterogeneous
stress field, is very challenging, in particular by high horizontal compression.
Improvement of the fracture-system connectivity is difficult and stimulations treatments
have to be planned with care. In contrast, further improvement of the fracture-system
connectivity in more homogeneous units such as the mo1 appears to be more feasible.
Stiff limestone beds concentrate shear stresses and can thus be targeted for shear-failure
of pre-existing fractures (increase of fracture aperture, self-propping effect).
Regarding drilling operation, rapidly changing stress concentrations across the
Muschelkalk must be expected, leading to wellbore instabilities. Mud weights must be
chosen carefully to prevent breakouts or formation of drilling induced tensile fractures.

(3) Identifying fault zones with preferable orientation for fluid flow in the Upper Rhine
Graben:
Analytical models of fault-zone stress states at stress conditions similar to those at
geothermally relevant depth were presented for fault-zone orientations determined in
outcrop analogues. They reveal significant stress state variations of each fault zone. This
is particularly due to the well-known uncertainties in the URG, i.e., transitional stress
regime and common changes in orientation of the maximum horizontal stress SH (NW-SE
to NNW-SSE). Analytical models only reflect selective stress states. Precise fault-zone
slip and dilation tendencies and thus the likelihood of being hydraulically conductive
structures are thus difficult to propose. However, estimates are concluded: Fault zones
oriented within the range of potential SH-directions (NW-SE to NNW-SSE) are not likely to
be subjected to high horizontal compressive stress. They may either have a
comparatively high dilation tendency or comparatively high slip tendency.
The orientation of the maximum horizontal stress S H varies in a certain range that can be
narrowed with detailed surveys. 2D-seismic or 3D-seimic based structural models of the
fault-zone patterns at reservoir depths are well-established tools to characterize the
structural inventory at a geothermal site. Hence, profound knowledge on the stress state
of the targeted fault zone can be expected within the scope of reservoir exploration.
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(4) Comparing fault zones within different potential hydrothermal reservoirs in the URG.
Fault zones in layered carbonate successions versus fault zones in thick bedded
sandstone:
Similar to described fault zones hosted in Muschelkalk the analyzed fault zone hosted in
sandstones of Bunter best corresponds to a combined conduit-barrier system. Damage
zone and transition zone comprise a well-developed fracture system potentially behaving
as a fluid conduit. The very complex fault core comprises a mixture of both sealing and
conductive structures. Thus, the core does not necessarily act as a barrier. However,
occurrence of brittle failure structures in Bunter sandstones is needed to form a wellpronounced fracture system. Units in which formation of deformation bands is likely
should be determined beforehand.
In case of an open and well-connected fracture system fault damage zones in both
Muschelkalk and Bunter are most promising targets. This is, in both sedimentary
successions, more likely in more homogeneous units with a low degree of mechanical
layering. When exploiting a potential geothermal reservoir in Muschelkalk or Bunter,
respectively, the possibility of a mineralized fracture system has to be taken into
account. Mineralization within the fracture system causes further permeability
anisotropies. Data show that the majority of the fractures are open fractures. However,
the amount of mineralization increases towards the fault cores. Considering this fact,
geophysical tools such as wellbore imaging are required.
To conclude, fault zones in both the Muschelkalk carbonate succession and the Bunter
thick-bedded sandstone may be promising target structures of geothermal projects in the
URG. However, this thesis in general deals with fault zones showing high deformation
grade and having undergone repeated slip events in the framework of the URG-evolution
(e.g., oblique-slip fault zones, reactivated fault zones). Described fault-zone structures
are very heterogeneous in both sedimentary successions since they were most likely
formed by fault linkage (recognizable for example by complex fault cores). This leads to
various uncertainties regarding their permeability structure and the possibility of their
variation in both horizontal and vertical direction. In particular, uncertainties exist for
large-scale fault zones (displacement >10 m) and thus reservoir-scale fault zones.
General statements on fault-related permeabilities in hydrothermal reservoirs of the URG
are difficult. The following issues arise if a fault zone is a possible target: Is the specific
fault zone a pure normal fault? Is there the possibility of former fault-zone reactivation
events? Was the fault zone, for instance, subjected to high horizontal stress (closure of
the fracture system)? Does the geometry suggest formation by linkage of pre-existing
fault segments resulting in a complex structure? Detailed fault-zone characterization
prior to drilling is required.

The findings of this thesis show that the applied mixed-method approach provides
profound assumptions on fault-related reservoir characteristics in the URG. The definition
of preferable and, in contrast, unsuitable targets of deep geothermal wellbores in
sedimentary successions of Muschelkalk and Bunter is possible. However, some
uncertainties were also pointed out. To what extent these outcrop-based assumptions are
applicable to deep reservoir conditions must be solved with further investigations.
Comparisons should be made to data of the subsurface.
Such data are, for instance, high-resolution 2D- or 3D-seismic data reflecting the 3Dstructure of the fault zone and thus fault-zone complexity. Furthermore, specific values
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on potential permeability enhancement in proximity to a fault zone are needed. Whether
and to what extent such enhancement arises, can only be determined correctly in the
targeted reservoir during or subsequent to the drilling operation (e.g., in-situ pumping
tests). Such pumping test data are available for the Bunter reservoir (Reinecker et al.,
2015; wellbore Brühl GT1; cf. Chapter 6) and can thus be compared with outcrop
analogue data. Corresponding results will be presented in the PhD-thesis of Johanna
Bauer (in prep.).
Furthermore, some components of the presented approach need further improvements.
Information on fault-zone stress states presented in this thesis are based on orientation
data determined in limited fault-zone sections. Thus, those stress states are selective and
do not reflect the fault-zone three-dimensional structure. Deviating slip and dilation
tendencies of a fault zone can be analyzed by an outcrop-based structural model. A new
technique, i.e., terrestrial laser scanning (LiDAR scanning), has been used to visualize
large-scale surfaces in outcrop analogues (Wiatr, et al., 2013; Reinecker et al., 2015;
Wilkinson et al., 2015). The fault plane exposed in the Illingen quarry, for instance,
provides the opportunity for a LiDAR survey and development of a 3D-model. A slip- and
dilation tendency distribution, as described in Chapter 6 (Fig. 6.2), can be visualized.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, future 3D-numerical models comprising damage zones with
gradually changing Young`s moduli between damage zone and host rock would offer a
major opportunity to estimate more realistic local stress fields. With such models, the
natural gradual decrease of fracture density towards the host rock would be reflected. In
order to implement such numerical models it is necessary to ensure that these models
can still be solved (risk of too high computing power). In order to reduce complexity, it is
recommended to start with a smaller number of layers.
Moreover, further information on interaction between hydraulic stimulation (e.g., vertical
fracture propagation) and mechanically layered rocks at reservoir depth is needed.
Hydro-mechanical 3D-numerical models of fluid overpressure applied in a pre-existing
fracture system and, for instance, external horizontal compression at reservoir depth
would be a powerful tool to analyze this issue.
Young´s moduli E assigned in presented 3D-numerical models are estimations and only
reflect relative variations. They are based on correlations of Schmidt-hammer Rebound
hardness measurements with E published in literature. Since those correlations are
lithology dependent (facies, diagenesis), regression analyses specifically for Muschelkalk
rocks need to be performed. Therefore, it is recommended to perform more laboratory
measurements of rock samples taken in various limestone beds of the carbonate
successions. Rebound hardness measurements in equal beds should provide the
opportunity for correlations.
Young´s moduli furthermore need to be adapted to reservoir conditions at depth. Results
of rock mechanical properties presented in this thesis were determined by uniaxial
compression tests only. Triaxial tests are well-established to simulate reservoir stress
condition since they consider confining pressure (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2007; Zoback, 2007)
and should be performed in further studies.
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Fig. 1. Principal stress magnitudes [MPa] within a total of 12 numerical models of the large-scale fault zone crosscutting the
entire Upper Muschelkalk, hosting a homogeneous fault core (homogeneous Young’s modulus) instead of a heterogeneous
fault core presented in Chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 13 captions and text in Chapter 3 for details).
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Fig. 2. Shear stress magnitudes computed as equivalent stresses von Mises stress and Tresca stress [MPa] within a total of
12 numerical models of the large-scale fault zone crosscutting the entire Upper Muschelkalk, hosting a homogeneous fault
core (homogeneous Young’s modulus) instead of a heterogeneous fault core presented in Chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 13 and 15
captions and text in Chapter 3 for details).
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Fig. 3. Displacements along the given coordinate system axes [m] within a total of 12 numerical models of the large-scale
fault zone crosscutting the entire Upper Muschelkalk, hosting a homogeneous fault core (homogeneous Young’s modulus)
instead of a heterogeneous fault core presented in Chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 13 and 17 captions and text in Chapter 3 for details).
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